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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Control Implementation of Dynamic Locomotion on Compliant, Underactuated,
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by
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Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering
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Professor Dennis Hong, Chair
The control of locomotion on legged robots traditionally involves a robot that takes a stan-
dard legged form, such as the anthropomorphic humanoid, the dog-like quadruped, or the
bird-like biped. Additionally, these systems will often be actuated with position-controlled
servos or series-elastic actuators that are connected through rigid links. This work inves-
tigates the control implementation of dynamic, force-controlled locomotion on a family of
legged systems that significantly deviate from these classic paradigms by incorporating mod-
ern, state-of-the-art proprioceptive actuators on uniquely configured compliant legs that do
not closely resemble those found in nature. The results of this work can be used to bet-
ter inform how to implement controllers on legged systems without stiff, position-controlled
actuators, and also provide insight on how intelligently designed mechanical features can
potentially simplify the control of complex, nonlinear dynamical systems like legged robots.
To this end, this work presents the approach to control for a family of non-anthropomorphic
ii
bipedal robotic systems which are developed both in simulation and with physical hardware.
The first is the Non-Anthropomorphic Biped, Version 1 (NABi-1) that features position-
controlled joints along with a compliant foot element on a minimally actuated leg, and is
controlled using simple open-loop trajectories based on the Zero Moment Point. The second
system is the second version of the non-anthropomorphic biped (NABi-2) which utilizes the
proprioceptive Back-drivable Electromagnetic Actuator for Robotics (BEAR) modules for
actuation and fully realizes feedback-based force controlled locomotion. These systems are
used to highlight both the strengths and weaknesses of utilizing proprioceptive actuation in
systems, and suggest the tradeoffs that are made when using force control for dynamic lo-
comotion. These systems also present case studies for different approaches to system design
when it comes to bipedal legged robots.
iii
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Legged robots and automata that mimic the form and function of humans and animals have
captivated the imaginations of humanity for centuries. Importantly, these systems have the
ability to perform work in a variety of environments when wheeled platforms, aerial systems,
or biological workers are not the best solution. Today, legged robots are more capable
than ever before, with videos of humanoid robots doing gymnastics and quadruped robots
dancing to the latest viral craze becoming more and more common. However, these videos
typically do not highlight the fact that legged locomotion remains an area of active research,
and the videos that are presented to the public may or may not be representative of the
typical performance of the system. In most practical measures, many of these machines still
lack the agility, efficiency, and robustness of their biological counterparts. In reality, legged
locomotion is a deceptively difficult problem to solve because, even though most humans
and animals perform legged locomotion every day, the act of simply walking already involves
a series of highly coordinated feedback-controlled motions with periodic impact events and
switching contact conditions.
1
Many of the current deficiencies in locomotion are a byproduct of traditional robot de-
sign, both mechanically and in control approach. That is, traditionally, legged systems were
realized with stiff, fully-actuated limbs, which are amenable to the classical position-based
control approaches utilized on robot manipulator arms. In essence, the earliest realization of
a legged robot was a pair of manipulator arms bolted together at the base. However, exam-
ining natural occurrences of legged locomotion and interaction with unstructured external
environments suggest this rigid approach to design and control (figuratively and literally)
may not be the most ideal. It is the ability to apply force to and comply with ones surround-
ings rather than the ability to precisely position an end-effector that is more desirable for
behaviors like walking over uneven terrain. Technology such as series elastic actuators (SEA)
and the recent proprioceptive actuators are some prominent tools for roboticists trying to
achieve such behaviors, but also introduce a new set of challenges around controlling these
devices to act as desired.
The control of a legged system with some sort of compliant actuation is, somewhat
surprisingly, one of the earliest problems in legged robotics, and there is a considerable
amount of prior work done to generate locomotion on such platforms. Still, there is not
yet a one size fits all solution to the control problem, as typically the control solution is
tightly coupled to the mechanical design of the robotic system. The most popular legged
robot designs today are the anthropomorphic, two-legged humanoid, and the dog-like, four-
legged quadruped. However, there is still significant variance in the design and form factor of
these systems, and furthermore there is not yet a standardized legged platform design that
incorporates compliance. Compliance typically appears in the design of legged robots in the
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form of mechanical springs, implemented at the actuator level or on the legs of the system
themselves. These springy elements inevitably complicate the (already nonlinear) dynamics
of the systems, leading to issues like underactuation and a potentially large number of states
in the system model that invite the curse of dimensionality and lead to computationally
intensive controllers that are difficult to actualize, even on modern silicon.
Fortunately, not all hope is lost, as legged robots have been around since even before
Moore’s Law had really started taking effect. Accordingly, A classic approach to the control
of legged locomotion is to formulate a simplified dynamic model (‘template’) and then design
(often heuristically) an easily tune-able controller around it. This has worked amazingly well
for a large number of legged robots, but is again dependent on the template model dynamics
at least somewhat resembling the real system dynamics. Today, with modern advances in
computing power and efficiency, more computationally intensive optimization based methods
(that iteratively solve for solutions) for control have started to become more and more
popular for running on real hardware, given the optimization problem remains tractable.
Alternatively, optimizations can be run oﬄine to generate trajectories for locomotion when
the number of states and constraints makes it infeasible to run the optimizations online.
Optimization based methods (both linear and non-linear) offer the possibility of generating
‘optimal’ motions which minimize the energy consumed by the actuators or the time taken to
accomplish a task. This approach to designing locomotion is more generalizable to a broader
range of systems, but often lacks the robustness that the older, more heuristic controllers
can provide.
This work investigates these different approaches to implementing the control of dy-
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namic locomotion in legged robots of varying design that all incorporate compliance or force
controlled actuation, in order to provide insight on their utility in physical hardware imple-
mentation. The results of this work can help guide roboticists when deciding on a particular
control strategy or choice of actuation when implementing legged locomotion. Providing
solutions to this problem of having a machine get around with legs instead of with wheels
or thrusters would not only expand the possible applications of modern automation tech-
nology, but also suggest potential methods for solving other complex, hybrid dynamical
systems. Furthermore, this topic contributes to the subject of force control using various
forms of compliant actuation, a concept that has application in a vast range of robotics areas
such as legged locomotion, manipulation through contact, and human-robot interaction, to
name a few. Finally, the use of optimization for this work can potentially provide some
insight into the phenomenon that is legged locomotion.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 A Brief History of Legged Robotics
Arguably, the field of legged robotics has been around for as long as mankind has attempted
to create a machine in their own form. The earliest ‘walking machines’ date back as early
as the mid 1800’s with Chebyshev’s “The Plantigrade Machine” and Rygg’s mechanical
horse [107], where meticulously designed linkages coordinated limb movements to make the
machines walk. However, these machines are more kinetic sculpture than robot, as their
legged motion consisted of an open-loop, fixed gait. Eventually, walking machine aficionados
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began adding more degrees of freedom (DoF) to the legs of their machines, with 3 DoF being
the minimum to position the foot in 3D space and 6 DoF the minimum to also define an
orientation. One of the first instances of a legged quadruped design with 3 DoF per leg was
the 1968 GE walking truck, a pickup truck with four legs that were manually controlled by
an operator in the truck cabin. [77].
At a similar time, Ichiro Kato began his pioneering work on humanoids and bipedal
machines, with the artificial lower limb model WL-1 in 1967.This work later led to WAP-1,
2 and 3, a series of bipeds with a gradually increasing number of DoF which were eventually
able to walk in 3D. In 1973, he introduced the first full-scale humanoid, WABOT-1 [69],
followed by a number of bipedal robots with quasi-static gaits in the 80s. This work pioneered
the field of anthropomorphic bipedal robots, leading to what we know of today as the fully
actuated humanoid ; that is, humanoid robots that have a minimum of 6 DoF per limb, in
order for each limb to be able to achieve arbitrary configurations in 3D space. One of the
most iconic humanoid robots of the early 21st century is Hondas ASIMO (Advanced Step in
Innovative MObility) [108], a successor to Hondas P2 system first debuted in 1996.
Before the realization of the fully-actuated humanoid, there was a completely separate
phenomenon occurring that was being pioneered by Marc Raibert. When Marc Raibert
approach the problem of legged locomotion in 1981, he embraced the idea that a leg should
be dynamic and springy, as muscles and tendons on biological organisms are, and began
research on a series of groundbreaking computer controlled pogo-sticks [97]. The first so
called Raibert Hopper was a single pneumatic shank actuator leg attached to a horizontal
body that hopped around in a plane by being attached to a boom arm. After Raibert
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released the work done on his hoppers, several others began developing similar systems that
featured minor changes like electric actuation instead of hydraulic, or metal springs instead
of pneumatic [2, 20, 61]. This Raibert Revolution changed the way many people thought
about legged locomotion, and its effects can still be seen in legged robots to this day that
feature springy legs [58, 28, 51]. Raibert went on to establish Boston Dynamics, one of the
first legged robotics companies, making iconic hydraulically actuated systems such as Big
Dog [96] and ATLAS [34], and later electronically actuated systems like Spot [35].
Another branch of legged locomotion started shortly following Raibert’s work. In 1990,
Tad McGeer published his work on developing a walking machine that could convincingly
walk down a shallow incline without any actuation [81]. He coined the phrase passive dynamic
walking to describe this form of locomotion, and today the idea of passive dynamics has been
extended to not only these unactuated walking machines but also to machines with minimal
actuation that incorporate many of the concepts of the original passive dynamic walker.
Perhaps the most compelling result of McGeers approach was how natural and humanlike the
walkers moved, especially when compared to the locomotion approach of the fully-actuated
humanoids mentioned previously. Today, the most prominent result of research on passive
dynamic walking with minimal actuation is the Cornell Ranger [6], a robot that is capable of
walking over 40 miles on a single battery charge using optimal control techniques to minimize
power draw. Importantly, the Ranger shows how incorporating the passive dynamics of a
system can greatly improve its efficiency.
Until recently, these different approaches to legged locomotion were independent schools
of thought, with the results of one not really being that impactful on the development of
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another. One of the reasons for this schism is the fact that every approach was tightly
coupled to the design of the physical robot it was applied to. Traditional humanoids were
typically designed like industrial manipulator arms, Raibert-style robots were designed with
springy legs that are amenable to the Raibert Controller, and passive dynamic walkers were
carefully tuned kinematic machines. Today, researchers are finally beginning to bridge these
gaps in legged robotics, with robots like Jonathan Hurst’s ATRIAS [58] and Cassie [103]
making use of the passive dynamics of a compliant leg to implement Raibert-style running.
Another thrust that is helping close the gap between these approaches is the development
of the high torque transparency, low gearing proprioceptive actuators, a modern twist on the
classic, position-controlled servo. Today, the legged robots that most successfully utilize this
sort of actuator technology are quadrupeds. The MIT Cheetah line of robots [113, 114, 9] all
utilize this approach to actuation in their custom-designed actuators and are able to perform
some amazing acrobatics and locomotion that are comparable to what can be achieved using
hydraulics, but much more efficient [86, 31]. These platforms can all run dynamically with
aerial phases, which points to the main benefit of this form of actuation: a controllable
compliance. The low gear ratio enables the rapid motions associated with running while also
being able to detect and mitigate ground impacts following an aerial phase without the use
of external sensors.
The varying approaches to implementing legged systems also makes it difficult to define a
current state-of-the-art in legged robotics. While it may be difficult to argue against Boston
Dynamics ATLAS humanoid [1] being the best approach to legged robots available, there are
cases to be made for MITs highly efficient and electrically actuated Cheetah robot, ANY-
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botics’ versatile series-elastic ANYmal [59], or even Agility Robotics’ digitigrade bipedal
robot, Digit [104]. Indeed, it is the co-optimization of a robot’s design, along with the inte-
gration of different sensors, various control algorithms, and more that produces an effective
end result. Perhaps the state-of-the-art just depends on the question being addressed; AT-
LAS comes the closest to being a human analogue, MIT Cheetah is the fastest and most
dynamic quadruped around, ANYmal is one of the best robotic systems in terms of overall
system integration, and Digit is a demonstration of how passive dynamics can be utilized as
a foundation for the design of legged robot control.
One final phenomenon that has just begun in the past couple of years is the commercial
legged robotics industry. With the growing ubiquity of cheap, high-performance electronics
and manufacturing, dynamic quadrupeds have begun to join the the ranks of mobile service
robots and multirotor aircraft (drones) that can be used to perform autonomous inspection
and patrol. Interestingly, it is almost exclusively quadrupeds that are being considered for
this task, as they are the most robust for the cost. Another common problem the commercial
legged robotics industry hopes to solve is the last mile problem of package delivery, where
the final few steps from a delivery vehicle to the front door of a house transition from the
nicely paved road systems of modern civilization to soft grassy lawns, uneven brick paths,
and stairs which are not easily traversed by wheeled robots. Another intriguing proposed use
of legged robots is for entertainment. These machines already garner a large online following
and commonly fill auditoriums at tech shows and expositions. Perhaps humanity, being
biological organisms at our core, have a unique and specific affinity for machines designed in
the form of us, or our legged, biological companions. It will be interesting to see the impact
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of legged robots in modern society in the coming years, and hopefully this will inspire further
development in the field of legged robots.
1.2.2 Legged Robot Design and Actuation
Because the implementation of legged locomotion is so strongly coupled to the physical
realization of the robot system, it is informative to discuss the impact that design and
choice of actuation has had on legged robots. The earliest legged robots were essentially
manipulator arms bolted together at their base with a large plate mounted at the end of
the wrist as a foot analog. Compared to the past, design of a legged robot’s most defining
feature, its legs, has received much more research attention because there is now a better
understanding of the essence that allow legged robots to robustly walk, run, and perform
other dynamic movements.
1.2.2.1 Leg Design
A legged robot’s leg needs sufficient strength to support a significant fraction of the robot
weight (if not the entire robot weight), while still being robust to fatigue from constant,
repetitive impacts. This is because unlike other continuous-motion transmission interfaces
such as rotating wheels or propellers, legs make repeated, discrete contacts with their sur-
roundings which expose them to ground reaction forces (GRF) that can be multiple times the
robot’s bodyweight (e.g. three for humans [17]). Early on, legged robotics researchers would
(somewhat naively) design larger, stronger legs to ensure their robustness, and then utilize
large surface area feet to ensure an adequate convex hull of support, or support polygon, is
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created by the feet during stance. However, the increased inertia of the legs had a profound
effect on the dynamics of the system, which at the time was not necessarily appreciated
because the actuators moved so slowly that the leg dynamics could be considered negligible.
As actuator technology matured, legged robots became capable of more dynamic motions,
which meant the dynamics of heavy legs could no longer be ignored. With the constant
asymmetric motions of a leg moving in the swing phase of a gait, it became possible to
excite resonances and potentially even destabilize a robot gait that would have otherwise
been stable with lighter legs. Even slower, less dynamic robots still need to be able to move
their legs quickly to reposition their feet and maintain balance. The humanoid community
approached the dynamics problem with control solutions, but other groups took the design
approach. Therefore, the current trend on platforms that demonstrate robust locomotion is
lightweight legs with small feet [72]. This approach to leg design reduces the leg’s overall
inertia, which provides two main advantages: 1) It allows the legs to accelerate at high
rates while minimally influencing the dynamics of the overall robot, and 2) Many template
models assume massless legs, so lighter legs bring the actual design of the robot closer to the
template.
To achieve this lightweight-leg paradigm in practice, the most prevalent option has been
to keep the leg actuators close to the robot’s body, as opposed to collocating them at the
joints. Removing the relatively heavy steel, copper, and rare-earth metal components of an
electric actuator from the leg allows the leg to mainly comprise of light and strong materials
such as carbon fiber, aluminum, and titanium. However, moving the actuators require
the introduction of a power transmission mechanism, such as a belt/chain and pulley, or
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a linkage mechanism. These two transmissions trade off range of motion for rigidity and
reduced backlash. Another approach to leg weight reduction is to design underactuated legs
with passive joints to reduce the number of actuators required to begin with. Additionally,
modern additive manufacturing techniques are actively used with modern finite element
optimization and analysis tools to create robust, low inertia leg link structures.
1.2.2.2 Actuation
The actuators on virtually any robot are one of the most crucial aspects of the system, and
a machine without them could hardly be considered to be a robot. Legged robots are no
exception, and recent research in legged robot actuation often focuses on new types of soft
actuators that mimic biological muscles [70, 3]. While these actuators show great potential,
the robustness, maturity and ubiquity of modern electric and hydraulic actuators with a
variety of transmissions make them the actuator of choice for most legged systems.
Electric motors that transform electrical energy to mechanical energy via magnetic fields
are used extensively in robotics applications, including legged robots. However, traditional
legged robots used brushless direct-current (BLDC) motors with a large gear reduction to
supply the high torques at low speeds (the classic servo) necessary to actuate a leg. This
configuration is a relic of classical manipulator arms, and are not amenable to the tasks
required of modern legged robots: mainly, force control and impact resistance. One option
to achieve force control with a classic servo is to add an external force torque (F/T) sensor,
but these fragile sensors often break when exposed to the repetitive strain induced by legged
locomotion.
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Currently, the main actuation approaches to achieve the force control and impact resis-
tance necessary for legged locomotion are series elastic actuators (SEA) and proprioceptive
actuators. SEA typically comprise of a classic servo in series with a spring element whose
displacement can be measured to calculate the output force [94]. SEA retain the high torque
output and efficiency of the classic servo while gaining impact resistance and force control
capabilities from the elastic element. However, they suffer from potentially limited actua-
tion speed and operating bandwidth as determined by the stiffness of the elastic element.
Proprioceptive Actuators [115] and Direct Drive actuation [71] have been growing in usage
in the legged robotics community over the last decade, in part due to the increasing ubiquity
of high-performance BLDC motors created for small unmanned multirotor aircraft. These
actuators comprise of a high torque BLDC motors with little to no gear reduction, where
the large motor radius compensates for the reduced torque amplification from the gearbox.
Topologically, a proprioceptive actuator is the same as a classic servo; it just involves the
clever selection of motor, gear ratio, and low level controller that provide its main benefits.
The main advantage of these actuators is that they have highly transparent transmission
systems which allows for reasonably accurate force control by feeding back the current in
the motor [112, 71]. Though this method is not as accurate as using an F/T sensor, it has
been shown to be sufficiently accurate for several legged robots. Furthermore, the actuator’s
stiffness can be changed online by the motor controller without loss of bandwidth. The main
drawback of proprioceptive actuators is their high heat production caused by running the
large BLDC motors at low speeds, meaning additional design considerations must be made
for systems requiring high continuous torque output.
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Proprioceptive actuators typically use a control architecture for high-speed locomotion
on the legged robots that use them, and are becoming pervasive on any modern robot that
requires a variable compliance. Because they are designed for high speeds, they are once
again placed closer to the body to reduce the leg inertia, and the feet at the end of the legs
they drive are often left as a point contact. The proprioceptive actuator is almost universal
in modern dynamic quadruped robots, and its potential uses has not yet been fully explored.
As a final note, a discussion on legged robot actuation would be incomplete without con-
sidering the hydraulic actuators popularized by Boston Dynamics. These types of actuators
have a much larger torque density than electric actuators, but require a pump to pressurize
hydraulic fluid for actuation. Traditionally, the only suitable hydraulic actuators for robots
came from the aerospace industry, making them over-designed and prohibitively expensive
for legged robotics. In recent decades, Boston Dynamics and a few other groups around the
world have made great strides to make them better suited for legged robots [111]. Still, in
spite of these successes, only a few groups other than Boston Dynamics have been successful
in implementing hydraulics on legged robots due to their complexity and sensitivity to being
physically damaged. As hydraulic actuation for the purpose of legged robots matures, it will
be interesting to see how the actuation landscape for legged robots changes.
1.2.3 Modeling, Estimation, and Control of Dynamic Legged Locomotion
The earliest attempts at legged locomotion on a robot were very simple and relied heavily
on heuristics and intuition, as a legged robot was often no more than a pair of manipulator
arms that were bolted together at the base. As automation technology developed, legged
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robotics researchers were able to leverage the advanced approaches for controlling robot
arms for controlling their legged systems. Methods that involved a certain level of nonlinear
dynamics cancellation (inverse dynamics [25]/computed torque [88]/feedback linearization
[118]) became popular in robotic manipulators as they enabled the use of the wealth of
results from linear control theory, but the biggest problem in controlling walking was the
issue of underactuation [122]. Simply put, the inability to produce arbitrary acceleration in
the system due to lack of control authority or simply from having more degrees of freedom
than degrees of actuation.
In the legged community today, there are now many different approaches taken to control
a legged robot, and the choice of control is often linked to the design of the system. For
many humanoids, for example, the dynamics cancellation approach is still a popular choice,
as their legs are often constructed like manipulators. For many robots with series-elastic
actuation, there is also a push towards an emphasis on utilizing the passive dynamics of
the legged robot, rather than simply attempting to force the system to behave like a linear
system.
1.2.3.1 Pendula, ZMP, and the Limits of Linear Control Theory
Modern linear control theory has produced some incredible results and accomplished some
amazing feats in past decades, but it has certain deficiencies that become apparent when
working with legged robots. To start, legged robots are typically conceptualized and modeled
as a set of rigid bodies that are linked together at actuated, revolute joints. This configuration
often leads to a sort of rigid body tree structure, in which the base or trunk of the tree is the
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central body link, and the various limbs of the robot represent the branches. For locomotion,
one must additionally consider the branches of these rigid body trees constantly impacting
the ground, instantaneously reducing the foot velocity to zero and adding a new, unactuated
joint between the foot and ground. These features of legged locomotion mean that models
of it are usually 1) nonlinear, as the second order dynamics always contain velocity products
and trigonometric functions, 2) nonholonomic, so the models cannot be solved at arbitrary
points in time, meaning trajectories need to be numerically integrated, 3) hybrid-dynamical,
ie. the dynamics of the robot in one phase of a locomotion gait (stance) are different than
the next phase (flight), and 4) underactuated, which most commonly occurs at the interface
between the robot foot and the ground.
These analytical complexities make analytically-derived control approaches to legged lo-
comotion difficult, but it is possible with some simplifying assumptions. One canonical
nonlinear system that is an inherent part of nearly all legged locomotion is the inverted
pendulum [66]. A legged robot supporting itself on one leg without a rigid connection be-
tween the foot and the ground (ie. when taking a step) resembles an inverted pendulum. It
was this concept that drove one of bipedal locomotions first big steps forward: the Linear
Inverted Pendulum Model (LIPM) used with the Zero Moment Point (ZMP) [128]. The
LIPM is simply the inverted pendulum model linearized about its upright position, and the
ZMP (equivalent to the Center of Pressure, CoP) is the point on the ground at which the
sum of all moments on the robot equals zero. If this point is within the support polygon of
the robot, then no rotational motion will be induced in the robot, and the robot will not
tip over. In the classic approach [65], a CoM trajectory is generated with the LIPM and
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the ZMP is used to produce a set of foot placements that would allow the robot to walk.
This pendulum trajectory is then executed on the physical hardware through the dynamics
cancellation approach mentioned before (with the foot as the base of the pendulum and the
hip or center of mass (CoM) being the lump mass at the end of the pendulum), or simply
through position control via inverse kinematics (if the leg motion is conservative enough).
This approach was quite pivotal in humanoid robotics, and is often still the first thing to try
on a humanoid robot today.
It is interesting to look at how this classical control approach dealt with the constraints
imposed by legged locomotion. It removed the nonlinear and nonholonomic problems through
using a much simplified model, dealt with the hybrid modes by avoiding impacts altogether
1, and handled underactuation by simply creating a scenario that ensured the system would
never be underactuated. That is to say, as long as the the ZMP of the robot is within
the support polygon, then the leg that is supporting the robot is effectively a fixed based
manipulator that is amenable to all of the classical control approaches for manipulator arms.
This method was later extended to utilize the concept of Centroidal Momentum [85], which
helps encompass the motion of the entire robot to allow for more precise tracking of these
CoM trajectories. While the ZMP preview control method is effective, it produces somewhat
unnatural walking, in which the knees of the robot are always bent to keep the hip at
a constant height. It has also been shown that this approach is rather inefficient when
compared to a more natural human gait [102]. One of the reasons why this approach still
1The linear inverted pendulum keeps a constant height, so with enough control authority one can assume
that the foot of the leg in the air will touchdown with zero net velocity, and thus no energy lost during
impact.
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remains relevant is because of the design of humanoid robots. That is, classic humanoids
adhered to the previously mentioned paradigm of several manipulator arms bolted together
at a torso, meaning there is little compliance in the system, and the gaits relied heavily on
accurately timed position-based trajectories.
1.2.3.2 The Raibert Renaissance and Passive Dynamics
An alternative approach to legged locomotion was achieved in the 1980’s by Marc Raibert,
the founder of Boston Dynamics. His approach to legged locomotion was a drastic departure
from the other approaches being taken at the time, and his seminal work in developing
the “Raibert Hoppers” and “Raibert Controller” based on intuitive models and heuristics
are commonly cited in legged robotics literature to this day. As an aside, one may find
it interesting that Raibert’s most impactful contributions come in the form of a couple of
actuated pogo-sticks and a control algorithm based on heuristics that can be written in
3 (short) lines of code. However, Raibert’s machines spawned a plethora of Raibert-style
hoppers (not to mention Boston Dynamics), and the simple fact was that these machines
worked really well. The author posits that Raibert’s impact on the field shows that, at
least in legged robotics, there is still room for novel contributions to be made simply from
an intuitive understanding of locomotion. Raibert’s approach is still being used to create
dynamic running and jumping locomotion on a variety of legged systems with springy legs,
and can often be fairly intuitive in their construction [51, 58]. However, they are typically
very empirical in nature, making their development more of an art than a science.
More generally, Raibert’s hoppers showed the important of two somewhat revolutionary
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concepts: the importance of compliance in legged locomotion, and the utility of passive
dynamics. Raibert’s original hoppers utilized a pneumatic cylinder with controllable pressure
as a leg, effectively creating a spring which could be injected with energy. Later iterations of
Raibert style hoppers began implementing the spring in other ways, from using a coil spring
to spring plates to bows [20]. The Raibert style hopper is still experimented with today,
but this concept of having a spring in addition to the typical actuation started a new trend
which is also seen today: the series elastic actuator (SEA) [94]. The original SEA concept was
developed by Jerry Pratt, and in contrast to the way Raibert used springs as a component of
a leg, the SEA used springs directly at the output of the actuator. With this configuration,
a robot utilizing only SEA has compliance at each joint. Importantly, this allows torque
control to be used on the robot without a separate F/T sensor, as the torque output by the
SEA can be determined by measuring the deflection of a spring. However, adding this level
of compliance at each joint simply adds additional components to be modeled for control,
as now it is necessary to consider the dynamics of the motor, spring, and rigid body links.
Controlling SEA, in contrast to controlling classic Raibert hoppers, is often an exercise in
nonlinear dynamics.
The other impact of Raibert’s hoppers was that they began breaking the traditional
control paradigm set by roboticists at the time, which was to design a simple, rigid-linked
system, and then cancel the nonlinear dynamics to achieve a nice, linear system amenable
to linear control theory. The key insight introduced by Raibert and expanded on by others
later was that locomotion is inherently a compliant behavior, and that incorporating both
compliance and the passive dynamics of the system are key in developing effective locomo-
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tion. In 1990, Tad McGeer developed a machine that could walk down a shallow incline on
gravity alone thanks to its passive dynamics, and made a point to show how ‘human-like’
these gaits were. Later, passive dynamic walkers that utilized actuation and could walk
across flat ground were developed. The passive dynamic walking phenomena has become
somewhat less prevalent in recent years, but importantly it showed that a legged system, if
modeled to walk well, can achieve walking given the physical machine closely matches the
model. Furthermore, perhaps more importantly, the walking model does not even need to
be incredibly complex, and it is often simpler for control design to just use a simple model
that encompasses the main dynamical modes of the physical robot.
1.2.3.3 Simple Template Models for Control
Modeling the world around us is a difficult task, especially when it comes to modeling
biological creatures. The symphony of carefully timed chemical reactions and electrical
impulses that make even the simplest of animals function is an incredible feat of nature.
The act of just attempting to model such a system would be difficult, let alone attempting
to use that model for control. Fortunately, Bob Full and Dan Koditschek showed in [38]
that perhaps this complex modeling is not necessary, and that biological systems can often
be modeled very simply using so called templates and anchors. Simply put, a template is a
simple model that can be used to represent a much more complex system, the anchor. By
developing control around these simple models, more complex robots which encompassed
the key dynamics of the simple models could be made and controlled as desired.
To illustrate this point, Raiberts classic hoppers have now been associated with the
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Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) or spring-mass model. This model is comprised
of a point mass that interacts with the ground through a single massless spring leg that can
be positioned arbitrarily during flight. This simple and elegant design template facilitated
the use of the classical Raibert Controller, an empirical controller that composites three
controllers that each control one aspect of the hoppers motion: the vertical jumping height,
the horizontal velocity of the locomotion using foot placement, and the pitch of the body.
This sort of controller has been formalized as the composition of several templates that each
control a particular degree of freedom. These templates can then be anchored in a physical
system and composed together such that it creates a stable running/hopping locomotion
[97, 28].
To extend the idea of templates even further, the LIPM mentioned previously can also
be considered as a simple template model, as it is a drastically reduced order model which is
used as a basis for controlling the much more complex humanoid robot. Granted, the LIPM
lacks the biological motivation that the SLIP model does, but is effective nonetheless. The
model used by many passive dynamic walking research was the Compass Gait Walker [45],
which resembles a double pendulum that has been folded over such that is constantly falling
onto its ‘front’ leg. Another simple model that is utilized today is the hovercraft model,
in which the robot is modeled as a single rigid body floating in 3D space, and its legs are
thrusters that intermittently provide forces and moments on the rigid body [86, 122]. This
simple model makes some assumptions, such as the leg dynamics not affecting those of the
main rigid body (massless legs), but often the controllers made around this model can be
robust enough to handle the disturbances introduced by non-massless legs. The impact of
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simple models for legged locomotion should not be understated, as it has produced some
amazing results. However, it is important to mention that making use of simple models does
assume that the physical hardware somewhat fits the model. If the hardware diverges too
much from the simple model, even the most robust of controllers will fail. In this case, it is
often necessary to look towards other approaches of control.
1.2.3.4 Underactuated Control
As mentioned previously, underactuation occurs in a system when it is unable to produce
arbitrary accelerations [122]. In the case of legged robots, underactuation typically manifests
in two ways. The first is when the legged robot does not have a flat, actuated foot on the
ground, such as on a robot with point feet, or on a robot with a flat foot that is now tipping
over the edge of the foot. The other case of underactuation is when the robot is unable
to provide sufficient torques at the joints to produce a desired motion. In both of these
cases, the dynamics cancellation approach to control tends to fail. Additionally, if the robot
was not designed in such a way to resemble a simpler dynamic model, then the approach
of templates and anchors will also fail. In these instances, it is necessary to look towards
underactuated control.
The canonical examples of underactuated systems are the ‘Cart-Pole’ and the ‘Acrobot’
[119]. The Cart-Pole is a pendulum pinned to a cart which can move side to side, and the Ac-
robot is a double pendulum which is actuated only at the joint connecting the two links (the
‘elbow’ joint). The classic control problem posed for these systems is the swing-up problem,
in which the pendular components start hanging down in gravity and need to be inverted so
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that they are balanced upright2. The erratic and non-intuitive motion that Acrobot takes
to solve the swing-up problem (which is not unlike the motion a gymnast on a hanging bar
takes to solve the same problem) is a clear illustration of the challenges of underactuation.
In [118], Spong developed the technique of partial feedback linearization, in which systems
that could not be fully feedback-linearized (ie. have all their nonlinear dynamics cancelled)
could be partially feedback-linearized (ie. certain states are linearized) given certain condi-
tions on a strongly coupled system. Another approach to underactuated control is transverse
linearization, in which an arbitrary trajectory can be effectively stabilized by making a lo-
cal linearization of the transverse dynamics and stabilizing those dynamics [79, 4]. These
methods tend to have limited regions of accuracy, and again are attempting to eliminate
nonlinearities, rather than use them.
Another widely accepted approach to control of nonlinear systems is Hybrid Zero Dy-
namics (HZD), a form of nonlinear control that was utilized in [132] as a means of producing
legged locomotion on a bipedal robot. In this scheme, the many degrees of freedom of the
robot are virtually constrained to follow a specific set of zero dynamics that result in a stable
limit cycle for the system. The hybrid aspect of HZD refers to the extension of the zero dy-
namic concept to hybrid systems, such as ones involving the rigid body impacts. Designing
HZD controllers relies on the careful selection of virtual constraints to produce desirable
behavior, involving controlling the pose of the robot based off the support leg angle. A
legged robot walking using virtual constraints is effectively walking like a passive dynamic
walker, meaning the stability properties would need to be inherent in the design of the zero
2Once upright, linear controls can be used to stabilize the system close to the linearization point.
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dynamics. This approach has seen success on many different systems such as [22, 120], as
well as a fully actuated humanoid-style biped with additional ankle compliance [102].
Two additional methods for underactuated control are motion primitives [93] and central
pattern generators [62]. Motion primitives refers to an approach where several discrete mo-
tions are combined in a state machine to produce a reasonable transition from one motion
to another. This method is attractive because it provides a solution to the difficult problem
of handling and adapting to a broad range of environments and possible disturbances which
could take place during legged locomotion. Motion primitives are also commonly used in
animation, where dynamics are less important than the smooth transitions across a variety
of terrain. The actual discrete motions from motion primitives can come from any source;
sometimes they are based on the approaches described previously, but for the animation case
they are often done with motion capture on an analog subject. Central pattern generators
(CPG) have shown to be the foundation of many biological actions, including legged locomo-
tion. CPG have the benefit of being clocked, periodic motions that don’t require higher level
monitoring or feedback, and have been shown to be really effective for controlling swimming
on robotic fish [23]. However, legged locomotion often has discrete jumps in the state due
to the foot impacting on the ground, and CPG can have difficulty accounting for these sorts
of disturbances.
1.2.3.5 Optimal Control
Optimal control here broadly refers to the class of control approaches that involve the min-
imization or maximization of a certain objective or cost function. In the field of legged
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robotics, optimal control typically comes in the form of minimizing the energy used by the
system, either by looking at the absolute power used by the actuators, or by looking at other
metrics such as the cost of transport. In linear controls, a classical example of an optimal
controller is the linear quadratic regulator (LQR), which guarantees an optimal control in-
put based on a cost function defined by looking at the weighted square of the inputs and
states. Interestingly enough, even in the face of nonlinearities, underactuation, and more,
LQR is still relevant in many different legged control frameworks, thanks to techniques like
partial feedback linearization and transverse linearization. In many cases, LQR can be used
to locally stabilize a trajectory or a linearized Poincare map. Still, the LQR is still just
regulating, not necessary discovering new trajectories or gaits. In these instances, a different
approach is taken.
To generate these longer, more involved trajectories, a common, modern approach is to
use trajectory optimization [5]. Trajectory optimization has its roots in generating optimal
trajectories for spacecraft, where fuel economy is critical [52]. In legged robotics, trajectory
optimization is used predominantly for generating trajectories (typically periodic) which
result in the robot efficiently walking, running, or otherwise locomoting. There are two
broad forms of trajectory optimization: shooting and collocation. Shooting methods involve
optimizing the control and states on a discrete time grid and integrating the dynamics of
the system in between time points [75]. Collocation methods forego integration between the
time grid and simply model the dynamics as polynomials in the states and simply attempt
to collocate (ie. match at every point in time) the value of the polynomial and its derivatives
with the value of the state and its derivatives [127]. These formulations have advantages and
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disadvantages, but both have uses with respect to legged locomotion.
As with many forms of optimization, the art of producing good results lies in the for-
mulation of the problem itself. Often times, simply attempting a free optimization with a
minimal number of constraints produces quite sensitive gaits which are practically impossible
to stabilize on a physical system, so additional constraints are often applied. Furthermore,
these methods can have difficulty handling an unknown sequence of contact conditions, as
changing contact conditions typically signal a switch in dynamics. When a contact sequence
cannot be predefined, the two common solutions are to approximate the contact as a contin-
uous (but stiff) force model that never needs to switch [125], or to reformulate contact into
a linear complimentary constraint that are more suitable for the algorithms to handle [91].
Still, the trajectories found through trajectory optimization are not regulating controllers
in the sense that they will stabilize some gait; with the exception of the virtual constraint
approach in HZD, the optimal trajectories have no guarantees of stability.
Trajectory optimization offers an enticing solution to the problem of generating locomo-
tion gaits on legged robots, but don’t offer much in terms of stability or robustness. In the
response to this, a recently popular method for dynamic legged locomotion is the use of fi-
nite horizon model predictive control (MPC). This form of control has been around for quite
some time and is recognized across several fields. In the context of legged robotics, MPC can
refer to either its linear or nonlinear variants, and can be used to both plan a motion and
also provide feedback to ensure the motion is followed [32, 57]. Specifically, MPC utilizes a
model of the system to be controlled, and at each time step determines over a finite horizon
a sequence of control inputs and corresponding state trajectory to achieve some desired high
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level command or motion plan. MPC when applied to legged robots also typically requires
the use of optimization, be it convex or otherwise, to solve for the control inputs subject to
various constraints. This approach has been used quite successfully on quadrupeds such as
the MIT Cheetah 3 [31] and ANYmal [133], and has also shown some success on humanoid
systems [36]. Optimal control, especially MPC, can offer practical and effective solutions
to legged locomotion. However, when it comes to nonlinear optimization, there are always
implementation details that must be considered.
1.2.3.6 State Estimation
State estimation has an interesting role in legged robotics. In most mobile robot applications,
estimation of the robot state within a global reference frame and then planning a path
through the space is the main problem being solved [124]. The assumption in this case is
that the robot is able to then execute whatever motion plan it was given to reach its final
goal. However, for legged robots, this assumption is not always true, as legged locomotion
itself is a challenge that needs to be solved first. As such, estimation can often be somewhat
decoupled from the locomotion control problem, which can be seen from the fact that a
significant body of work has been done on developing visual-inertial estimation on other
mobile platforms like multirotors [30].
State estimation on mobile platforms typically rely on some form of odometry that esti-
mates the distance traveled, along with some means of correcting or updating the predicted
state taken from the odometry. On wheeled platforms, the revolutions of the wheels can be
used to measure the distance travelled, and cameras tracking visual features can be used
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to update the prediction. On flying platforms, prediction is often done by integrating an
accelerometer and gyroscope, and then updates are performed with vision. Legged robots
are typically equipped with joint encoders which can measure the leg configuration, which
offers a unique form of odometry that other mobile robot systems might lack.
Legged robots have the advantage of (typically) having at least one connection with the
ground during normal locomotion, meaning a local estimate of position with can be tracked
as long as the feet never slip, and the kinematic model of the robot is precise. However,
sensor fusion with some other form of sensor is more robust in most applications, and is the
approach taken on most legged platforms that require a global position estimate [84, 14, 13].
Interestingly, these results also suggest that even in the absence of a global position reference,
the body-centric velocity is still observable [14]. This can be useful when implementing a
legged robot as a mobile robot, where a higher-level path planner produces velocities that
the legged robot tracks over time.
1.2.4 Legged Robots In Real Life
Legged locomotion offers a rich variety of intellectual challenges and motivations, both in
a mathematical sense as well as a practical one. In theory, the complex, discontinuous
dynamics of legged robots provide a canvas for attempting the latest approaches in nonlinear
dynamics. In practice, legged robotic platforms are some of the most complex mechatronic
platforms around, utilizing some of the highest numbers of sensors and actuators compared
to other robotics sub-fields. When it comes to the physical implementation of control on
legged robots, there are an immense number of considerations that must be taken, many
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of which have kept them from being practical for commercial applications until recently.
Despite all of these hurdles, the author believes that legged robots are here to stay, if not as
commercial products, then as academic exercises that can teach and inspire.
1.2.4.1 The Reality Gap
Some of the biggest challenges in developing legged robots (and other types of robots) are
the differences between the simulated world used for development and the real world. This
disparity between simulation and reality is known as the reality gap [63], and it can be
found in nearly any application in which a simulation attempts to model the physical world
around us. For certain robotic systems such as multirotors, simulations can often capture
the majority of the dynamics, thanks to the simple yet effective power transmission systems
on modern multirotors, as well as the fact that they are floating in the air and do not have to
consider contacts (typically). Legged robots by contrast are highly complex, power-limited
systems that are modeled as complex rigid body trees with constantly changing contact
conditions. In this case, it is necessary to model things such as friction and impacts that all
can be a challenge to model accurately in physics simulators.
When it comes to dynamic behaviors, for a complex legged robot, a typical simulator such
as Gazebo [74] or V-REP [105] can provide a proof-of-concept that the motion is possible,
but it is typically necessary to perform meticulous testing on the physical robot afterwards
in order to correctly tune the system to function as desired. As an aside, the reality gap
is also one of the main challenges of having a robot execute a trajectory that has been
found through trajectory optimization or machine learning; if you generate your trajectory
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in simulation, the motions will likely not be reflected on the robot, but if you learn/optimize
on the robot, you will need to spend a lot of time fixing broken hardware due to falls and
crashes.
1.2.4.2 Hardware and Software Tractability
Another consideration that must be made when implementing algorithms on real hardware
is their ability to be executed quickly and effectively. While certain systems can get away
with a single ARM based processor running their estimation and control loop, many legged
robots do not have this luxury. Most legged robots will utilize multi-core processors with
speeds comparable to those in modern notebook computers, and it is also common to have
an ARM based processor for low level control of each limb or joint as well. However, while
this distributed processing approach improves the general execution speed of systems, it
adds the challenge of communicating between the different processors. Typically, serial
communication is used, though Ethercat is also a popular choice [64]. However, one downside
of Ethercat is the fact that it requires the use of heavy controller modules and bulky Ethernet
cables, which all add unnecessary weight to a legged robot. Assuming that communication
is not a problem, the algorithms being run still need to execute fast enough for control.
Currently, nonlinear optimization is difficult to do online with a full rigid body model, so
it may be more tractable to run optimizations on a simpler (template) model. Perhaps the
solutions to many of these problems will scale with Moore’s law, but in the present they still
pose significant barriers to effective legged robots.
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1.2.4.3 A Note on Stability
Currently, there is no standardized definition of stability for legged locomotion. Often times,
local stability can be defined for a particular legged system, and that legged system can be
proved to be locally stable. However, these definitions often leave out one major form of
instability that is somewhat unique to legged robots: falling over. Falling over is relatively
intuitive for legged systems such as us humans to understand, but it is difficult to quantify
on a legged robot. This can make finding solutions through optimization difficult, as they
require specific mathematical definitions of constraints or tasks. Typically, stability of legged
locomotion is handled with limit-cycle stability analysis, but often times the regions of
attractions are too small to even handle something as minute as the backlash in the gearbox
of a joint actuator. In the present, the most robust method for verifying stability on a legged
robot is still just deploying an algorithm, and verifying that it performs the expected motions
while not falling over.
1.3 Organization and Contributions
Today, legged robots are finally beginning to leave the lab and are becoming pieces of tech-
nology that can be utilized for commercial applications. However, there is still a broad
range of questions in legged robotics that have yet to be asked, and that are unlikely to be
addressed in industry. One such question is that of design morphology and configuration.
Today, a large majority of legged robot designs fall broadly into just one of two archetypes:
the fully-actuated (bipedal) humanoid and the dog-like dynamic quadruped. These types
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of platforms have had a large amount of development resources invested into them, and
therefore do not leave much to the imagination when it comes to their design and imple-
mentation. However, one need not look far to see that the space of possible legged robot
designs is incredibly vast, and that robots need not take one of the two forms above to be
successful. Legged robots inspired by the design of flightless birds, cockroaches, and more
have had a profound impact on the field of legged robots. Even though these systems have
not yet had the same limelight as humanoids and quadrupeds, they still contribute to the
field as niche platforms for specific tasks, or as platforms to explore certain fundamental
aspects and models of legged locomotion or control.
The non-anthropomorphic biped, or NABi, that is introduced here is one such exploratory
platform, and is the main contribution of this work. The NABi system is neither a fully-
actuated humanoid nor a dynamic quadruped, but rather combines elements of both in
order to explore dynamic bipedal locomotion on a heavily underactuated bipedal design.
Furthermore, NABi explores the use of force control and proprioceptive actuation for bipedal
locomotion, something that is traditionally only done on dynamic quadrupeds. Locomotion
algorithms are then developed for walking and jumping on NABi. While NABi’s relatively
specialized design does mean that the particular locomotion algorithms introduced here
may not be directly generalizable to systems that do not resemble NABi, the concepts and
techniques that are used to implement these algorithms are generalizable to different legged
systems. Importantly, NABi has the quality of being a (pair of) physically realized robot(s),
meaning the results are not limited to simulation or theory, and that the intuition and
techniques developed from this work can be used to guide future roboticists working with
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similar hardware.
The hardware of NABi itself also represents an important component to the novelty of
this work. NABi utilizes the recently popularized proprioceptive actuation through the use of
back-drivable actuators with low gear ratios. These actuators are typically incorporated into
the legs of dynamic quadruped robots in such a way that the actuators are all placed near
the hip to minimize the leg inertia. This differs from the design philosophy of most fully-
actuated humanoids, where the actuators are collocated with the corresponding joint. The
legs on the proprioceptive version of NABi take the quadrupedal approach of a lightweight
3DoF leg, sacrificing an actuated ankle in favor of a more lightweight, dynamically capable
leg. The impact of taking this approach to leg design and actuation is a recurring motif in
this work.
More generally, this dissertation contributes to the area of legged robotics and locomotion,
with a focus on the use of force control for dynamic walking and jumping locomotion. It also
emphasizes many of the more practical technicalities of physical implementation on hardware,
and comments on various heuristics and other topics that may otherwise be skipped when
considering a pure theoretical or pure simulation based system. As a general note for the
reader, due to the variegated nature of the topics being covered in this work, there is not a
single section that covers all the theoretical background necessary in its entirety. Instead,
background topics are introduced as they are used in the work, allowing for each chapter to
be read independently. That being said, the author believes that reading from beginning to
end still provides better flow and improved consistency for the reader.
The remainder of this dissertation is organized to reflect the development process of the
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NABi family of robots. Chapter 2 introduces the concept of the novel Non-Anthropomorphic
Biped, Version 1 (NABi-1), a simple, minimal planar biped that has compliant feet elements
and explores how intelligent mechanical design can simplify the process of developing dy-
namic locomotion. Some simple motion controllers on NABi-1 are developed, and their
performance is discussed. Chapter 3 goes into the next iteration of NABi, NABi-2, which
features a similar leg configuration as NABi-1 but now incorporates proprioceptive actuators,
and a different approach to control. Chapter 4 takes an aside to introduce state estimation
for legged robots, and how it was introduced to NABi-2 as a prerequisite to realize direc-
tional locomotion. Chapter 5 details how directional walking and jumping locomotion was
implemented on NABi-2 once state estimation was available, and the difficulties of develop-
ing these algorithms for the unique NABi-2 design. Chapters 6 begins a discussion of the
performance of these force control approaches to locomotion by looking at a simple three-link
monoped design that is made to hop using a simple Raibert-style compositional controller
and a trajectory optimized for energy efficiency. Many different three-link monoped designs
are tested using a monte carlo method, and show the energetic cost of having a stable, ro-
bust controller. Chapter 7 summarizes and concludes the dissertation, reflecting on lessons
learned in the research, as well as offering possible avenues of future research.
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CHAPTER 2
NABi-1: The Non-Anthropomorphic Bipedal Robotic
System
Abstract
This chapter presents a novel bipedal robot concept and prototype that takes inspiration
from humanoids but features fundamental differences that drastically improve its agility
and stability while reducing its complexity and cost. This Non-Anthropomorphic Bipedal
Robotic System (NABiRoS/NABi-1) modifies the traditional bipedal form by aligning the
legs in the sagittal plane and adding a compliance to the feet. The platform is comparable
in height to a human, but weighs much less because of its lightweight architecture and novel
leg configuration. The inclusion of the compliant element showed immense improvements
in the stability and robustness of walking gaits on the prototype, allowing the robot to
remain stable during locomotion without any inertial feedback control. NABiRoS was able
to achieve walking speeds of up to 0.75km/h (0.21m/s) using a simple ZMP based gait and
a positioning accuracy of +/- 0.04m with a hand-tuned quasi-static algorithm.
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2.1 Introduction
For almost twenty years, humanoid robots, designed to mimic both the form and function
of human beings, have been on the leading edge of robotics research. The end goal of
the humanoid robot is to have generalist machine that could be used to perform tasks
in humans environments, when the tasks are too dangerous, dull, or dirty for biological
workers. Significant work has been done in the field of full sized humanoids using expensive
high degree-of-freedom (DoF) platforms with complex control and rigid linkages [55]. These
platforms have seen drastic advancements in recent years, but are still years away from being
practical due to concerns over complexity, cost, reliability, and safety. In order to have a
biped platform that could be applicable today, a shift in the humanoid paradigm is necessary.
Research on full sized humanoid robots tends to focus on improving their ability to work
in environments designed for humans. This is often accomplished using rigidly controlled
robots with two arms and two legs attached to a torso, and with 6 or more degrees of freedom
in each limb [55, 65, 68]. These robots are quite versatile, but are generally too slow, unsafe,
and expensive to be used practically. An alternative approach to a generalist robot platform
has been to mount an anthropomorphic (humanoid) upper body on a robust mobile base
which can have wheels, treads, or more than two legs [73, 82], sacrificing simplicity and agility
for stability. Significant advances have also been made in the area of compliant mechanisms,
which can be used to improve the performance and safety of humanoids [47, 94]. These
endeavors utilize elastic elements in the joint actuators, allowing for improved safety and
more fluid motions at the cost of control and mechanism complexity.
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Figure 2.1: The Non-Anthropomorphic Bipedal Robotic System (NABiRoS) prototype, with
cardboard box and face dictating the forward-backward direction.
Instead of trying to tackle the deficiencies of bipedal walking with a novel control algo-
rithm on a high DoF humanoid, this work attempts to tackle the issues by rethinking the
fundamental design of a bipedal robot and humanoid from the ground up. A biped does
not necessarily need to have the exact same morphology or features of a human to perform
human-centric tasks. The aim of this work is to develop a bipedal robot with a completely
new form factor; a robot whose design can apply the control approaches common amongst
bipedal robots today but with significantly enhanced agility and reliability. To this effect,
the Non-Anthropomorphic Bipedal Robotic System (NABiRoS) was developed: a robot with
a novel lower body configuration that resembles a normal humanoid robot walking sideways
(Figure 2.1).
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 2.2 introduces the non-
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anthropomorphic biped concept and design of the system. Section 2.3 presents the ap-
proaches taken to control the system to walk. Section 2.4 discusses the performance of
walking on NABiRoS, and how it could be potentially modified to achieve greater flexibility.
Finally, 2.5 ends with concluding remarks.
2.2 Concept and Design
Bipedal walking is a complex, three-dimensional control and stability problem that humans
often take for granted. One of the reasons why bipedal walking is difficult on classic hu-
manoids is because of the offset in the hip joints in the frontal plane. In typical forward
walking, this offset creates undesirable oscillatory moments that force the robot to lean in
the direction orthogonal to the direction of motion. A small perturbation in this orthogonal
direction can then easily destabilize the robot, and classical humanoid robots would struggle
to recover from this sort of disturbance due to the restrictive workspace of the legs and
torque-limited actuators. As such, these robots are forced to take small, calculated steps,
as well as use a wide array of expensive force/torque and inertial sensors to perform simple
walking or balancing tasks. However, these moments dont appear when taking steps side
to side (as the hip offset is in line with the direction of motion), and if the main mode of
transport is sideways walking, the leg can be simplified significantly. The forward-facing,
anthropomorphic knees are no longer necessary, and can be rotated such that the legs are
aligned in a plane. By aligning the legs with the sagittal plane, stable forward walking can
be achieved using the sideways walking motion (Figure 2.2). This leg realignment also means
the number of DoF in a leg can be significantly reduced, and the ankle can be removed and
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of the original NABiRoS (left) and a more traditional humanoid
(right) that shows the sagittal plane of each.
replaced a much simpler foot element. The novel configuration of NABiRoS simplifies the
control and stability problem to a two dimensional planar one, and offers a new approach
for a simple, lightweight, and practical bipedal robot.
NABiRoS achieves bipedal walking along the front-back axis with only two degrees of
freedom on each leg; one at the hip, and one at the knee. There are no degrees of freedom
at the ankles, significantly reducing the weight and moment of inertia of each leg. The leg
links are comprised of aluminum brackets and carbon fiber tubes. The ‘body’ of the robot
rests above the hip joints and comprises of a box that covers the computing electronics. The
materials used allow this robot to be extremely lightweight (3.97 kg, with external power).
Compliant feet are used on NABiRoS to account for small perturbations and uneven
terrain, without the need for an ankle joint (Figure 2.3). Legged robots are traditionally
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Figure 2.3: Prototype for compliant foot end effector using spring steel toes and foam damp-
ing heels.
designed to be mechanically rigid with high-gain, position controlled joints, making it im-
perative for foot trajectories to match terrain contours perfectly. This type of design works
well in a laboratory setting where the environment is known, but often fails when introduced
to uncertain real-world conditions [21]. A widely used solution to this problem is the series
elastic actuator (SEA), which adds a compliant element in series with a traditional actuator.
Adding this elastic element can lead to improved energy efficiency and impact resistance, but
often complicates the robot dynamics and adds latency to the control [94]. NABiRoS uses
compliant end-effectors rather than compliant actuators at each link, effectively creating a
series elastic leg. Adding compliance in this way retains SEA benefits, but is simpler to im-
plement mechanically. Moreover, the compliant feet are configured such that they only take
action during specific motions. This serves to aid robot dynamics in targeted areas of the
walking cycle, while allowing for fast response times when the spring system is not engaged.
The deflection angle of the spring is also configurable, analogous to a variable stiffness SEA,
enabling multiple types of locomotion.
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2.3 Locomotion and Control Design
While the mechanical and system design of NABiRoS is highly simplified compared to that
of a traditional humanoid, the addition of the spring steel foot does complicate the control
and implementation of locomotion gaits. Traditional fully actuated bipeds have enough
DoF in each leg to allow the foot to achieve an arbitrary spacial configuration within the
leg’s workspace. NABiRoS legs are restricted to a plane, meaning a minimum of three
actuated DoF is necessary to be fully actuated. The replacement of the ankle joint for the
compliant foot makes the system underactuated, in the sense that there are fewer actuators
than available spacial degrees of freedom.
Underactuation drastically complicates the control of robots in general, making the clas-
sical dynamics cancellation approaches used widely in manipulator arms challenging. Fur-
thermore, the NABiRoS prototype is only equipped with position controlled actuators at
each degree of freedom, and is not equipped with an inertial measurement unit (IMU) or
force torque sensors. In order to command a walking motion with such limited sensory feed-
back and position controlled actuators, it is necessary to generate joint trajectories oﬄine,
and then ‘play them back’ on the robot. That is, generate a time-parameterized end-effector
trajectory in Cartesian space, convert it to joint space using inverse kinematics, then execute
it on the robot by looping at a constant rate and interpolating the joint positions based on
execution time. This is one of the simplest approaches to control on a legged robot, yet
can still be effective if the robot has some sort of inherent stability. Furthermore, while it
may be naive to have developed a system with such limited feedback, it presents an interest-
ing a novel challenge to develop some open-loop (though still using joint encoder feedback)
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trajectory that incorporates the passive compliance of the foot element.
2.3.1 Quasi-Static Walking
As an initial attempt at locomotion, a simple, quasi-static walking gait is developed. Before
the development of algorithms that took advantage of the dynamics of a robot, humanoid
robots used statically stable gaits where the center of mass was slowly moved within the
robots support polygon [121]. A similar approach is taken initially with NABiRoS to assess
its stability and performance. However, the analogy is not perfect, as most static gaits
assume a fully actuated leg, and a relatively large surface area foot to have as large a
support polygon as possible.
When supported on one foot, the support polygon of NABiRoS can be described as
the area covered by the whole foot including the compliant element; however, resting on
the compliant foot cannot be described as completely static because the compliant element
stores energy when the robot leans onto it. Because of this, instead of slowly transitioning
the CoM of the robot from one foot to another, the CoM is rapidly swung over one foot,
charging the compliant element. Then, before the compliant foot releases its stored energy,
the opposite foot is extended out, taking a step. Finally, to complete the step, the CoM
is moved over the foot that was just placed, and the above process is repeated with the
other foot (This motion is depicted in Figure 2.4). By utilizing the compliance in the feet
during what can be described as a quasi-statically stable gait, the Quasi-Static walking gait
is achieved.
On the physical platform, the Quasi-Static gait was implemented by commanding the
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Figure 2.4: Frame depiction of the quasi-static walking cycle. In Steps 1-2, the robot leans
over one foot to charge the compliant foot. Steps 3-4 show the robot lifting its leg and taking
a step. Steps 5-7 show the robot repeating this process for the opposite leg and returning to
the first position.
body to the left and right with respect to the feet, and lifting a foot once the body had
shifted over sufficiently. This approach is very heuristic, and was empirically tuned to work,
but offered some intuition on how locomotion on this platform could be approached.
2.3.2 ZMP-Based Walking
The quasi-static walking gait utilizes heuristically tuned trajectories that were designed using
intuition and experimentation. However, the quasi-static gait does not really utilize any sort
of dynamic model and thus produces a very slow, conservative walking motion. In order to
have a more dynamic walk, a model-based approach was necessary. In this case, one of the
classical ZMP-based methods was used [65]. The key insight of this approach is the use of
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Figure 2.5: Intuition on the cart table model: if the cart is over the edge of the table base
and not moving (left), the ZMP is at the edge of the table base and the table will start
tipping over. If the cart is accelerating at the edge of the table (right), the reaction force on
the table produces a moment that keeps the ZMP within the table base, preventing tipping.
the simplified cart-table model, and then applying a preview controller to track a prescribed
ZMP trajectory.
The cart-table model can be described by a cart that is sliding on the surface of a
massless table, with the flat base of the table representing the support polygon generated
by the stance foot (feet). The model describes how a cart moving on the surface of the
table effects the Zero Moment Point (ZMP) at the table base, as shown in Figure 2.5. This
model is illustrated in more detail in Figure 2.6, which also show how the model is embedded
into the NABiRoS system. The dynamics of this model can now be represented written out
concisely as:
p = x− h
g
x¨ (2.1)
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Figure 2.6: Simplified cart-table model used for ZMP based locomotion planning on
NABiRoS. The cart represents the center of mass of the robot, and the table base is the
stance foot of the robot.
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With a corresponding representation in state space:
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 (2.3)
Where p is the ZMP or Center of Pressure (CoP), x describes the horizontal component of
the Center of Mass (CoM) of the robot (or the cart), h is the height of the CoM which remains
constant, and g is the gravitational constant. Note that in the state space representation
the system is augmented so that the system input u is the jerk of the CoM.
Now, this model can be used with a preview controller that utilizes future information
of the ZMP reference trajectory in order to yield a smooth CoM trajectory. The system in
discrete form with sample time ∆t can be written as:
xk+1 = Axk + buk (2.4)
pk = cxk (2.5)
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Where
xk =
[
x(k∆t) x˙(k∆t) x¨(k∆t)
]T
(2.6)
uk = u(k∆t) (2.7)
pk = p(k∆t) (2.8)
A =

1 ∆t ∆t2
0 1 ∆t
0 0 1
 , b =

∆t3
6
∆t2
2
∆t
 (2.9)
c =
[
1 0 −h
g
]
(2.10)
(2.11)
Now, to track a reference trajectory, we minimize the following quadratic cost:
J =
∞∑
j=1
{Q(prefj − pj)2 +Ru2j} (2.12)
Where Q and R are positive gains on the error in state and input, respectively. For a
preview controller, cost J is minimized by the following input:
uk = −Kxk +
[
f1 f2 ... fN
]

prefk+1
prefk+2
...
prefk+N

(2.13)
Where
K = (R + bTPb)−1bTPA (2.14)
fi = (R + b
TPb)−1[(A− bK)(i−1)]TcTQ (2.15)
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Figure 2.7: Diagram showing foot placements, ZMP trajectory and CoM trajectory over
time for NABiRoS walking with the ZMP-based gait.
And P is the solution to the discrete Riccati Equation:
P = ATPA+ cTQc−ATPb(R + bTPb)−1bTPA (2.16)
The control law described by (2.13) comprises of the normal optimal state feedback law
plus an additional feed-forward term which is the inner product of N future reference points
gained by weights [f1, f2, ...fN ].
To actually implement this result on NABi-1, the following steps are taken:
1. Prescribe foot placements (P0, P1, ..., Pn) which the robot will take. Theoretically, the
steps can come from a high level planner and can be made as large as the leg kinematics
would allow for while maintaining a constant hip height, but for NABiRoS they were
manually assigned and made small in order to reduce the effects of the leg dynamics.
These are shown with dashed rectangles in Figure 2.7.
2. Define a ZMP trajectory p(t) through the support polygon that is produced by the
prescribed foot placements. This ZMP trajectory need not be smooth, but should try
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and stay close to the center of the support polygon in order to provide some conservative
margins when tracking it. For NABiRoS, the ZMP trajectory was generated by linearly
interpolating between the centers of the support polygon at every step. This is shown
with a red line in Figure 2.7.
3. Utilize the ZMP preview controller described above to track the desired ZMP trajec-
tory, outputting a CoM trajectory in the process. This is shown with a blue dashed
line in Figure 2.7.
4. With the location of the feet and CoM known for a specified number of steps (and
time), the robot legs can be commanded to track the trajectory via inverse kinematics
(for joint space) or inverse dynamics (in end effector space).
5. An additional motion is necessary to be implemented for the swing leg for taking steps.
For NABiRoS, the swing foot is commanded to follow a cycloid function which can help
reduce the impact when contacting the ground.
Figure 2.7 provides an example of what the various elements of the gait can look like for a
forward walking motion on NABiRoS. In an ideal situation, the trajectory that is executed
on the robot should perform the walking motion perfectly, but in reality this is never the
case. Typically, there is an additional stabilizing feedback controller that is used to ensure
adequate tracking of the foot, ZMP, and CoM. These are enabled by the use of additional
sensors such as an IMU that can output center of mass accelerations or F/T sensors at the
ankles to estimate the actual robot ZMP. However, NABiRoS does not have any of these
forms of feedback, so the trajectories produced from this approach are directly executed,
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and the ZMP trajectory, foot placements, and step timing were tuned to produce a motion
that was stable over flat (and even slightly uneven) ground. The main tuning parameters
for this locomotion method on NABiRoS are 1) the height of the table which determines
how much forward-back swing occurs and 2) the duration of the single support and double
support phases which are tuned to accommodate the natural oscillations of the spring feet.
2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 Performance of Planar Locomotion
The quasi-static and dynamic walking strategies were implemented on the NABiRoS proto-
type using a Raspberry Pi 3 single board computer. This was made possible thanks to the
reduced number of sensors and also the fact that the actuators were positioned controlled,
meaning the high level control loop only needs to run at 200Hz or so. Though these methods
are quite lightweight, they worked quite well on the robot, enabling planar locomotion at
up to 0.21m/s in the case of the ZMP-based gait. The speed of the robot is affected by
many different factors. One of the intuitive reasons is that the robot needs to accelerate
both forward and backwards in a step, and to do so more quickly would require modifying
both the torque capabilities of the actuators and the stiffness of the foot spring. Another
less obvious reason is the relative inertia of the legs to the body, which affects how quickly
a step can be taken. Early on, the robot was simply two legs tethered to a power supply,
and it was quite difficult to get this system to even take a step due to the fact that the
body inertia was so low that attempting to lift a leg would create a moment that tilted the
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body down, effectively cancelling out any height generated by lifting the leg. The addition
of the cardboard box head improved walking significantly as now larger steps could be taken
without worrying about the body dipping down excessively.
The dynamic walking implicitly makes use of the compliant foot elements when the
robot is in single support (ie. when the robot is supported on a single leg), even though the
compliant element is not explicitly modeled in the dynamics. This is seen by the fact that in
preliminary tests, no compliant foot elements were used, and it was much more difficult to
create a ZMP trajectory that would lead to successful walking. The foot elements also add
significant robustness and stability to the open loop trajectories being played back, which
intuitively makes sense due to the fact that they are essentially providing some reactive
recovery torque at the ankle based on how far the robot has tilted past a certain angle. The
walking is robust to steps up to a few centimeters, and the robot can be slightly perturbed
in the direction of locomotion and still recover. However, the design of the system precludes
the ability to produce motion out of plane, so perturbations in the direction perpendicular
to locomotion cannot be recovered from.
2.4.2 Turning and Out of Plane Motion
In order to be able to change the direction of travel on NABiRoS, an investigation was
done on how the system could be redesigned to add minimal complexity but still offer the
ability to turn [134]. To this end, several different approaches to turning were tested on the
NABiRoS platform. Many of these methods included the addition of a pair of 3 DoF arms
that were used to either provide a pivot around which the robot would turn, or use as a
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reaction mass to induce a turning moment. These approaches all resulted in very interesting
and unique locomotion, and eventually led to the multi-modal locomotion robot ALPHRED
[56]. However, these additional limbs made the robot begin to resemble a quadruped, which
leaves the scope of the original NABiRoS concept. As such, NABiRoS was made to turn
by simply adding an additional actuator at the hip that allows the leg to yaw with respect
to the main body. With these hip yaw actuators, the robot can take steps based on the
quasi-static locomotion gait, and simply change the direction the leg is facing while it is in
the air.
2.5 Conclusions
The NABiRoS concept is a unique one that represents the potential of utilizing unique leg
configurations that are not necessarily seen in nature. The original NABiRoS prototype is
a simple and inexpensive bipedal robot that is both agile and stable thanks to the use of
cleverly designed compliant foot elements, and can walk at speeds up to 0.21m/s using a
ZMP based locomotion gait. The author posits that this result shows that the bipedal robots
need not be of the humanoid form to be robust or agile, and that the judicious addition of
compliant elements can allow for simple control.
At its core, the NABiRoS prototype was a proof of concept to show the capabilities of its
novel design. Extensive modeling and analysis of dynamics and stability was not done on this
platform due to the fact that the system was simple and intuitive enough to just have heuristic
controllers that performed adequately. This is in the same vein as Raibert when he was
developing his hoppers originally, and points to the fact that intelligently designed, intuitive
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systems do not necessarily need a complex control algorithm to be successful. However, while
NABiRoS was able to walk quite well, it was less successful at other tasks such as running
or jumping. For these types of motions, it was necessary to modify both the design and the
control approach.
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CHAPTER 3
NABi-2: Platform for Dynamic Locomotion with
Proprioceptive Force Control
Abstract
The performance of traditional humanoid robots is often limited by their design, with high
DoF limbs and stiff actuation complicating their dynamics and impeding their ability to
operate in unsupervised environments. In response to these deficiencies, this chapter in-
troduces the next iteration in the NABiRoS family of systems: the Non-Anthropomorphic
Biped: Version 2 (NABi-2). NABi-2 is a bipedal robot that is a departure from the conven-
tional humanoid paradigm in not only its morphology but also its actuation method. That
is, NABi-2 is a platform with a unique leg configuration that is designed around high torque
back-drivable electric actuators that provide proprioception and force control capabilities.
This paper details the concept and design of this system, and presents a simple yet robust
compositional controller for performing in place, two-legged pronking, a form of continuous
jumping locomotion that is typically realized with series elastic or hydraulic actuation.
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3.1 Introduction
Humanoid robots that emulate the form and function of human beings have been a prevalent
area of robotics research for several decades. Traditionally, these systems are realized with
stiff, fully-actuated limbs, which are amenable to classical position-based control approaches.
These systems see the most success in fairly structured environments, where the robot’s
movements and interactions are either dynamically conservative or determined in advance.
However, the human-fashioned spaces these robots are expected to occupy in the future are
often quite unstructured and would necessitate the use of more active behaviors, meaning
this type of approach may not be the most effective.
Recently, more capable legged systems have been developed that can operate over unregu-
lated terrain through the use of dynamic running, hopping, trotting, and bounding behaviors
enabled by hydraulics [76, 96, 111] or series elastic actuation [98, 59]. These methods of ac-
tuation are customarily used for such gaits due to the fact that dynamic locomotion such as
running and jumping requires high torques, and electric motor actuators typically achieve
this through severe gearing that is easily damaged when confronted by the large impulses
experienced during the ground impact following an aerial phase. These robotic systems with
such added mechanical compliance usually have complex dynamics, making them difficult to
control at best and restricted in their workspace and capabilities at worse. However, recent
advances in electric motor technology have shown that electric actuators can be made to
provide sufficient power and torque for dynamic locomotion without the need for high gear-
ing. This facilitates mechanical designs with electric motors but no mechanical compliance
that can achieve high fidelity force control, proprioceptive sensing, and impact resistance
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of the original NABi-1 with a more traditional humanoid (left), as
well as the Non-Anthropomorphic Biped Version 2 (NABi-2) lower body which utilizes high
torque, back-drivable actuators that provide high fidelity force control capabilities (right).
thanks to back-drivability.
This back-drivable, high-torque actuator technology is predominantly applied to legged
robotics in the form of dynamic quadrupeds on a large scale [86] and quadrupeds and bipeds
on a smaller scale [71, 99], but is not often used on a large scale to power humanoids or bipeds
in general. To this end, we aimed to incorporate the potential of this actuation method into
the Non-Anthropomorphic Biped (NABi-1), a bipedal robot that attempts to tackle some
of the difficulties of biped locomotion and control by rethinking the fundamental design
of a bipedal robot. The result of this development is the Non-Anthropomorphic Biped:
Version 2 (NABi-2) shown in Figure 3.1, a biped with a unique leg morphology that can
perform dynamic behaviors such as two-legged jumping thanks to the use of proprioception
and force control. The main contributions of this work are to present the NABi-2 platform
and examine how dynamic, event-based controllers can be implemented on a biped with
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back-drivable electric actuation.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 explains the non-
anthropomorphic biped concept and discusses the adaptations made from the original NABi-
1. Section 3.3 presents an overview of the NABi-2 system. Section 3.4 details how an in-
place jumping locomotion can be achieved using a force-control based approach. Section 3.5
discusses some interesting observations regarding the system as a whole, and 3.6 ends with
concluding remarks.
3.2 Non-Anthropomorphic Biped Concept
Conventional humanoid systems are designed to be highly versatile in function, but in im-
plementation are often prohibitively slow, unsafe, or expensive due to the approach taken to
perform bipedal locomotion. Traditional forward-walking bipedal locomotion on a typical
humanoid with 6DoF legs is a heavily underactuated problem that typically leverages some
form of dynamics compensation algorithm with inertial and force feedback (to enforce a par-
ticular CoM/ZMP trajectory, for example) [65]. This form of walking is inherently difficult
due to the fact that there is an offset in the hip joints that is perpendicular to the walking
direction, creating undesirable oscillatory moments that can only be accounted for through
accurate system modeling combined with sophisticated closed-loop feedback algorithms and
high fidelity sensors, or by taking smaller steps. However, these moments do not appear
when taking steps side to side, because the hip offset is in the same plane as the direction of
travel. If the main mode of locomotion is sideways walking, the forward-facing knees are not
being used, and can be rotated by ninety degrees so that the legs are aligned in a plane. By
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aligning the legs in the sagittal plane, forward walking can be achieved using the sideways
walking motion. With the legs aligned in a plane, the ankle can be removed and replaced
with a much simpler foot element.
This simple, 2DoF leg configuration was first featured on NABi-1, a prototype biped
with traditional, high-gear ratio servo actuators at the joints and a mechanical spring foot
element that can walk using a classical cart-table ZMP approach, and perform two-legged
jumping thanks to its series-compliant leg and foot [135]. NABi-1, illustrated in Figure 3.1,
demonstrated that bipedal robots do not need to share the morphology of a humanoid to
be able perform simple locomotion, but the original platform was limited to locomotion in
a plane. Further investigation into how the NABi-1 platform could be adapted to achieve
turning was done in [134], with the results showing that adding a third, yaw DoF at the hip
allow for the simplest and most effective turning strategy.
While NABi-2 shares the morphology of the original NABi-1 with the additional hip
DoF, it differs in how it is actuated. NABi-2 uses Back-drivable Electromagnetic Actuator
for Robotics (BEAR) modules at each of its leg joints, while NABi-1 uses position controlled
servos. Furthermore, NABi-2 no longer needs a compliant foot element in series with the rest
of the leg to perform more dynamic motions because compliance can be achieved through
software in the BEAR modules.
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3.3 System Overview
3.3.1 Design
NABi-2 shares the same morphological characteristics as the original NABi-1 to continue
to take advantage of the benefits that are inherent in the non-anthropomorphic design.
However, it has a third yaw DoF at the hip, and its leg joints are all driven by back-drivable
actuation modules that can provide significantly improved dynamic performance over most
traditional position controlled servos. Additionally, NABi-2 is planned to have a pair of
3-DoF arms with modular end-effectors that can mount assorted tools to enable NABi-2
to perform various inspection and manipulation tasks. The arms can also be potentially
used for locomotion and fall recovery, as was explored in [134]. The design and structure of
NABi-2 is shown in Figure 3.2.
To maximize dynamic performance of NABi-2, its legs are designed with minimal mass
and inertia. A low leg mass and inertia are useful for dynamic locomotion as they can be
accelerated more quickly than a heavier leg with the same actuation force. Furthermore, de-
signing the system with lightweight legs allow for some simplifying assumptions in modeling,
such as the massless leg assumption. As such, the femur and tibia links are comprised of
lightweight carbon fiber tubes epoxied to aluminum joints and comprise around 20% of the
total robot mass. All leg actuators are located at the hip to minimize the inertia of the leg,
so pair of 1:1 ratio pulleys with a timing belt are employed, as show in Figure 3.3.
The carbon fiber tube on the femur links has a rectangular profile that covers the timing
belt and shields the transmission from external contaminants and other external forces. A
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Figure 3.2: NABi-2 isometric view (left) showing key aspects of the non-anthropomorphic
design, and a front view (right) detailing the layout of the actuation modules and associated
subsystems.
Figure 3.3: Section view of the femur link with the pulley transmission mechanism inside
enabling continuous knee rotation.
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pair of tensioners located at each end of the femur link keep the belt under tension and
prevent backlash that is typical in conventional gearboxes. NABi-2 also takes advantage of
the belt-pulley transmission by adopting a double-shin design that allows the knee joint to
rotate continuously, enabling some creative methods for locomotion across certain obstacles
as investigated in [42]. The lightweight carbon fiber and aluminum structure of the legs are
also applied to the arms, but the arm actuators are standard geared servos located directly
at the joints for simplicity. Typically, the arms are not attached to the NABi-2 to simplify
and expedite the development of locomotion control.
NABi-2 carries two 3250mah 4S LiPo batteries that power all of its subsystems: an Intel
NUC computer, a liquid cooling system comprised of a reservoir-pump assembly and radiator-
fan assembly (typically used in PC liquid cooling), a LORD MicroStrain 3DM-GX4-25 IMU,
and its actuators. Nominal specifications of NABi-2 are listed in table 3.1.
Weight (kg) 11
Height (m) 0.85
Max. Payload (kg) 1.0
Max. Runtime (mins) 30
Table 3.1: Specifications of NABi-2 platform.
3.3.2 Proprioceptive Actuation
To original NABi-1 was designed with high gear ratio position controlled servos, but was
able to perform an energy efficient walking gait as well as jumping thanks to the addition
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Figure 3.4: One of the Back-drivable Electromagnetic Actuator for Robotics (BEAR) mod-
ules that power NABi-2.
of compliant feet that could store energy. However, these compliant feet were not equipped
with any form of sensory feedback, so the system was unable to actively control the compliant
behaviors of the system or detect certain discrete events like foot touchdown, meaning this
series elasticity was forced to be used in a more passive capacity. Furthermore, the bandwidth
of the servos was too poor to take full advantage of the elastic element, meaning the elasticity
could only be utilized in a very specific set of motions. These are issues that NABi-2 is able
to avoid thanks to the use of back-drivable/proprioceptive actuation.
NABi-2 utilizes six Back-drivable Electromagnetic Actuator for Robotics (BEAR) mod-
ules to power its leg joints. The BEAR module, pictured in Figure 3.4, was designed with
legged robotics in mind, providing the speed, torque, and transmission transparency neces-
sary for proprioceptive force control and impact mitigation [137]. To achieve this, the BEAR
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module is built with a low gear ratio single phase planetary gearbox and a large motor with
superior torque density characteristics. The power and control electronics are also custom
made and packaged within the actuation module itself, improving modularity. Addition-
ally, the BEAR incorporates field-oriented control (vector control) to minimize the current
that does not provide torque in the motor, meaning the torque can be controlled relatively
accurately using just the current to the motor and no external sensors. Additionally, the
actuation modules have the capability to be liquid-cooled for improved actuator heat dissi-
pation to maintain a high torque output. The specifications of the BEAR module are shown
in Table 3.2
Weight (g) 670
Gear Reduction 10:1
Voltage (V) 30
Max Current (A) 60
Peak Torque (Nm) 32
Cont. Torque 10
Max Velocity (rpm) 300
Table 3.2: BEAR Specifications
3.3.3 Software Architecture
The original NABi-1 software architecture is structured with simplicity and modularity as
its focus to promote rapid development. However, to achieve stable proprioceptive force
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Figure 3.5: NABi-2 software architecture layout, with concurrently running processes high-
lighted in yellow.
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control while retaining the aforementioned characteristics, the architecture is modified to
maximize speed by restructuring the architecture layout such that it supports concurrency.
The different modules are shown in Figure 3.5, with concurrently run processes highlighted.
The computer used to run NABi-2 is equipped with an Intel Core i5-7260U @ 2.2 GHz
with 8 GB of RAM. NABi-2’s software is written in Python 2.7 under Ubuntu 16.04, utilizing
open-source libraries and optimized in-house built modules. Unlike other setups that may
require a significant time from the user to prepare the machine, NABi-2 can be readily set up
under a Python virtual environment. This allows the code base to remain simple for many
people to quickly get involved with the development.
Modularity of the architecture also invites multiple people to work on the development
with minimal merge conflicts. By abstracting the details of each controller in one or more
states in a trampoline based finite state machine (FSM), multiple people can simultane-
ously work on multiple controllers. Operations in each state is standardized by passing
between states a ‘virtual robot’ object that resides on the stack. Then, different controllers
can independently calculate their respective inputs and command the virtual robot using
standardized method calls. The robot object then spins once to update its attributes and
execute necessary methods, which includes updating the shared memory segment which is
imperative for a fast control loop.
Concurrently, a hardware manager that is a dedicated process for each chain of limbs is
run. The manager indefinitely runs a while loop sequence of communication with the POSIX
shared memory segments that: 1) Read the state of the hardware and, with the semaphore,
update the shared memory block that the hardware manager is writing to, 2) If necessary,
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with the semaphore, read from the shared memory block that the virtual robot writes to
and write to the hardware. POSIX shared memory and semaphores were chosen to stay safe
for potential multithreading and to keep semaphore overhead low. The hardware manager
communicates with the hardware at maximum speed, and processes can be assigned to
dedicated cores to further increase the communication frequency as seen in Table 3.3, which
shows an average frequency over 10,000 communications between the hardware manager and
the two chains of limbs. Through this approach, we are able to achieve stable proprioceptive
force control despite using a dynamically typed language with unpredictable delays.
Shared Core [Hz] Dedicated Core [Hz]
2026.99 2169.82 2289.47 2348.09
Table 3.3: Communication Frequency Comparison
3.3.4 Control Implementation
The main control loop used for the robot’s locomotion is run at around 700Hz, but the
actual control of current for position on the actuator is run at several kHz on the actuator
microcontroller. That is to say, it is the job of the main Intel x86 CPU to perform tasks
such as calculating inverse kinematics, differential kinematics (Jacobians), and dynamics.
Once the algorithm input signals are calculated, they are sent to the ARM-based MCU’s
on the BEAR modules as reference signals for the actuator-level current/position loops to
track. The dynamically typed Python may seem like an interesting choice for a task that
is typically accomplished using a lower-level systems language, but importantly Python
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allows for modularity and fast software prototyping. Once a particular algorithm has been
tested and verified, it is often transferred to C++ and optimized for performance. Another
consideration is the communication between the various processors on the system. For NABi-
2, control signals are transmitted and received through a standard USB port and read by a
microcontroller which converts the signal to RS-485 protocol sent to the actuators.
3.4 Force-Controlled Jumping
The overall design of NABi-2 makes it an ideal platform for pursuing force/torque based con-
trol approaches, though position control can be used if desired. For NABi-2, force control
simply involves defining some desired force to be exerted by the end effector, then convert-
ing these forces to joint torques by first rotating the forces into the robot frame and then
multiplying by a Jacobian transposed:
τ = JTcRBNf (3.1)
Where τ is a vector of joint torques, J c is the contact Jacobian relating joint rates to end
effector (foot) velocities, RBN is the rotation matrix that rotates the inertial frame into the
robot body frame, and f is the force exerted by the end effector. This relationship yields a
fairly simple model of NABi-2 as a floating rigid body with massless legs that transfer forces
from the ground, as shown in Figure 3.6. The lightweight leg design of NABi-2 facilitates
this massless leg model, which is computationally simple and does not require very accurate
measurements of link mass and inertia. The systems presented in [86, 95] also use the
Jacobian relationship for similar reasons. The following section details a simple controller
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Figure 3.6: NABi-2 modeled as a floating rigid body with massless legs that transfer ground
reaction forces to the body.
that effectively make use of the BEAR modules to achieve two-legged, in-place pronking on
NABi-2.
3.4.1 Double Support
A key aspect of controlling legged robots is leveraging ground reaction forces at the feet to
govern the system’s overall posture and position. This is apparent when NABi-2 is standing
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in double support, when it only has two point-foot contacts with the ground (when viewed
orthogonal to the plane created by the legs). For this reason, an aggregated task-space PD
controller was developed to control the ground reaction forces created by NABi-2s feet during
double support. The first portion of the controller applies a normal force that counteracts
the weight of the robot and performs task-space PD control around a nominal foot setpoint
to account for disturbances and modeling inaccuracies.
f fgrav =
pbx
pfx + pbx
mg (3.2)
f bgrav =
pfx
pfx + pbx
mg (3.3)
f fee = Kp,ee(p
f
d −RBNpf ) +Kd,ee(p˙fd −RBN p˙f ) (3.4)
f bee = Kp,ee(p
b
d −RBNpb) +Kd,ee(p˙bd −RBN p˙b) (3.5)
Where the superscripts i = {f, b} denote the front or back foot, Kp,ee and Kd,ee are
diagonal gain matrices, f igrav and f
i
ee are the force contributions from gravity and end effector
position feedback respectively, pid = [p
i
d,x, p
i
d,y, p
i
d,z]
T and p˙id = [p˙
i
d,x, p˙
i
d,y, p˙
i
d,z]
T are the desired
position and velocity of the ith end effector in the inertial frame, and pi = [pix, p
i
y, p
i
z]
T and
p˙i = [p˙ix, p˙
i
y, p˙
i
z]
T are the position and velocity vectors for the ith end effector in the body
frame. Note that the gravitational force is scaled by the normalized x components of the end
effector positions, ensuring that no moment is created when accounting for the gravitational
force. Now, double support over known terrain can be achieved by summing the gravity
(grav) and end effector feedback (ee) contributions for each leg.
To achieve a balanced double support over unknown terrain, pitch (θ) and roll (φ) con-
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tributions are added to the force being generated by the legs:
fpitch = Kp,θ(θd − θ) +Kd,θ(θ˙d − θ˙) (3.6)
froll = Kp,φ(φd − φ) +Kd,φ(φ˙d − φ˙) (3.7)
For the pitch contribution, because the feet position cannot be predefined over unknown
terrain, individual foot position feedback often resists the effort of the pitch controller. The
solution to this was to take an average z position of the feet, zavg, and replace the current
z position of both foot with this average value, so pfz = p
b
z = zavg when the pitch controller
is active over unknown terrain. This effectively creates a pivot point at the robot body that
allows the legs to have different lengths. An example of the robot rejecting a sharp change
in ground angle using the pitch controller is shown in Figure 3.7a.
One consideration when implementing the roll controller is the fact that NABi-2 does
not have an ankle joint, so any motion from the hip yaw joint will create an undesirable
twisting motion of the foot on the ground. This resultant twisting combined with noise
in the system can cause instabilities when the roll controller is active. However, once the
robot has tipped significantly, the roll controller can help prevent a fall and/or recover from
disturbances much faster as can be seen in Figure 3.7b. For this reason, the roll controller
is only activated once a roll of 2 degrees is exceeded.
The total force f i exerted by each leg can now be determined by simply summing the
component controllers for each leg:
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f f = f fgrav + f
f
ee + [0, froll, fpitch]
T (3.8)
f b = f bgrav + f
b
ee + [0, froll,−fpitch]T (3.9)
The pitch contribution is added in equal and opposite magnitudes in the z component of
the leg force to create a restorative moment about the y-axis, while the roll contribution is
added to the y component of force to ‘push’ the robot back when it is tipping.
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Figure 3.7: The pitch controller (left) is able to reject a step of 0.5rad when the ground angle
is suddenly shifted. The roll controller (right) is able to reduce the severity of an impulsive
lateral kick; when the controller is applied, the system stabilizes more quickly and can also
prevent the system from tipping over.
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Figure 3.8: Diagram showing the continuous time phases and discrete events that are used to
perform the two-legged pronking. In each phase, the desired foot setpoint pid is set to either
the nominal (nom) configuration or the extended (ext) configuration. In flight, only (3.4)
and (3.5) need to be used, but in stance and thrust the full (3.8) and (3.9) are necessary.
3.4.2 Compositional Pronking Controller
Continuous jumping on a legged robots has been an active field of research since Raibert
instituted his event-based heuristic controller on a prismatic pneumatic actuator monoped
[97]. Many systems have since been implemented to follow Raiberts paradigm, and the
so called Raibert Controller is now commonly implemented to demonstrate the efficacy of
various compliant and springy leg designs [51]. A similar approach is taken here to illustrate
how force control on the legs of NABi-2 can be utilized to mimic a mechanical compliance.
The classical Raibert controller was an empirical controller that was comprised of three
control modules that independently regulated different aspects of Raiberts hopping robots:
the vertical jumping height, the horizontal velocity, and the orientation of the body. This
sort of modular controller has been formalized as the composition of several templates in
[27], which also discusses the assumptions necessary for stability.
The jumping controller utilized on NABi-2 takes inspiration from Raiberts seminal work,
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Figure 3.9: Plots showing the motor current, angle, and rate of one knee actuator while
pronking. Discrete events are typically triggered by abrupt changes in at least one of these
proprioceptive attributes. The discrete events are labeled LO, TD, and NA for liftoff, touch-
down, and nadir, respectively; the continuous phases are FL, ST, and TH for flight, stance,
and thrust, respectively. Note the sharp changes in value in one of the proprioceptive at-
tributes during a discrete phase change.
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but is modified slightly to accomplish in-place pronking; a form of jumping locomotion seen
in nature where all feet are simultaneously lifted off and placed on the ground. For this form
of jumping, NABi-2 can be modeled as a floating rigid body with massless spring-damper
legs attached at the hip. These massless leg springs are easily implemented on the robot
by providing a foot setpoint, pij, that matches the length of the leg-spring for leg i in phase
j, and then tuning the PD gains of the associated PD controller to mimic desired spring-
damper qualities. The use of massless, springy legs in simple running and jumping models
has been well documented for several decades, seeing recognition in both the robotics and
biology communities [11].
For the proposed controller, separate modules are used to control the thrust applied
at each leg and the orientation of the body. Like the Raibert Controller, vertical height
is controlled by applying a constant thrust in the stance phase. This thrust is achieved
by increasing the nominal rest length of the leg-spring by ∆L, thus injecting energy into
the system in the form of leg-spring potential energy. However, unlike the original Raibert
Controller, the thrust does not occur as soon as the foot contacts the ground. Instead, thrust
is only applied after the leg-spring reaches its full compression. At this point, the body has
reached its lowest point, or nadir, in the jumping cycle, and the thrust is applied. Thrust
begins at the nadir rather than at touchdown because this provides a longer thrust stroke and
a protracted stance phase, producing a higher apex and providing more time for the the body
orientation to stabilize. The body orientation is controlled by the PD controller described
previously and is activated as soon as touchdown occurs. Touchdown occurs after both feet
have contacted the ground and is determined by measuring sharp jumps in displacement and
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velocity of the foot during flight.
The controller can be visualized using the diagram in Figure 3.8. Proprioceptive data
(motor current, angle, and rate) from a knee actuator are shown in Figure 3.9 and demon-
strate how the data is used to trigger events. When implementing the controller, the PD
gains of the force controller as well as the thrust length of the jump were tuned empiri-
cally. The robot is able to stably jump continuously at a height of approximately 15cm as
illustrated in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: NABi-2 pronking sequence.
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3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 The Energetic Cost of Compliance
While NABi-2 demonstrates the effectiveness of high torque, low gear ratio actuation at
performing dynamic motions that require compliant behavior, it is worth noting that this
approach does sacrifice some of the benefits of using heavily geared electric actuators. For
example, the nominal energy consumption of the system standing at idle is significantly
higher than that of the similarly sized NABi-1 system, which uses conventional servos. This
is because the only way for NABi-2 to counteract gravity is for the BEAR modules to
continuously provide torque (and thus, current) at the joints, while the traditional servos on
NABi-1 can utilize the significant friction from the gearboxes in addition to the application
of torque. However, when performing dynamic motions like pronking, it is possible for
the BEAR module to actually regenerate significant amounts of current, something that is
generally negligible on traditional servos. This means that NABi-2 has the potential to be
more efficient when in motion, while NABi-1 is more efficient when stationary. In any case,
the benefits of the BEAR modules still outweigh the drawbacks, as NABi-1 was never able
to fully realize proprioceptive force control as NABi-2 is, despite it’s series elastic leg design.
3.5.2 Walking and Directional Locomotion
On the original NABiRoS, the ZMP tracking approach using a cart-table model was used to
generate time-dependent trajectories that would be ’played back’ using high gain PD control
on the servos of the robot. However, applying this joint-space approach on NABi-2 proved to
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be wildly inconsistent, resulting in the robot taking anywhere between one and three steps
before ultimately becoming ‘out of sync’ with the controller. The cause of this is likely the
inherent compliance in the system reducing the fidelity of the position control capabilities in
the form of unpredictable transients. Usually, these issues can be mitigated by having high
damping which comes naturally with the high friction gearboxes of traditional servos, but
is something that must be done through software on the BEAR modules, and is subject to
factors such as sensor noise and control rate.
In the future, it would be possible to further optimize the robot control architecture
and BEAR module firmware to allow for improved position control fidelity, but it may be
more interesting and useful to instead embrace the compliant nature of the system and
develop directional locomotion around it. Pronking already provides an interesting avenue
of work that is reminiscent of Raibert’s classical hoppers, and may be amenable to the foot
touchdown controller that was used on his monopods to control horizontal speed. This idea
could be further extended to both walking and potentially running, in which the system
would somewhat resemble a quadruped bounding as seen from the side. However, in order
for these sorts of motions to be implemented on the physical robot, it would be necessary
to have some sort of state estimation that is able to supply the velocity and position of the
system with respect to some inertial coordinate frame.
3.6 Conclusion
NABi-2 is a unique bipedal platform that deviates from traditional humanoid design in an
attempt to provide a simple and robust platform for dynamic locomotion using propriocep-
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tion and force control. The system’s morphology, actuation, and software architecture are all
designed around this premise, resulting in the adoption of things like non-anthropomorphic
leg design, BEAR modules, and concurrently run software processes. The outcome of this
particular combination of features yielded a versatile legged platform that is capable of per-
forming pronking using a Raibert-style compositional controller, a feat typically reserved for
systems with mechanical springs or other forms of physical compliance. However, it was also
found that the inherent compliance of NABi-2 made traditional time and position depen-
dent walking difficult, suggesting the advantages of using event-based controllers with the
BEAR modules. Still, NABi-2 represents a step towards the development of fully realized
humanoids that have the potential to be used in a variety of unstructured environments and
scenarios thanks to advances in actuation technology.
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CHAPTER 4
State Estimation for Legged Robots
Abstract
The control of robotic systems is largely dependent on feedback from joint position/velocity/torque
sensors that provide information about the system kinematic and dynamic state. However,
for mobile robots which are not fixed to a base in the world or inertial coordinate frame,
it is necessary to estimate additional information regarding the state of the floating base in
the inertial frame. When it comes to legged robots, the local linear and angular velocities
of the body are of particular importance because they can be used to counteract external
disturbances to the system and help prevent the robot from falling over. To accomplish
this, legged robots typically make use of kinematic information provided by the leg encoders
when in contact with the ground as well as accelerometer and gyroscope readings provided
by an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). This chapter presents a brief overview of common
approaches to state estimation for legged robots and then describes the implementation of
an Extended Kalman Filter that fuses IMU readings with leg kinematic information in order
to produce estimate of the egomotion of the body of NABi-2.
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4.1 Introduction
Feedback control is reliant on a system’s state, which are variables in the system model
which describe the evolving behavior of the dynamical system. For some systems, the state
is provided directly with sensors, but for many others the state needs to be estimated by
using a sparse set of sensors and some knowledge of the dynamical model [124]. For robotic
manipulator arms which are bolted to a fixed base, the state is typically described by the
relative joint angles and velocities between each arm link, and are commonly measured
directly using encoders. However, for a mobile system such as a legged robot or human,
it is often desirable to additionally track the system’s holistic motion with respect to some
fixed origin. This so called egomotion, which was originally used to describe the 3D motion
of a camera through an environment [26], is especially important for dynamic legged robots
which need to constantly counteract the force of gravity in addition to external disturbances
in order to maintain balance.
Looking at the broader robotics and autonomous systems community, the state estimation
problem is tackled in a variety of ways. In mobile (wheeled) robots and self-driving cars which
are in constant contact with the ground, it is common to use wheel revolutions as a simple
measurement of distance, and then fuse additional information from accelerometers, cameras,
range sensors (LiDAR), and GPS to estimate egomotion [18]. For flying micro aerial vehicles
which are not in contact with the ground, an IMU is typically used in conjunction with
any number of camera, range, and optical sensors for estimation [30]. Legged robots differ
from wheeled and flying robots in the fact that they experience intermittent contact with
the ground, meaning a combination of these two approaches may be applicable. As an aside,
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an interesting comparison can be made between state estimation on legged robots and on
their biological counterparts. Humans and animals make use of proprioceptive joint position
and stress information from muscles, linear and angular acceleration information from the
vestibular system (inner ear), and visual information from the eyes. Each of these systems
has a direct counterpart on a legged robot, which are joint encoders and F/T sensors, an
IMU, and cameras, respectively. Of course, the exact way biological systems make use of all
these signals is still a topic of much research, but it at least suggests an approach to state
estimation for legged systems.
This chapter presents a broad overview of some common approaches to legged state esti-
mation that are generalizable to legged robots with arbitrary number of legs. The remainder
of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 begins with a note on different sensing
paradigms, as well as some theoretical prerequisites for the remainder of the chapter. Section
4.3 then describes how legged robots can be modeled for estimation. Section 4.4 then dis-
cusses the sensor options available, and Section 4.5 describes how they can be fused together
for estimation. Section 4.6 talks about the implementation of one of these approaches on
the physical NABi-2 platform. Section 4.7 closes with some concluding thoughts.
4.2 Prerequisites
4.2.1 Proprioceptive vs Exteroceptive
When discussing state estimation for mobile robots, there are a variety of approaches that
have shown to be very successful. A very popular approach is the localization front end
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of Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM), which is typically performed with a
camera [26]. Today, with the ubiquity of small, low-cost cameras, it is becoming increasingly
popular to perform estimation and localization with the help of Visual Odometry (VO),
which tracks 3D landmarks in view of the camera and localizes the camera based on these
features. In this context, the information obtained through the camera can be considered
exteroceptive, as it relates to the external world around the robot. Camera data is often
then fused with additional information coming from a LiDAR or IMU in order to accurately
estimate the 3D pose of the system (and map the environment as well, in many cases).
However, the downside of utilizing cameras are their relatively low update rates (though
with recent advances in event camera based estimation this no longer is necessarily true
[101]), and there is a tradeoff between computation and accuracy.
Legged robots are fortunate to have access to proprioceptive joint encoders, which are
also low cost, exhibit very low biases compared to an IMU, and are typically always installed
on legged robots due to the role they play in the low-level control of the joint actuators.
Depending on how the kinematic leg encoder data is used, it can be very impactful on esti-
mation without greatly increasing the computational load required. Ideally, visual, inertial,
and kinematic data could all be fused, but the additional resources required would likely
incur a penalty elsewhere, such as in the form of increased latency of the estimator or in-
creased mass of the robot. The sensor fusion approach that is presented in the following
mainly makes use of proprioceptive data from the encoders and an IMU, but this approach
can be extended to make use of additional data through sensor fusion. Importantly, this ap-
proach yields velocity data at a high rate, which is crucial in being able to stabilize dynamic
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motions on a robot.
4.2.2 Notation and Conventions
Throughout this chapter, scalars will be denoted by non-bold lowercase letters, e.g. s, vectors
will be denoted by bold lowercase letters, e.g. r, and matrices will be denoted by bold capital
letters, e.g. M . Coordinate frames will be represented with non-bold capital letters, e.g.
W , and this notation will also be overloaded to represent a physical point in space; this is
done so that a single coordinate frame and its associated origin point can be represented
with a single letter.
To represent a vector (in Euclidian space) from point B to point C expressed in frame
A, the notation ArBC is used, where the left subscript is the coordinate system the vector
is represented in, and the right subscript describes the start and end points of the vector.
For velocities, the vector vB denotes the absolute (w.r.t. some fixed world/inertial frame)
velocity of frame/point B, and the vector aB for accelerations.
Rotations in this context will be represented by Hamilton convention quaternions or
rotation matrices, but this approach is generalizable to other representations of SO(3). The
unit quaternion qBA denotes the relative orientation of frame B with respect to frame A;
it also can be thought of as the mapping: BrBC = (qBA)ArBC , which conveniently places
frames that will ‘cancel’ out adjacent to each other (ie. frame A in qBA ‘cancels’ with
frame A in ArBC , resulting in rBC being with respect to the remaining frame, B). The
rotation matrix that performs the equivalent mapping as the quaternion qBA is written as
C(qBA) The superscript
× is used to denote the skew symmetric matrix Av× of a vector
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Av. Rotation arithmetic is represented with unique operators to differentiate them from
normal Euclidian operations: addition ; subtraction ; multiplication ⊗. Rotational rates
use ωAB which is the rotational rate of frame B w.r.t. frame A. Note that rotations in
general are not commutative (CABCBC 6= CBCCAB), and the rules for addition, subtraction,
and differentiation are different. An informative introduction on the calculus of SO(3) can
be found in [15], and a thorough treatment of quaternions and their use for estimation is
explained in [117].
When discussing filtering and sensor fusion, typically the tilde (˜) will be used to describe
measurements, and the carat/hat (ˆ) will be used to describe an estimated value. Most of
the filters employ zero-mean Gaussian noise as the main stochastic model, so a multivariate
random vector will be written as ni, where there index i will label the noise to a particular
state. The associated covariance matrix is denoted as Ri, so a full description of the normal
distribution can be written as ni ∼ N (0,Ri)
4.3 Modeling Legged Systems
The equations of motion for a general legged system with n DoF, m contact forces, and l
joint torques/forces can be written as:
M(θ)u˙+ b(θ,u) + g(θ) + JTc (θ)F c = S
T
a τ (4.1)
Where θ represents the generalized coordinates of the system, F c ∈ Rm are the (external)
contact forces acting on the system, and τ ∈ Rl are the input joint torques/forces. Note
that θ may be over-parameterized due to the use of quaternions or rotation matrices, but
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u ∈ Rn, u˙ ∈ Rn the generalized velocities and accelerations of the system respectively, will
be in the n dimensional space. The standard terms from the classical equations of motion
for manipulators are the inertia matrix M (θ) ∈ Rn×n, the velocity products (coriolis and
centrigufal terms) b(θ,u) ∈ Rn, and the gravity term g(θ) ∈ Rn. The remaining terms
are the contact Jacobian J c(θ) ∈ Rm×n which maps generalized velocities to contact point
velocities, and the actuator selection matrix Sa ∈ Rl×n which distinguishes between actuated
and non-actuated DoF.
These equations of motion describe the dynamics for a legged robot with a floating base
B which is free to move around in the fixed world frame W . The pose of the floating base
is parameterized by its position WrWB and attitude qBW in the world frame, meaning the
generalized coordinates θ can be decomposed decomposed into:
θ = (WrWB, qBW ,α) (4.2)
Where α are values describing the internal configuration of the robot such as joint angles
for revolute joints and link lengths for prismatic joints.
Additional constraints can be added to the dynamics assuming that there is no slipping
at the contact points:
J c(θ)u = 0 (4.3)
This condition requires the velocity of the contact point (the foot) to be zero, verifying
the no-slip condition. To incorporate this constraint into the second order dynamics of the
system, the time-differentiated form of this constraint is often used:
J˙ c(θ)u+ J c(θ)u˙ = 0 (4.4)
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Equations 4.1 and 4.4 can be combined to simultaneously solve for the generalized accelera-
tions as well as the contact forces:M (θ) JTc (θ)
J c(θ) 0

 u˙
F c
+
b(θ,u) + g(θ)− STa τ
J˙ c(θ)u
 = 0 (4.5)
Note that in this formulation of the dynamics the contact forces are stated explicitly because
legged robots can have dynamic contact conditions (e.g. feet are constantly lifted off and
placed back down). This formulation is useful for simulation where all quantities are given
except for the generalized accelerations u˙ and contact forces f c, but is not necessarily as
useful for estimation since the the given quantities depend on the available sensor infor-
mation. In the case that the contact forces are not given, they can be ‘cancelled out’ by
utilizing a nullspace projection. This is done by left-multiplying the the first row of 4.5 by
the right-nullspace matrix N c(θ) of the contact Jacobian which satisfies J c(θ)N c(θ) = 0.
NTc (θ)M(θ)u˙+N
T
c (θ)b(θ,u) +N
T
c (θ)g(θ) = N
T
c (θ)S
T
a τ (4.6)
This effectively removes the contact forces from the state and reduces the dimensions of the
first row by the number of constraints m. The generalized accelerations can now be solved
for with:
u˙ =
NTc (θ)M(θ)
J c(θ)

−1 NTc (θ)STa τ −NTc (θ)b(θ,u)−NTc (θ)g(θ)
−J˙ c(θ)u
 (4.7)
4.3.1 Contacts
A joint between two rigid bodies can be viewed as a set of constraints on the relative motion
between the two bodies. Similarly, contacts can be conceptualized as additional joints in
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the system that constrain certain bodies in the system to the surrounding environment.
These constraints can be written explicitly using using a set of (scalar) contact constraint
functions concatenated into a vector, c(θ) = 0. For legged robots, a contact constraint could
describe the difference between the position of foot and the contact point on the ground.
The contact Jacobian describes how one of these contact constraints changes with respect
to the generalized coordinates, and is derived from the gradients of the contact constraint
functions:
J c(θ) =
∂c(θ)
∂θ
(4.8)
This shows that the contact forces occur along the directions associated with gradients of the
contact constraint functions. It is worth noting that this constraint-based view of contacts
implies they are unilateral (non-penetrating) and infinite friction (non-slipping), which is
reasonable when doing estimation because the underlying filter algorithms often intrinsically
can handle slight deviations from these assumptions due to their stochastic nature. However,
other approaches can explicitly detect slippage and account for it, such as in [13, 41, 106].
To that end, the two most common contact models for legged robots are the point foot
model and the flat foot model. A point foot implementation on a robot is simply a small
nub which is covered in rubber. The model of contact that this type of foot makes simply
constrains the position of the foot to the contact point (except for the in the positive normal
direction to the ground surface), leaving the orientation free. The contact constraint function
is thus an equality constraint on the location of the contact point P in the world frame W :
c(θ) = WrWP − [WrWB +C(qBW )TBrBP (α)] = 0 (4.9)
Where WrWP is the position of the contact point in the world frame and BrBP (α) is the
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position of the foot in the body frame as defined by the robot kinematics via the internal
configuration parameters α. The contact Jacobian is now:
J c(θ) =
[
I3 C(qBW )T (BrBP (α))× C(qBW )T ∂∂α(BrBP (α))
]
(4.10)
Where the first identity term comes from the body position, the second term from body
orientation, and the third term from the internal configuration.
The flat foot implementation on a robot looks like a flat plate with a rubber sole (often
found with humanoid robots). This model constrains both the position and the rotation
of the foot, meaning the contact constraint function is an equality constraint on both the
location and orientation of the contact point:
c(θ) =
WrWP
qPW
−
WrWB +C(qBW )TBrBP (α)
qPB(α)⊗ qBW
 (4.11)
Where the quaternion qPB(α) describes the rotation between the body and the foot and is
parameterized by the internal configuration through the kinematics, and qPW is the orien-
tation of the foot when it is laid flat on the contact surface. The contact Jacobian is then:
J c(θ) =
I3 C(qBW )T (BrBP (α))× C(qBW )T ∂∂α(BrBP (α))
0 C(qPB(α))
∂
∂α
qPB(α)
 (4.12)
4.4 Sensors
Many different kinds of sensors are utilized in legged robots, and for different purposes.
Critically, in the real world, all of these sensors experience some form of noise, be it from
electrical noise or discretization errors, and some also have constant offsets in their measure-
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ments which are known as biases. One could naively just take the measurements from the
sensors for use in their control algorithms, but this would often lead to issues in practice.
As an illustrative example, consider controlling the position of an electric motor using an
encoder. Theoretically, a simple PID controller should suffice to maintain a certain position,
and the gains can be tuned to achieve a desired response. However, if the encoder being used
to measure the position has high variance noise or very low resolution (high discretization),
there may be large spikes in velocity when performing discrete differentiation, which would
then cause large jumps in the contribution of the derivative term, degrading performance
at best and sending too much current into the motor and melting the winding insulation
at worst. These types of issues are why filtering and estimation are necessary for most sys-
tems being controlled, and why stochastic models of the sensors are needed to capture their
behavior.
4.4.1 Encoders (Kinematic Sensors)
Perhaps the most common type of sensor that can be found on a legged robot is the kinematic
sensor, which typically come in the form of joint encoders. Encoders can be revolute or
prismatic, and can utilize optical, magnetic, and electric phenomena to encode a position
or change in position. Encoders which maintain a constant origin through power cycles are
absolute encoders, and ones that do not are incremental/relative encoders. Modern Hall-
Effect sensors are a compelling option for absolute encoding of position, but can be more
difficult to mount mechanically as it requires the careful placement of a rotating magnet.
Optical encoders are often limited by resolution at the scale needed for legged robots, but
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can be useful for measuring velocity. Potentiometers can be used for encoders, but are not
ideal for legged robots as they are quickly worn out from the repetitive, abrupt motions
experienced at the joints.
With respect to modeling, kinematic sensors are mostly used to measure the internal
configuration of a robot and often are direct measurements of the corresponding generalized
coordinates, α, representing revolute joint angles or prismatic joint lengths. A kinematic
measurement z˜kin can thus be written as:
z˜kin = fkin(α,nα) (4.13)
Where nα is the noise associated with the kinematic sensors and is often modeled as zero-
mean discrete Gaussian noise with covariance Rα. In the case where every DoF (joint) on
the robot has an encoder, the measured generalized coordinates can be written as:
α˜ = α+ nα (4.14)
More complex noise models are rarely used as additive Gaussian noise more often than not
produces sufficient results for state estimation purposes.
4.4.2 Force Sensors and Contact Sensors
Force (and torque) sensors can be employed to measure the internal force configuration of a
robot, as well as the external contact forces. Force/Torque sensors come in all shapes and
sizes, including optical, resistive, capacitive, and piezoelectric. However, these sensors are
not commonly utilized for state estimation on legged robots for several reasons. One reason is
that many of these sensors have large form factors and high mass, which reduces the payload
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of the system for the same set of actuators. Force sensors also require precise calibration,
which is often difficult or impossible to perform without the help of the manufacturer. For
these reasons, force sensors are used with discretion, and often mainly to estimate contact.
However, force sensors mounted near the foot to detect contact can be damaged or lose
calibration after the robot has performed some dynamic motion, which restricts the motions
done by the robot to be fairly conservative. If contact forces aren’t measured directly, they
can be approximated using the equations of motion, (4.1).
Force/Torque sensors can be modeled similarly to kinematic ones:
z˜F/T = fF/T (τ ,f c,nF/T ) (4.15)
Where τ are the internal forces/torques, F c are the contact forces, and nF/T is zero-mean
discrete Gaussian noise with covariance RF/T .
Because the contact state of the robot is of paramount importance in legged state es-
timation, additional sensors can be utilized to detect contact when force sensors are not a
compelling option. Because contact is a binary state, a simple mechanical switch or touch
sensor can be used for detection. The drawback of this is that these switches can also break
with dynamic motions, and many of them experience bounceback, though this can be filtered
out for some cases. Another option that has become popular because of the development of
proprioceptive actuators is to simply measure the current in the actuator with a shunt resis-
tor, which should be proportional (or at least have a relatively smooth, low order mapping)
to the torque. These torques are typically not accurate enough to be used for precise force
estimation without additional sensors, but they can be effective for detecting contact. As a
final resort, contact can be prescribed ‘oﬄine’ and not detected with a sensor, thus making
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assumptions of when the leg is expected to be on the ground. However, this approach is only
effective for a well-known environment and should be used with discretion. An approach to
contact detection that filters several different sensor modalities can be found in [10].
4.4.3 Inertial Measurement Unit
An inertial measurement unit (IMU) is a combined accelerometer and gyroscope which is
used in many different types of vehicles for navigation and sensing. IMUs can also sometimes
include magnetometers, barometers, and global positioning systems, but this increases their
cost. The gyroscope measures the angular velocities of the sensor, and the accelerometer
measures the accelerations of the sensor itself plus gravitational acceleration. These mea-
surements are taken in the coordinate system attached to the sensor, which for convenience
in notation will be collocated with the robot body origin at B. The resulting sensor mea-
surements are Bf˜WB for acceleration and Bω˜WB for angular velocities. The current notation
suggests the IMU being the kinematic center of the robot body, which is often chosen to be
the case for simplicity. If the kinematic center is desired to be elsewhere, a transformation
can be applied to the IMU measurements.
MEMS IMUs all experience two sources of measurement error: 1) (slowly varying) biases
or offsets in the readings due to nonlinear effects and variations in temperature, and 2) high
frequency electrical noise typical of MEMS sensors. High quality IMUs can be well calibrated
from the manufacturer, but it is impossible to completely eliminate the bias and noise from
the measurements, as minor variations in conditions over time will tend to degrade the
calibration. As such, most IMU models take into account these measurement imperfections
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using additive noise and bias on the IMU outputs. The resulting model can be described by:
Bf˜WB = C(qBW )(WaB − Wg) + Bbf + nf (4.16)
Bω˜WB = BωWB + Bbω + nω (4.17)
Bb˙f = nbf (4.18)
Bb˙ω = nbω (4.19)
Where Wg is the gravitational acceleration expressed in the world frame W , bias terms Bbf
and Bbω model the measurement offset, and the additive noise terms nf , nω model the
high frequency measurement noise. Note that the relatively slow changes in the biases are
modeled as Brownian Motion processes (Random Walk in discrete time), which are generated
from the integration of the bias noise parameters, nbf and nbω. The covariances of the these
parameters and their descriptions are shown below:
Parameter Symbol Units
Accelerometer White Noise Rf
m
s2
1√
Hz
Gyroscope White Noise Rω
rad
s
1√
Hz
Accelerometer Random Walk Rbf
m
s3
1√
Hz
Gyroscope Random Walk Rbω
rad
s2
1√
Hz
Table 4.1: Covariance values and units for IMU model noise parameters.
The white noise values Rf and Rω can typically be found in the datasheet of an IMU,
and are commonly called noise density, or, confusingly, angular random walk/velocity random
walk, due to the fact that in navigation applications the integration of the white noise values
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lead to a random walk in angles and velocity. The values Rbf and Rbω are rarely specified
in datasheets, as in reality the bias does not truly behave as a random walk. Instead, the
specification commonly provided is the in-run bias (in)stability or just bias stability, which
describes approximately how accurately the bias can be estimated. Lower values of the bias
stability parameter are desirable as this implies fewer deviations from the mean over time.
If it is assumed the noise of the IMU is dominated by a combination of white noise and a
random walk, then the bias stability can be used to determine reasonable values for Rbf and
Rbω. This is typically done using the Allan standard deviation, and is described in detail in
[16]. Realistically, this sensor model is fairly optimistic, as it describes a stationary sensor
under constant environmental conditions. Because of this, it can be useful in practice to use
slightly larger values for the covariances to capture additional sources of error [39].
The attitude/orientation of the IMU can be estimated using only the measurements from
the IMU, so often times an integrated IMU package will provide the attitude as an additional
measurement output. Attitude estimation algorithms on IMUs often employ the assumption
that the average acceleration over time is zero, which allows the measured gravity vector to be
used to correct the angle obtained from time-integrating the gyroscope. For legged robots,
this assumption is reasonable for conservative motions, but can be problematic for very
dynamic motions which have both fast linear and fast angular components. Furthermore,
the accuracy of the attitude estimate will be heavily affected by the measurement bias,
as the bias will be repeatedly added onto the latest attitude estimate when the gyroscope
measurements are integrated. For the case of linear velocity and position, there are typically
no additional on-board measurements (IMUs with GPS are an exception) which can be used
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to correct the accumulated bias errors or drift when integrating the accelerometer, which is
why this information must be obtained through other means like a camera or the encoders
on a legged robot.
4.4.4 Cameras and Range Sensors
Cameras and sensors that detect range such as LiDAR, RADAR, and SoNAR are some of the
most effective sensors for determining position and yaw with respect to an absolute origin.
For legged robots navigating human-like environments in the atmosphere, cameras and Li-
DAR are the most applicable. Cameras today are excellent for providing dense information
(thousands if not millions of pixels) at a very low monetary, mass, and power cost. However,
their performance degrades significantly when performing fast motions and in regions with
poor lighting conditions, limited texture, or a high number of airborne particulates. Range
sensors like LiDAR tend to have (comparatively) high monetary, mass, and power costs, but
they provide much richer depth information than cameras and are not affected greatly by
lighting conditions. Two additional types of cameras that are occasionally used in estimation
in harsh conditions are thermal cameras and event cameras. Thermal cameras use infrared
radiation to form a heat zone image and are not sensitive to lighting or particulates. Event
cameras use arrays of pixels which independently and asynchronously respond to changes in
brightness at high temporal speeds, meaning they do not suffer from motion blur.
Utilizing cameras and range sensors for estimation typically requires complex algorithms
which calculate the state from a series of images or a cloud of points obtained through a laser
scan. There is a large body of work on visual odometry approaches with cameras that show
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impressive results [83, 37]. These approaches can be improved by also incorporating the IMU
in visual-inertial odometry [30]. Localization approaches for laser range sensors typically
utilize point cloud matching for localization such as in iterative closest point algorithms [90].
4.5 Sensor Fusion
If information from several sensors are available, all the measurements can be fused together
in order to provide a better state estimate than with a single sensor alone. In its simplest
form, sensor fusion is simply the process of taking a weighted average of sensor measurements
in order to achieve a more accurate overall estimate of the state. For sensor measurements
that are believed to be more accurate, you assign a higher weight, and for sensor mea-
surements that are believed to be less accurate, a lower weight. This accuracy is usually
characterized using statistics, such as by looking at the variance of a normal distribution.
The Kalman Filter [67] is perhaps the most popular formalization of this idea, and is widely
used in many areas of robotics. However, manually tuned complimentary filters are also a
solution used in some applications where the noise properties of the sensors used are well
known and consistent.
The weighted combination of different measurements is the defining feature of sensor
fusion, but how these measurements are combined also matters. In sensor fusion, there is
the notion of loose or tight fusion. Loose fusion describes a procedure in which the sensor
measurements are first processed before being fused together, whereas tight fusion describes
a procedure where the sensor measurements are (as much as possible) directly used for
updating the state. As an example, loose fusion could involve extracting a position estimate
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from several sensor measurements (such as an IMU, camera, and leg kinematics) and then
fusing them together. Tight fusion with the same sensors would involve taking the IMU
accelerations, camera pixel values, and joint encoder readings and combining all of these in
order to produce one single position estimate. Loose fusion can be simpler to implement,
but tight fusion tends to produce better results because they take advantage of measurement
models better and often reduce the amount of assumptions being made.
4.5.1 (Nonlinear) Kalman Filters
The Kalman filter is a stochastic filter that performs sensor fusion by producing optimal
gains (weights) which minimize the mean square error of the estimate according to the
covariances of the measurements and state [46]. The classic Kalman Filter is defined for
linear systems, but the estimation problems posed by many mobile robots (including legged
ones) do not adhere to this assumption, so a nonlinear extension is required. The aptly
named Extended Kalman Filter [78] approximates nonlinear system dynamics by taking a
local linearization (first order Taylor expansion) around the current state estimate, and then
proceeds to carry out the Kalman Filter steps. Another popular nonlinear variant is the
Unscented Kalman Filter [129], which approximates nonlinear system dynamics by sampling
several points (called sigma points), running them through the nonlinear dynamics, and
using the outputs to create a new distribution which is used for the filter update. There
exist many other Kalman filter variants as well as non-Gaussian filters (such as the Particle
Filter [126]), but for legged robots the EKF and UKF are popular due to their low memory
usage due to being recursive and their low latency because of the (relatively) low number of
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computations being performed.
4.5.1.1 Discrete-Time Extended Kalman Filter
Kalman Filters in discrete-time are typically implemented with two or more steps:
1. A high rate process/prediction step that simulates a simple model or processes high
frequency sensor data (like from an IMU).
2. One or more update/correction steps that fuse in lower frequency (but typically more
accurate) sensor data to correct errors accumulated in prior process/prediction steps.
The output of the process step is the predicted state estimate vector xˆ−k+1 (also called the a-
priori estimate or predicted belief ), and the output of the update step is the posterior state
estimate/belief vector xˆ+k+1. The posterior estimate is obtained by taking the predicted
estimate and adding on the innovation term yk+1, which is what is correcting the errors
from prediction:
xˆ−k+1 = f(xˆ
+
k , z˜f,k,nf,k) (4.20)
yk+1 = h(xˆ
−
k+1, z˜h,k+1,nh,k+1) (4.21)
xˆ+k+1 = xˆ
−
k+1  yk+1 (4.22)
Note that the predicted state is a function of the previous posterior state estimate xˆ+k ,
process measurements z˜f,k, and process noise nf,k, and the innovation is a function of the
current predicted state estimate xˆ−k+1, update measurements z˜h,k+1, and measurement noise
nh,k+1. The operator  is used here to remind the reader that orientations must be composed
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accordingly. Also note that in this formulation, the update model is slightly generalized and
directly outputs the innovation term instead of performing the standard procedure which
takes the difference between actual and expected measurements and gains them with the
Kalman Gain Kk+1, e.g. yk+1 = Kk+1[z˜h,k+1 − h′(xˆ−k+1,nh,k+1)]. As a general rule of
thumb, every sensor measurement used in the update step should produce an innovation
term based on the measurement and the predicted state estimate.
The Extended Kalman Filter makes use of the nonlinear equations (4.20) - (4.22) by
taking their local linearizations about the current best state estimate. These linearizations
are done using the first order Taylor expansion, and are often referred to the as the Jacobians
of the EKF:
F k =
∂f(xk, z˜f,k,nf,k)
∂xk
∣∣∣∣
(xˆ+k ,z˜f,k,0)
(4.23)
Gk =
∂f(xk, z˜f,k,nf,k)
∂nf,k
∣∣∣∣
(xˆ+k ,z˜f,k,0)
(4.24)
Hk+1 =
∂h(xk+1, z˜h,k+1,nh,k+1)
∂xk+1
∣∣∣∣
(xˆ−k+1,z˜h,k+1,0)
(4.25)
Jk+1 =
∂h(xk+1, z˜h,k+1,nh,k+1)
∂nh,k+1
∣∣∣∣
(xˆ−k+1,z˜h,k+1,0)
(4.26)
Where F k and Gk are the process/prediction Jacobians and Hk+1 and Jk+1 are the update
Jacobians. The last piece used in the Kalman Filter is the covariance P k which tracks the
level of uncertainty of each state and measurement in order to best determine how to fuse
them together. In practice, this covariance need not be of the exact state; it can be from
some related value that still contains information about the uncertainty of the state. The
covariances value will also have a prediction step and an update step, resulting in the the
predicted covariance P−k+1 and the updated covariance P
+
k+1.
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The (recursive) filter equations can now be stated with the prediction step:
xˆ−k+1 = f(xˆ
+
k , z˜f,k,0) (4.27)
P−k+1 = F kP
+
k F
T
k +GkRf,kG
T
k (4.28)
And the update step:
Sk+1 = Hk+1P
−
k+1H
T
k+1 + Jk+1Rh,k+1J
T
k+1 (4.29)
Kk+1 = P
−
k+1H
T
k+1S
−1
k+1 (4.30)
P+k+1 = (I3 −Kk+1Hk+1)P−k+1 (4.31)
yk+1 = h(xˆ
−
k+1, z˜h,k+1,0) (4.32)
xˆ+k+1 = xˆ
−
k+1  yk+1 (4.33)
4.5.1.2 Utilizing the Error State
Local linearizations of nonlinear systems is a common practice in many fields (including
Kalman Filtering) due to the strong results available for linear systems. However, for the
EKF, these linear approximations can degrade the performance of the filter, as the linearized
matrices propagating the covariance only produce optimal Kalman gains for the local linear
system, not for the actual nonlinear system. To alleviate this issue, one can utilize the error
state rather than the actual state to propagate the covariance of the system. The resulting
filter is sometimes called the error state Kalman Filter (ESKF) [117].
The error state δxk in the ESKF describes the difference between a true (i.e. actual state
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with noise and errors, xt,k) and a nominal (i.e. idealized without errors, xk) state:
δxk = xt,k  xk (4.34)
xt,k = xk  δxk (4.35)
The main benefit of utilizing the error state in the Kalman Filter comes from the fact that the
error state dynamics are relatively small and slow (compared to the actual dynamics), which
means the linear approximations hold much better. The result of this is that the covariance
propagated by the more-linear error state dynamics provide a much better estimate of the
expected uncertainty, meaning the resulting Kalman gain will perform a better job at fusing
the different data.
In practice, utilizing the ESKF adds a bit more complexity to the implementation, but can
improve performance significantly. First, the error state dynamics are derived by subtracting
the nominal, deterministic dynamics of the prediction step from the true stochastic ones:
δxk+1 = xt,k+1  xk+1 (4.36)
= f e(xk, δxk, z˜f,k,nf,k) (4.37)
Then, the Jacobians of the error state dynamics are found by taking the partial of the error
state dynamics with respect to the error state, and evaluating the first term in the Taylor
expansion at the current state estimate.
F k =
∂f e(xk, δxk, z˜f,k,nf,k)
∂δxk
∣∣∣∣
(xˆ+k ,0,z˜f,k,0)
(4.38)
Gk =
∂f e(xk, δxk, z˜f,k,nf,k)
∂nf,k
∣∣∣∣
(xˆ+k ,0,z˜f,k,0)
(4.39)
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The resulting error state prediction Jacobians are utilized the propagate the covariance in
the prediction step. For the update step, the measurement model is differentiated with
respect to the error state as well, yielding error state update Jacobians which are used for
the measurement update:
Hk+1 =
∂h(xk+1, z˜h,k+1,nh,k+1)
∂δxk+1
∣∣∣∣
(xˆ−k+1,z˜h,k+1,0)
(4.40)
=
∂hk+1
∂xk+1
∣∣∣∣
(xˆ−k+1,z˜h,k+1,0)
∂xk+1
∂δxk+1
∣∣∣∣
(xˆ−k+1,z˜h,k+1,0)
(4.41)
Where Jk+1 is unchanged, and the calculation of Hk+1 can be done with the chain rule as
shown. The innovation term can now be viewed as the estimated error state, which is then
injected into the nominal state to produce the posterior state estimate. It is important to
note that once the error state Jacobians are derived and used to propagate the covariance,
it is not necessary to actually propagate the error state dynamics [117].
4.5.2 IMU and Leg Kinematics Fusion
The EKF/ESKF described previously is now used to (tightly) fuse the sensor readings from
an IMU and the joint encoders which provide kinematic information about the legs. This
fusion approach has the advantages of being able to handle uneven terrain better than
approaches that simply rely on a single sensory input, such as the leg kinematics. This is
possible thanks to the fact that the filter is simultaneously estimating the main pose of the
body as well as the locations of the foot contacts. Interestingly, this approach can be viewed
as a SLAM algorithm, where the feet position represent the map features which the robot is
localizing with respect to [14].
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4.5.3 Filter State Definition
The state of the filter used for the EKF fusing the leg kinematics and IMU can be thought
of as three groups of variables. The first group describes how the main body of the robot
is moving with respect to the world, and consists of the position WrWB, velocity WvB,
and orientation qBW of the main robot body. A quaternion is used here as a reduced
representation of orientation that does not have any singularities. The second group is
comprised of the 3D locations of the foot contact points in the world coordinate frame
WrWFi . The third group consists of the IMU biases that are also being estimated by the
filter. Put explicitly, the full system state x is:
x = (WrWB,WvB, qBW ,WrWP1 , . . . ,WrWPN , Bbf , Bbω) (4.42)
= (r,v, q,p1, . . . ,pN , bf , bω) (4.43)
where again:
• WrWB is the position of the body frame B w.r.t. the world frame W as in 4.2.
• WvB is the velocity of B w.r.t. W .
• qBW is the orientation of the B w.r.t. W as in 4.2.
• WrWPi is the position of the ith foot contact point Pi w.r.t. W as in 4.9.
• Bbf is the accelerometer bias expressed in B as in 4.16.
• Bbω is the gyroscope bias expressed in B as in 4.17.
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The uncertainties of the estimated state are represented with the covariance matrix P of
the cooresponding state error vector δx:
P = Cov(δx) (4.44)
δx = (δr, δv, δφ, δpi, . . . , δpN , δbf , δbω) (4.45)
Note the use of δφ, which is a 3D rotation vector that represents the error in orientation.
The rotation vector is used here to enable a minimal representation of the rotations in the
covariance matrix. To go between quaternion error and rotation vector error:
δq =
sin (12 ||δφ||) δφ||δφ||
cos (1
2
||δφ||)
 (4.46)
Where quaternion error δq is defined by:
q = δq ⊗ qt (4.47)
Where ⊗ is the quaternion multiplication operator.
4.5.4 Prediction Model
The prediction model used to propagate the prediction step utilize the IMU accelerometer
f˜ and gyroscope ω˜ measurements as described in (4.16) - (4.19) (with coordinate frame
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subscripts removed for clarity) and are written in continuous time as follows:
r˙ = v (4.48)
v˙ = a = C(q)T (f˜ − bf − nf ) + g (4.49)
q˙ =
1
2
Ω(ω˜ − bω − nω)q (4.50)
p˙i = C(q)
Tnp,i (4.51)
b˙f = nbf (4.52)
b˙ω = nbω (4.53)
Where Ω(·) maps a rotational rate ω to a matrix representing the corresponding quaternion
rate:
Ω(ω) =

0 ωz −ωy ωx
−ωz 0 ωx ωy
ωy −ωx 0 ωz
−ωx −ωy −ωz 0

(4.54)
And where np,i is white noise with covariance Qp,i added to the location of the foot,
and is included in order to account for a certain amount of foot slippage. This value also
allows for simple resetting of the foot position when it comes off the ground by setting the
covariance to be very large (infinity) when the foot comes off the ground. Qp,i itself is simply
a diagonal matrix which can be tuned.
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4.5.5 Measurement Model
The measurement model used in the update step is based on the simple model for kinematics
from encoders as in 4.13. In this case, the position of the foot with respect to the body si
(in the body frame) is defined by the kinematics as a function of joint angles α:
si = fkin,i(α) + ns,i (4.55)
Where the noise term ns,i is included here to account for small errors in the kinematics.
Now, the measured position s˜i can be written as
s˜i = fkin,i(α˜) (4.56)
≈ fkin,i(α) + Jkin,inα (4.57)
≈ si − ns,i + Jkin,inα (4.58)
≈ si + ni (4.59)
Where Jkin,i is the leg Jacobian that relates the foot velocities (w.r.t. the body) to the joint
velocities for leg i:
Jkin,i :=
∂fkin,i(α)
∂αi
(4.60)
And the linearized noise effect from the encoders (Jkin,inα) and the noise from the foothold
positions (ns,i) are combined into a new noise term, ni, with new covariance Ri:
Ri = Rs + Jkin,iRαJ
T
kin,i (4.61)
The foot measurement can then be transformed from a measurement in the body frame to
a measurement in the world frame by subtracting the absolute positon of the body from the
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absolute position of the foot (and adding noise):
s˜i = C(q)(pi − r) + ni (4.62)
Note that in implementation, the actual value of s˜i is simply obtained by doing the forward
kinematics of the leg with the joint encoder readings, as in (4.56). The filter Jacobians are
omitted for brevity but the can be found in [14].
4.6 Estimation on NABi-2
NABi-2 is equipped with an VectorNav VN-100 IMU as well as high resolution (18 bit)
absolute position encoders at every joint. The joint encoders are high resolution and can
produce position information at several kHz, and are numerically differentiated then low-
pass filtered on the actuator to produce joint velocity measurements. The IMU produces
(hardware-filtered) accelerometer and gyroscope readings at a maximum of 800Hz, but for
our purposes a rate of 400Hz was found to be sufficient (while maintaining low latency when
communicating with the main PC). The IMU also runs an onboard filter that estimates the
sensor orientation (using an additional magnetometer for yaw), meaning the orientation can
be directly read from the IMU and need not be estimated externally.
Before implementing the the full Extended Kalman Filter described above, a simpler
kinematics based approach was taken for jumping in place. In this approach, while the feet
are in contact with the ground, the joint encoders can be used to describe the configuration
of the feet in the body frame, while the IMU can be used to measure orientation. This
approach can be viewed as a form of the matching technique described previously. During
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flight, the positions and velocities of the body in the world frame can only be obtained
through integration of the IMU, which quickly drifts away from the true values due to
cumulative errors from integrating the bias in the accelerometer. In actuality, this approach
to estimation simply decoupled the available sensor modalities into a simple kinematic filter
for estimating positions while on the ground and an attitude estimator while in the air (or on
the ground). This approach worked for jumping in place, but is not sufficient for controlled
directional locomotion where there is an aerial phase when both feet leave the ground.
To achieve improved state estimation on NABi-2, an open-source implementation of the
EKF described previously was modified for the purposes of implementing it on NABi-2. One
implementation detail that should be taken note of is the difference in rates of the prediction
and update. If the prediction runs at a much faster rate than the update, the update may
not provide sufficient correction to keep the estimate from drifting due to noise. On NABi-2,
the joint encoders (used in the update step) can produce data at least as fast as the IMU
(used in the prediction step), so there were no issues with divergence when testing as long
as there are feet placed on the ground.
Note that when there are no longer any feet in contact with the ground, there are no
encoder updates being sent to the filter, meaning the estimates of position and velocity
will drift. This could be a problem during the flight phases of a jumping motion, but
because the filter also performs bias estimation for the IMU the position and velocity usually
experience minimal drift during the relatively short flight phases. This filter also requires
that the contact state of the foot be provided as an input. This was another area where
the proprioceptive nature of NABi-2 was utilized, since the detection of foot contact could
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be done using the proprioceptive nature of the limbs, rather than with an external touch
sensor. Detection of liftoff (when the foot leaves contact with the ground) is significantly
more challenging to implement. This is because liftoff occurs when the upwards acceleration
of the center of mass of the (whole) robot is equal and opposite the gravitational acceleration.
For NABi-2, the mass properties of the robot are approximated through CAD models, and
only a single IMU is mounted on the central body link of the robot. It would be ambitious
to try and obtain an accurate measure of center of mass acceleration using only the single
IMU, numerically differentiated joint encoders, and approximated mass properties, so an
alternative approach was taken.
Liftoff detection on NABi-2 was achieved differently for different gaits. For the jumping
locomotion, once the robot extends its legs to a certain length in the thrust phase, the
legs simply retract to a nominal length to prepare for touchdown, achieving flight if the
legs retract faster than the robot falls (this approach is similar to that of Raibert’s original
hoppers). For walking locomotion, liftoff was detected when the distance between the body
and foot achieved a certain threshold, at which point liftoff is triggered and the robot begins
its single support phase. This is described in more detail in Chapter 5.
The use of the estimator came from the need to measure the velocity of the robot’s
kinematic center (hip) during the stance phase in order to predict a foot placement location
per the Raibert-style hopping controller. For this purpose, the estimator works well, and
produces relatively smooth velocity estimates that can be fed back into the locomotion
controller. A plot of the state estimate while NABi-2 is performing directional jumping can
be seen in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Position estimates of NABi-2 while jumping forward. A foot contact is 0 if not
in contact with the ground and 1 if in contact. Short periods of no foot contact do not cause
the estimation to diverge.
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Figure 4.2: Velocity estimates of NABi-2 while jumping forward. The desired velocity to
track is 0.4 m/s in the x direction, which is achieved just before liftoff.
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4.7 Conclusion
State estimation is a key component for nearly all mobile autonomous robots/systems and
is approached in various different ways according to the task at hand and system being
implemented. In the case of legged robots, a single IMU rigidly fixed to the robot’s kinematic
center can be fused with the kinematic data from the leg joint encoders in order to provide a
low-drift estimate of the system’s position and velocity with respect to an inertial frame. On
NABi-2, an open source EKF framework was implemented that predicts the state with the
IMU and performs updates with data from the joint encoders. When implementing this EKF
based approach, it was necessary to sense the foot contact condition. On NABi-2, it sufficed
to detect touchdown with the proprioceptive sensing provided by the BEAR modules. This
work implements an EKF based approach because it can run quickly and robustly on our
system. It would be interesting future work to try and implement an Unscented Kalman
Filter or batch optimization approach for sensor fusion on legged robots, or perhaps an
alternative filter which fuses IMU, encoders, and vision data from a camera as well.
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CHAPTER 5
Bipedal Locomotion with Proprioceptive Force Control
on NABi-2
Abstract
Proprioceptive actuators provide capabilities never before seen in mobile legged robots thanks
to their ability to accurately control their torque output and stiffness. The Back-drivable
Electric Actuator for Robotics (BEAR) module is an example of such an actuator that is
used for the Non-Anthropomorphic Biped Version 2 (NABi-2). However, while NABi-2 has
shown impressive in-place jumping capabilities, a closed-loop gait for walking or other di-
rectional locomotion has been a challenge due to the fact that the BEAR modules are not
amenable to the position-controlled, ZMP-based walking locomotion executed by the original
NABi-1 platform. This work explains the process by which directional locomotion control
was developed on the NABi-2 platform, and introduces two different bipedal locomotion ap-
proaches that have been shown to be effective on the robot: walking using virtual constraints
in the operational space, and jumping with a multi-legged Raibert Controller. Additional
discussion is then provided on the development process in order to glean some key insights
that can be generalized to a broader class of proprioceptive legged robots.
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5.1 Introduction
Proprioceptive actuators have recently shown an immense amount of success in mobile legged
robots. Quadrupeds like the MIT Cheetah [9] and ALPHRED-2 are capable of incredible
feats of agility thanks to the high torque density and force-controllability of these actua-
tors. However, bipeds and humanoids with proprioceptive actuators have yet to achieve the
same level of success as their four-legged counterparts. Modern humanoids are still largely
implemented with position-controlled servos, series-elastic actuators, or hydraulics. Recent
work like [136, 100] shows the potential of using proprioceptive actuators on bipedal sys-
tems, but these platforms have yet to achieve the versatility of a classic humanoid, or the
mobility of a quadruped. There are several reasons for this, including the inherent stability
of quadrupeds, the inherent compliance in proprioceptive actuators, and the lightweight leg
design commonly seen alongside proprioceptive actuation. To see an example of all of these
features, one need only look to the MIT Cheetah line of robots, one of the most successful
series of robots that utilize proprioceptive actuation.
The original MIT Cheetah [113] had a stark resemblance to an actual cheetah, and came
equipped with additional features not seen on many modern quadrupeds such as elastic
tendons at the feet and a flexible back. This first iteration featured a hierarchical controller
that utilized cyclical foot trajectories and an impedance controller for each leg to achieve a
stable trot while tethered to a structure which restricts motion to the sagittal plane. The
MIT Cheetah 2 was freed from the tether, but notably had removed many of the original
design features (such as the foot tendons and flexible back), in favor of a simpler design with a
monolithic body and four-bar linkage legs. This second iteration featured a control approach
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called impulse planning which utilized the force-control capabilities of its proprioceptive
actuation to modulate the impulse being delivered to the body [86]. The current generation
of MIT Cheetah (MIT Cheetah 3, MIT Mini-Cheetah) simplifies the design even further,
and comprises of a monolithic body structure with four, lightweight, rigid legs that are
actuated by three proprioceptive actuators collocated at the hip [9]. The latest iterations
utilize an MPC based approach which incorporate a simplified dynamic model of the system
that abstracts the legs as force sources that are active while a foot is on the ground [31].
Bipedal robots, in contrast to robots like the MIT Cheetah, are typically designed and
controlled in a very specific fashion: as fully actuated humanoids that use traditional dy-
namics cancellation approaches for control. Fully actuated humanoids have 6 DoF on each
leg, compared to the 3 DoF on a quadruped leg, where the three additional DoF are used
to control the foot orientation via an ankle. The inclusion of ankle actuators generally in-
creases the mass and moment of inertia of the leg, meaning the lightweight or massless leg
assumption commonly utilized when controlling proprioceptive legged robots becomes less
applicable. Additionally, a trajectory tracking based approach to locomotion can be some-
what more difficult with proprioceptive actuators, as the inherent compliance in the actuator
reduces the (position) tracking accuracy of the system. Position tracking is still utilized in
proprioceptive quadrupeds, but quadrupeds themselves are somewhat more robust to falling
over, because under normal operation they have a lower center of mass, larger support poly-
gon, and more legs to assist in recovery from a disturbance. These combined effects make it
quite difficult to implement a walking gait on a proprioceptive-ly actuated humanoid where
all actuated DoF are replaced with proprioceptive actuators. Indeed, developing bipedal lo-
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comotion using proprioceptive actuators would require a shift both in the control approach
and the design of the robot itself.
To address the design problem, the Non-Anthropomorphic Biped Version 2 (NABi-2) was
developed. NABi-2 is a bipedal robot whose leg configuration resembles that of a human
walking sideways, and has gone through several design iterations to arrive at its current
form [136]. The original NABi-1 began development as a simple, lightweight, planar biped
with only 2 actuated DoF on each leg (at the hip and knee) and a compliant foot element
[135]. The compliant elements could be configured in such a way that they would only be
active during certain parts of a locomotion gait, such as to assist with maintaining balance
during the single support phase of a walking cycle. Importantly, NABi-1 utilized off-the-shelf
position controlled actuators, and thus the compliant foot elements provided some impact
resistance. When moving to NABi-2, the position-controlled actuators were replaced with
proprioceptive ones, and the compliant foot elements were removed because the actuators
already provided compliance and impact resistance. Furthermore, NABi-2 adopted the leg
design of the modern proprioceptive leg, with three actuated degrees of freedom collocated
at the hip and no ankle actuation. As a result, NABi-2 represents a system that has design
qualities of a proprioceptive quadruped, but with only two legs.
NABi-2 represents a paradigm shift in how bipedal systems in the future can be designed.
However, the traditional control approaches for bipeds are not very applicable to these new
types of actuators and robots, meaning a shift in how these systems are controlled is also
necessary. This work contributes two approaches to bipedal locomotion that were devel-
oped for the NABi-2 platform: a biped with a unique leg configuration and proprioceptive
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actuation. The first approach is a walking gait that takes makes use of virtual constraints
in the operational space, while the second is a pronking gait that is inspired by the classic
Raibert monopeds. These two approaches to locomotion are likely not directly generalizable
to bipeds outside of the NABi form factor, but can still provide valuable insight on how
bipedal systems with proprioceptive actuation can be controlled in the future.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 5.2 reviews some classical
approaches to bipedal locomotion and how relevant they were to NABi-2. Section 5.3 de-
tails the walking locomotion approach developed for NABi-2. Section 5.4 then explains the
directional pronking gait. Section 5.5 discusses the effectiveness of these approaches, as well
as how they can be used to inform locomotion on systems with similar design. Section 5.6
concludes with some final thoughts and directions for future work.
5.2 Traditional Bipedal Locomotion
There is an infinite design space in which bipedal robots can reside, but for the purposes
of locomotion control and planning there are certain design choices that will favor certain
locomotion approaches. One such choice is how anthropomorphic the biped is: a humanoid
[55] is fully anthropomorphic, whereas the bird-inspired Cassie [103] is less so. Another
aspect is the approach to leg actuation and level of compliance: a leg that is designed like a
robot arm in factory automation with position-controlled actuators represents one extreme,
while a mostly (or completely) passive dynamic system with compliant elements represents
the opposite extreme.
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The classical humanoid robot represents the limit of both these axes, being fully an-
thropomorphic as well as fully actuated with position-controlled servos. For robots such
as these, an effective approach to locomotion is to first plan the foot and hip (kinematic
center) trajectory (ie. through preview control [65] or TVLQR [123]), and then utilize a
dynamics cancelling technique (ie. computed torque control [88], task space optimization
[130]) to track the trajectory. The opposite end of the spectrum is something like Agility
Robotics’ Cassie, which features passive-compliant leg springs and a digitigrade leg design
that is inspired by flightless birds [8]. These types of platforms rely on other forms of control,
such as Hybrid-Zero-Dynamics (HZD) [102], hierarchical/compositional controllers [97], or
scheduled gaits [58]. NABi-2 is also highly non-anthropomorphic, but lies in the middle
ground of actuation, as proprioceptive legs are inherently compliant (due to the actuators)
while still fully actuated (for point feet).
As a first attempt at locomotion, the ZMP-based approach for NABi-1 was ported to
NABi-2. However, this approach was unable to take more than a couple of steps, as the
compliance on NABi-2 made it difficult to precisely track position trajectories, and the lack
of the compliant foot element made it relatively easy for the robot to tip over when taking a
step. And, while it is true that the compliance of the proprioceptive actuators on NABi-2 is
tunable, achieving the same stiffness as a traditional actuator with high gear ratios is difficult.
This is because the low gear ratio in a proprioceptive actuator creates less inherent damping
from friction, so the stiffness of the actuator must be actively controlled through a actuator-
level control loop. However, sensor noise in this low-level loop limits how aggressively the
controller gains can be set – gains that are too high could cause a large increase in actuator
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heat output, or instability in the worst case. The end result of this stiffness limit can be
seen with the attempt at position-controlled walking on NABi-2. The resulting locomotion
gait worked for a couple of steps, but then failed due to undesired oscillations in the legs.
5.3 Walking with Proprioception
One beneficial feature of proprioceptive actuators is their innate ability to sense certain
aspects about their state. As such, it makes sense to use a proprioceptive actuator in
an event-based fashion, where certain events detected through the actuator sensors trig-
ger certain actions. This is in contrast to traditional trajectory tracking, where actions
are parameterized with respect to time. The event-based approach generally leads to com-
positional/hierarchical controllers that are simple state machines that cycle through a set
of motions or lower-level controllers as dictated by the detection of certain events. This
approach was originally used to control the classical Raibert hoppers [97].
To control directional locomotion on NABi-2, several attempts were made at imple-
menting a compositional approach that utilized an event-based state machine to dictate
the different phases of the walking cycle. There were two general frameworks tested: the
first approach, called dual-impedance, treated each leg as a spring-loaded inverted pendu-
lum (SLIP, or spring-mass) and walked by repeatedly applying impulses with each leg. The
second approach, called virtually constrained operational space (VCOS), walked by applying
virtual constraints on particular operational/task space coordinates. The latter approach
had the most success, but it is useful to examine the other approach to see why it was not as
effective, and how it may be useful elsewhere. It is worth noting that locomotion for NABi-2
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of the model used in the dual-impedance approach to walking. The legs
are assumed to be massless springs whose rest length and angle with respect to the body
can be controlled.
is currently restricted to the sagittal plane.
5.3.1 Dual-Impedance
In the dual-impedance approach, each leg was treated as a spring-damper system, where a
virtual leg was created between the hip joint and the foot of each leg, similar to [136]. For
this approach, each leg embeds the spring-mass with damping dynamics during stance as:
m(BaHPi) = Kp,s(BrHPi − l0) +Kd,s(BvHPi − 0) (5.1)
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Where BrHPi , BvHPi , and BaHPi are the position, velocity, and acceleration of the i
th foot
with respect to the ith hip joint expressed in the body frame, Kp,s and Kd,s are the spring
constant and damping constant, and l0 is the nominal length vector of the virtual spring.
The nominal length vector is parameterized with two values (due to the planar restriction):
the leg length l and the leg angle γs of the leg with respect to the body frame. The nominal
leg length vector can be described with a nominal leg length scalar value, l0:
l0 =
l0 cos γs
l0 sin γs
 (5.2)
The leg angle γs describes the angle that the virtual leg which extends from the hip to
the foot makes with respect to the vertical axis of the body frame. In practice, this can be
found using forward kinematics and the atan2 function. For implementation on NABi-2, the
spring-damper constants as well as the nominal leg length are tuned empirically, and mass
m is the total mass of the robot (including the mass of the legs). Now, assuming massless
legs, these dynamics can be embedded with the contact foot Jacobian as:
τ i = J
T
c,i(mBaHPi) (5.3)
Where τ i is a vector of joint torques, and J c,i is the contact Jacobian relating joint rates to
end effector (foot) velocities, all expressed for the ith leg.
With each leg now acting as a virtual spring, a walking gait was implemented by repeat-
edly retracting and extending the virtual leg spring. This can be achieved by modulating
the nominal leg length, l0. At the start of the gait, each leg is commanded to the nominal
leg length l−0 , and motion begins with one leg imparting an impulse into the ground by
increasing the nominal leg length to l+0 = ∆l+ l
−
0 . Once the leg reaches extended length l
+
0 ,
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it retracts to its nominal length l−0 (lifting it off the ground) and modifies its leg angle using
a Raibert style foot placement law:
γTD = γ
∗(WvWB,x) +Kp,γ(WvWB,x − vd,x) (5.4)
Where γTD refers to the leg angle at touchdown, γ
∗(WvWB,x) is the nominal leg angle, and
Kp,γ gains the error between the current body velocity WvWB,x and the desired body velocity
vd,x.
Additionally, the leg which is planted on the ground attempts to keep the body from
pitching by applying a corrective torque around the body pitch with a PD control law:
τφ = −Kp,φ(φ− φd)−Kd,φ(φ˙− φ˙d) (5.5)
Where φ and φ˙ are the pitch and pitch rate measured by the IMU, and τφ is a torque applied
at the hip joint of the stance leg to track a desired pitch and pitch rate, (φd, φ˙d).
Once the airborne (swing) leg is detected to have touched back down, it maintains its
nominal length and the extension-retraction actions are performed on the opposite leg. The
resulting event-based state machine is shown in Figure 5.2. Unfortunately, this approach
was never able to achieve successful walking. The observed behavior was that the swing foot
would be constantly dragging on the ground, often to the point of making the robot tip over.
This occurred mainly for two reasons: 1) the moment transferred to the body from the swing
leg moving would cause the body to abruptly dip down towards the ground, preventing the
swing leg from lifting off, and 2) the knee actuator of the supporting leg would saturate,
causing the stance leg to sag down, further exacerbating the problem. Tuning was done on
the parameters of the virtual leg springs and the size and height of the steps being taken,
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Figure 5.2: State machine describing the dual-impedance walking approach.
but the foot dragging issue still remained.
This result suggests that even though the legs of NABi-2 are designed with relatively
low inertia, the comparatively similar inertia of the main body meant that this traditional
Raibert style controller is less effective. Increasing the inertia of the body by adding a
torso, for example, could improve the viability of this approach. Additionally, this approach
may be better suited for a bounding style of gait with a completely aerial phase, as this
could alleviate the oscillations from the stance leg dynamics. In fact, this approach with an
aerial phase would resemble the impulse planning approach utilized for the MIT Cheetah
2. Importantly, this approach demonstrates that for asymmetric motions on NABi-2, the
simple, massless leg models are not very accurate, and the dynamics of the legs need to be
incorporated in the control.
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5.3.2 Virtually Constrained Operational Space
In the virtually constrained operational space (VCOS) approach, the idea is to virtually
constrain the body of the robot to mimic a reduced model whose behavior is more intuitive
to control. This approach, like the dual-impedance one, is also a compositional approach
driven by events and with the single support and double support phases. However, the
VCOS approach utilizes more complex swing leg trajectories (rather than just a simple foot
placement control law) that perform the full inversion of the rigid body dynamics in the
operational space. The stance leg is also controlled to maintain the height and pitch of the
body, making the body dynamics in single support resemble the linear inverted pendulum
popularly utilized in bipedal locomotion.
The resulting gait is fairly conservative for reasons which will be discussed in the follow-
ing, but this approach does represent an interesting intersection of the traditional bipedal
locomotion approaches and the compositional approaches popularized by Raibert. This in-
tersection occurs because NABi-2 is a bipedal system, but utilizes proprioceptive actuation
with a unique leg configuration that introduces a level of compliance and force control into
the system. To achieve walking, force control is utilized in the single support phase, where
the torques being commanded to the stance leg are reacting to the change in position and
pitch of the body, as opposed to simply correcting an error from a pre-planned trajectory. At
the same time, the swing leg in single support is following a trajectory (in operational space),
but can be superseded by the detection of the touchdown of the foot, transitioning the state
back to double support. In double support, there is a whole-body controller commanding
the joint torques to shift the body forward and backward.
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5.3.2.1 Double Support
In double support, a whole body controller is controlling the body to maintain a certain
height and orientation, while also commanding the feet to a certain position. This controller
is a simplified version of the double support controller in [136] that assumes minimal motion
(and no motion outside the sagittal plane) and walking over flat ground.
τ i = J
T
c,if i (5.6)
f i = f i,e + f i,g + f i,p (5.7)
Where the commanded torques for the ith leg, τ i ∈ R2×1, are again found by multiplying
the desired forces f i ∈ R2×1 with the contact Jacobian J c,i ∈ R2×2. In this case, the desired
forces are comprised of three components: an end-effector position feedback f i,e, a gravity
compensation term f g, and a pitch regulation term f i,p. These are described by:
f i,e = Kp,e(BrBPi,d − BrBPi) +Kd,e(BvBPi,d − BvBPi) (5.8)
f i,g = Kgmg (5.9)
f i,p = ±
[
0 Kp,p(φd − φ) +Kd,p(φ˙d − φ˙)
]
(5.10)
Where Kp,e and Kd,e are the diagonal gain matrices around a setpoint foot position BrBPi,d
and velocity BvBPi,d, Kg is a scale factor depending on the number of legs, and Kp,p and
Kd,p are gains for the pitch control. Note that the sign of f i,p will depend on the sign of the
pitch measurement, and should be equal and opposite for each leg.
In double support, the setpoint foot velocity is set to zero (BvBPi,d = 0) and the setpoint
foot position is shifted from a nominal position to a new position by adding a constant
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horizontal offset ∆rx to each foot:
BrBPi,d = BrBPi,0 +
∆rx
0
 (5.11)
Shifting both feet setpoint in the same direction an equal amount has the effect of moving
the body in the opposite direction. This is the mechanism through which the forward or
backward motions are introduced in the double support phase. However, it is important to
note that the feet are never allowed to stabilize around the new setpoint. Instead, after the
distance between the body and the upcoming stance foot has passed a certain value (∆rx,LO
which is less than ∆rx), the state immediately transitions to single support. This has the
effect of always entering the single support phase with the body moving at non-zero velocity,
which is important for ensuring a reasonable single support phase. The conditions for the
liftoff event that transitions NABi-2 from double support to single support can be written
as:
{BrBPi −∆rx,LO = 0|BvBPi,d < 0} (5.12)
Put simply, this condition is reached when the body reaches a certain distance away from
the stance foot while moving towards the stance foot.
As a matter of bookkeeping, note that the asymmetric nature of the ‘sideways’ walking
gait on NABi-2 means that in one walking cycle, the first step widens the stance (the distance
between feet is increased), and the following step narrows the stance (the distance between
feet is decreased), as shown in Figure 5.3. Care should be taken to ensure all offsets for each
foot are accounted for during each period of the walking cycle, and that signs are correctly
assigned to the various event conditions. On NABi-2, this manifests as having one double
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Figure 5.3: The different phases in the asymmetric VCOS walking gait.
support phase with a nominal stance width, followed by a double support phase (immediately
following the first single support phase) with stance width equal to the nominal width plus
the length of the first step.
5.3.2.2 Single Support
The single support phase of the VCOS approach attempts to regulate a few separate aspects
of the robot by using virtual constraints in the operational space. The resulting motion that
occurs is a step in the direction of travel, though the physical and temporal length of the step
is not fixed, as it may be with a traditional bipedal approach. This occurs mainly for two
reasons: Firstly, the swing leg trajectory being followed can be interrupted by the detection
of the swing foot touching down on the ground; Secondly, the body is not attempting to
maintain a horizontal position, meaning the swing foot can be in an arbitrary horizontal
position when it touches down.
The NABi-2 platform undergoing planar motion has four actuated degrees of freedom
available to it (two for each leg), and one un-actuated DoF where the stance foot contacts
the ground. In the single support phase, the actuated DoF are used to affect different aspects
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Figure 5.4: Constrained and unconstrained states in the single support phase of the VCOS
approach. Note that the time variable t needs to be properly scaled for the desired single
support time.
of the stepping motion. The two DoF on the swing leg are used to execute a cycloidal
trajectory in the planar coordinate system that lifts the foot up and sets it back down, with
user-defined values for lift height and step size. The DoF on the stance leg are used to
regulate two values: the height of the body, and the pitch of the body. These constraints
are illustrated with Figure 5.4.
Ideally, combining the contributions of each leg should mean the body always maintains
a constant height and is parallel to the ground, meaning the swing leg has full authority
to execute its step trajectory. Notice that the horizontal component of the body is not
controlled, because there are not enough actuated DoF on the stance leg to regulate the
horizontal and vertical positions as well as the orientation (pitch) of the body (the addition
of a third ankle actuator on each leg would allow for this). This means that the size of the
step being taken is dependent on the horizontal velocity of the body when entering the single
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Figure 5.5: Diagram of the full rigid body model used for the single support phase of the
VCOS approach to walking.
support phase.
Initially, the inertia and velocity product terms of the robot dynamics were ignored
and the VCOS approach was implemented using only the Jacobian and desired task space
forces (like what is used in the double support phase). However, this approach yielded
similar results as the dual-impedance approach, where the body would dip down during
a step, resulting in no step being taken and eventually tipping of the robot. As such, the
single support is instead executed with a task/operational space dynamics inversion approach
that makes use of the full equations of motion. The dynamics of the single support begin
with the complete, floating body dynamics of the robot with state x ∈ R14 defined as the
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concatenation of a set of generalized coordinates (positions) θ ∈ R7 and the corresponding
generalized velocities u ∈ R7:
x = (θ,u) (5.13)
= (WrWB, φ,α,WvWB, φ˙, α˙) (5.14)
= (x, z, φ, α1, α2, α3, α4, x˙, z˙, φ˙, α˙1, α˙2, α˙3, α˙4) (5.15)
Where x and z are the horizontal and vertical states of the body in the inertial frame and
φ is the pitch of the body in the world frame. The αi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are the relative joint
angles of the (planar) system, representing the front leg hip pitch, front leg knee pitch, back
leg hip pitch, and back leg knee pitch respectively (yaw joints are fixed at zero to maintain
planar constraint). Note that relative angles are used for ease of implementation on the
robot. The rigid body model of NABi-2 is shown in Figure 5.5.
The equations of motion can be derived with the method of Lagrange or Newton-Euler
and can be written as:
M(θ)u˙+ b(θ,u) + g(θ) + JT (θ)F = STa τ (5.16)
Where u˙ ∈ R7 represents the generalized accelerations, F ∈ Rm are the m number of
(external) contact forces acting on the system (which will later be used to constrain the
system), and τ ∈ R4 are the input joint torques (one for each αi. The standard terms from
the classical equations of motion for manipulators are the inertia matrix M(θ) ∈ R7×7,
the velocity products (coriolis and centrigufal terms) b(θ,u) ∈ R7, and the gravity term
g(θ) ∈ R7. The remaining terms are the contact Jacobian J(θ) ∈ Rm×7 which maps
generalized velocities to contact point velocities, and the actuator selection matrix Sa ∈ R4×7
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which distinguishes between actuated and non-actuated DoF.
The objective of the inverse dynamics function is to take in as input a desired acceleration
(and current state) and output the torques that will produce that acceleration on the system.
However, the generalized accelerations are not necessarily the ones that need to be controlled.
In the case of single support for the VCOS walking method, the body vertical height and
pitch are elements of the generalized coordinates, but the end-effector (feet) positions of
the swing and stance legs are not. As such, it is necessary to make use of the task space
or operational space of the desired task/objective alongside the support space of the desired
constraints to produce a set of transformed dynamics that will accurately output the torques
required to execute a certain motion.
The task space coordinates θt ∈ R4 that are being controlled in single support are the
vertical body position z, body pitch φ, and the swing foot position BrBPt , which can be
expressed as a function of the original generalized coordinates (using kinematics):
θt = ξtask(θ) = (z, φ, BrBPt) (5.17)
= (z, φ, pt,x, pt,z) (5.18)
The support space coordinates θs ∈ R2 constrain the position of the stance foot WrWPs to
a nominal fixed position WrWF on the ground during single support, again expressed as a
function of the generalized coordinates:
θs = ξsupport(θ) = WrWPs − WrWF (5.19)
Then, these coordinates are differentiated with respect to the the generalized coordinates θ
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to produce the task space Jacobian J t and the support space Jacobian J s:
J t(θ) :=
∂ξtask(θ)
∂θ
∈ R4×7 (5.20)
J s(θ) :=
∂ξsupport(θ)
∂θ
∈ R2×7 (5.21)
Which relate the task and support space velocities, ut and us, respectively, to the generalized
velocities of the system u:
ut = J t(θ)u (5.22)
us = J s(θ)u (5.23)
Now, these Jacobians are used to transform the dynamics into the task space while under the
constraints of the support space. The equations of motion for the support space are obtained
by left multiplying (5.16) by J sM
−1 and utilizing the relationship J su˙ = u˙s − J˙ su, which
comes from the time derivative of (5.23):
u˙s − J˙ su+ J sM−1(b+ g) = Λ−1s f s + J sM−1STa τ (5.24)
where u˙s are the support space accelerations and Λs = (J sM
−1JTs )
−1 is the support space
inertia matrix. Left multiplication of (5.24) by Λs recovers the familiar form:
Λsu˙s + µs + ρs = f s + J¯
T
s S
T
a τ (5.25)
where µs, ρs, and J¯ s follow from the left multiplication:
Λs = (J sM
−1JTs )
−1 (5.26)
J¯
T
s = ΛsJ sM
−1 (5.27)
µs = J¯
T
s b−ΛsJ˙ su (5.28)
ρs = J¯
T
s g (5.29)
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Assuming that in stance the position of the foot is stationary, us = u˙s = 0, and f s, the
forces at the stance foot necessary to enforce the constraint, can be solved for in (5.25):
f s = J¯
T
s S
T
a τ − µs − ρs (5.30)
Now, f s can be input into (5.16) to generate the constrained equations of motion:
Mu˙+NTs (b+ g) + γ(θ,u) = N
T
s S
T
a τ (5.31)
where
γ(θ,u) = JTs ΛsJ˙ su (5.32)
is a velocity dependent term that is generated through the constraint and
NTs = I− JTs ΛsJ sM−1 (5.33)
is the dynamically consistent nullspace projector for support.
Next, the task space dynamics can now be obtained with respect to the support-constrained
dynamics in a similar fashion as the support space dynamics by left multiplying (5.31) by
J tM
−1, substituting J tu˙ = u˙t−J˙ tu, and then left multiplying again by Λt = (J tM−1NTs JTt )−1,
resulting in:
Λtu˙t + µt + ρt = f t (5.34)
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where µt, ρt, and f t again follow from the left multiplication:
Λt = (J tM
−1N sJTt )
−1 (5.35)
J¯
T
t = ΛtJ tM
−1N s (5.36)
µt = J¯
T
t b−ΛtJ˙ tu+ ΛtJ tM−1γ(θ,u) (5.37)
ρt = J¯
T
t g (5.38)
f t = J¯
T
t S
T
a τ (5.39)
The desired task space accelerations u˙t,d can now be input into the task space dynamics,
and the control torques necessary to achieve these accelerations can be found from the task
space forces f t:
f t = Λtu˙t,d + µt + ρt (5.40)
τ = (J¯
T
t S
T
a )
−1f t (5.41)
These torques are now enforcing the desired task space dynamics onto a subset of the original
system’s configuration space that is consistent with the support constraints.
The desired task space accelerations are generated from PD controllers around the desired
setpoints. The vertical body position and pitch are set to be constant values z0 and φ0,
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respectively, and the swing foot position and velocity are defined by a cycloid function:
u˙t,d = (z¨d, φ¨d, p¨t,d,x, p¨t,d,z) (5.42)
z¨d = Kp,z(z0 − z) +Kd,z(0− z˙) (5.43)
φ¨d = Kp,φ(φ0 − φ) +Kd,φ(0− φ˙) (5.44)
p¨t,d,x = Kp,pt,x(pt,r,x − pt,x) +Kd,pt,x(pt,r,x − ˙pt,x) (5.45)
p¨t,d,z = Kp,pt,z(pt,r,z − pt,z) +Kd,pt,z(pt,r,z − ˙pt,z) (5.46)
pt,r,x(t) =
∆xl
2
(t− sin t) (5.47)
pt,r,x(t) =
∆zh
2
(1− cos t) (5.48)
Where time parametric reference trajectories pt,r,x(t) and pt,r,z(t) are the cycloid functions,
with ∆xl is the step length and ∆zh is the step height. Note that the use of a cycloid function
means that time needs to be properly scaled and managed from one phase to another. This
approach needs to maintain the current wall time twall and the time since the last phase
transition Tlpc. It also has a parameter which is the total time of the single support phase
Tss. To get the appropriate scaled time t used in the cycloid function, time goes through the
following transformation:
t =
2pi
Tss
(twall − Tlpc) (5.49)
The single support phase transitions into the double support phase after a touchdown or
timeout event has occurred. Touchdown occurs when the foot has come into contact with the
ground, which can be measured as a deviation of the swing foot from its cycloid trajectory:
{||BrBPi − BrBPi,d|| > } (5.50)
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Figure 5.6: State machine describing the VCOS walking approach.
Timeout occurs when the time since the last phase change is greater than the single support
time (ie. the cycloid trajectory has completed one period):
{Tlpc > Tss} (5.51)
In both instances, the current position of the feet are stored for use in the following double
support phase. The overall state machine for the VCOS approach to walking is shown in
Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.7: One step cycle of the VCOS controller on NABi-2.
5.3.3 Walking Results
Walking on NABi-2 is more difficult than on NABi-1 due to the fact that there are no
compliant ‘training wheels’ on NABi-2, and because the proprioceptive bipeds do not have
as many developed methods for locomotion. The dual-impedance approach to walking was
unable to effectively walk, but was useful for revealing the importance of dynamics, and
for demonstrating how event based compositional controllers can be used alongside proprio-
ceptive actuators to achieve a reactive walking style that does not rely solely on accurately
executing pre-planned motions. With the extension to the VCOS approach to walking,
NABi-2 is able to walk without tipping over. One aspect that may improve the performance
of the VCOS approach would be to find some optimal point at which to transition from the
double support phase to the single support phase. Currently, this transition point is tuned
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empirically, and is quite sensitive to step size. Still, the event based construction of the
controller allows the robot to recover from small disturbances, such as slipping. One walking
cycle is depicted in Figure 5.7.
5.4 Directional Jumping
A symmetric, in-place jumping/pronking gait was the first type of locomotion developed on
NABi-2, as described in Chapter 3. However, this method only controlled the thrust and
body pitch in stance, and could drift forward or backward arbitrarily. Once a global state
estimate was implemented on NABi-2 it became possible to feed back the body velocity
in order to extend the in-place jumping controller to also regulate the directional motion.
However, directly applying a Raibert or capture-point style controller to the system proved
challenging at the start due to the asymmetric distribution of mass on the robot. The
solution to this was to lower the nominal stance of the robot, reducing the effects from the
motion of the upper leg on the body and making the system closer resemble a massless leg
system.
5.4.1 A Multi-Leg Raibert Controller
The Raibert Hopper was a seminal platform that marked one of the first uses of compliance
for locomotion on a legged robot [97]. The classical hopper comprised of a single prismatic leg
which had a compressed air piston that acted as a variable stiffness spring which was attached
to a (relatively high inertia) body which housed hydraulic actuators which positioned the leg.
The robot controller was composed of three components tied together by a state machine:
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A hopping height controller, a body orientation stabilization controller, and a directional
velocity controller. These control modules combined together form the eponymous Raibert
Controller which has inspired many robots and controllers of the modern era [51, 58, 28]. The
Raibert Controller works well on robots that resemble the Raibert hoppers: that is, robots
with compliant, low inertia legs, such as modern proprioceptive platforms. The original
jumping controller on NABi-2 was inspired by the Raibert Controller in that it also utilized
a few controller modules tied together by a state machine. However, the NABi-2 jumping
controller did not control the velocity, as there was no velocity feedback available at the
time.
Once a state estimate was available to the robot, directional jumping could ostensibly be
implemented by utilizing an approach similar to Raibert’s. However, directly implementing
Raibert’s foot placement controller for velocity with no modification to the other component
controllers in the state machine did not yield successful locomotion. To see the reason
as to why this did not work, it is useful to examine how exactly Raibert’s methods were
implemented. For the Raibert hoppers, the leg was actuated to a certain angle with respect
to the body during the flight phase to control the angle at which the robot leg touched down
at. Raibert intuited that for any desired velocity there exists a placement of the foot (angle
of the leg) prior to touchdown that will cause the robot to achieve that velocity at the end
of the subsequent stance phase (while also under the influence of the hopping height and
body orientation controllers). It has since been shown that this is true when the system
is modeled as a point mass with a massless leg spring (the SLIP model) [43]. This model
implies that the leg can be arbitrarily positioned in flight without inducing rotation in the
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Figure 5.8: The SLIP template model is approximated by the classical Raibert Hopper which
has a large body inertia compared to its leg inertia.
body, as there is not even a rigid body to be rotated. In stance, the body cannot impart
moments on the leg, meaning the position of the body mass is completely reliant on the
spring dynamics. Raibert intuitively designed his hoppers to closely resemble this model
by designing the body like a dumbbell to ensure the leg mass and inertia was much lower
compared to that of the body (Figure 5.8). This effectively produces the desired qualities of
being able to arbitrarily reposition the leg in flight, and execute spring dynamics in stance.
This key insight begins to reveal the reason why NABi-2 was unable to directly adopt this
approach.
NABi-2 has multiple legs whose hip joints are not coaxial and perpendicular to the
direction of motion (as a typical humanoid might have). This makes it more closely resemble
a quadruped whose front and rear pair of legs are perfectly synchronized in motion. To
perform the Raibert style foot placement controller, NABi-2 would have to actuate both its
legs in the same direction to place the virtual leg defined as going from the body center to
the centroid of all the feet at an angle which would induce the desired velocity at the end
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of the subsequent stance phase. When jumping in place, the actual legs of the robot are (in
theory) symmetrically configured and executing mirrored commands, so many of the lateral
forces and moments induced by the legs on the body are cancelled. This then makes the
virtual leg and body resemble a simple, single dimensional spring-damper system. When
the angle of the virtual leg is changed, however, the actual legs are no longer performing
symmetric moves, and the moments induced by the legs on the body while repositioning in
flight cause a large pitching of the body to occur. This in turn causes the front leg to hit
the ground prematurely, destabilizing the jumping motion.
The solution to reducing the amount of body pitching that occurs in flight was to reconfig-
ure the nominal stance of the robot. By lowering the body closer to the ground and spreading
apart the legs, the robot is able to change the angle of the virtual leg without pitching the
body. In this configuration, shown in Figure 5.9, the upper leg segments (femur) are nearly
parallel to the ground, and the lower leg segments (tibia) are nearly perpendicular. Now,
moving the position of the foot forward or backward mainly depends on rotating the tibia
at the knee joint, rather than the femur at the hip. Minimizing the femur motion minimizes
the undesirable body pitching, and thus makes it possible to implement the foot placement
law to control the velocity of the directional motion.
5.4.2 Implementation on NABi-2
The approach used for directional jumping extends the in-place jumping controller from [136]
by adding a foot placement component which utilizes the velocity in the state estimate. The
three phases of flight, stance, and thrust remain, but some additional motion is added to
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Figure 5.9: The SLIP template model is approximated on NABi-2 by lowering the body and
embedding a pair of virtual spring legs.
the flight and thrust phases to accomplish the directional jumping. For this approach, the
Jacobian approach for force control about a foot setpoint described by (5.6) and (5.7) is
used. The benefit of this framework is that the thrust and the position of the foot can be
easily modified by simply changing the position of the feet with respect to the body BrBPi .
Initially, the feet start configured with a nominal position:
BrBP1,d =
[
px,0, pz,0
]T
(5.52)
BrBP2,d =
[
−px,0, pz,0
]T
(5.53)
Where px,0 and pz,0 are the horizontal and vertical offsets for the i
th foot in the nominal
stance. As expected, the front and back legs are symmetric about the body center, so the x
component of each foot are equal and opposite. Also recall that this nominal configuration
has the tibia links nearly parallel to the ground and femur links nearly perpendicular, so the
physical values of the offsets are close to the lengths of the tibia (for the horizontal offset)
and femur (for the vertical offset).
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From this nominal configuration, the robot goes into the stance phase. In the stance
phase, the robot maintains the nominal configuration, but the gains in (5.8) are significantly
reduced, allowing the robot to sink down and trigger the nadir event. The stance phase is
the same as its corresponding phase in the original in-place jumping controller (though with
nominal foot positions set to (5.52) and (5.53)).
Once the robots reaches its nadir, the thrust phase activates. The thrust phase is modified
from its in-place equivalent by adding a forward thrust in addition to the vertical thrust that
moves the robot towards liftoff at the desired horizontal velocity, vd,x. This is done by adding
on additional offsets to the nominal foot position:
BrBP1,d =
[
px,0 + ∆xth, pz,0 + ∆zth
]T
(5.54)
BrBP2,d =
[
−px,0 + ∆xth, pz,0 + ∆zth
]T
(5.55)
∆xth = sat(−Kstep,thvd,x −Kcapt,th(WvWB,x − vd,x)) (5.56)
∆zth = ∆zext + ∆zpitch|front (5.57)
Where the ∆xth term is comprised of Kstepvd,x, a feedforward term based on the desired
velocity, and Kcapt(WvWB,x−vd,x), a feedback term that gains the error in the desired velocity
and the current velocity. Note that the sat() function saturates the value of ∆xth with a
certain bound to avoid the kinematic limits of the robot. The ∆zth term includes the vertical
leg extension ∆zext which imparts the impulse needed to achieve liftoff, and one more term
∆zpitch|front which is a small additional extension applied only to the leading leg (the leg
which faces the direction of travel) and has the effect of slightly pitching the body backwards
right before liftoff to help compensate for the forward pitching that occurs in flight from the
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leg motion. The thrust phase leads to the liftoff event, which is simply triggered when the
legs have reached the new setpoint (this is typically not actually when litoff occurs, but for
the purposes of this controller it is effective).
The final phase in the cycle is the flight phase, which again simply modifies the feet
position The feet position in flight are modified as follows:
BrBP1,d =
[
px,0 + ∆xfl, pz,0
]T
(5.58)
BrBP2,d =
[
−px,0 + ∆xfl, pz,0
]T
(5.59)
∆xfl = sat(Kstep,flvd,x +Kcapt,fl(WvWB,x − vd,x)) (5.60)
Where similar to the thrust phase, there is a feedforward component and a feedback com-
ponent that modifies the horizontal position of the foot, but unlike the thrust phase there is
no adjustment of the vertical foot position. Note that the gains Kstep and Kcapt are tuning
parameters that are typically not the same for flight and thrust phases. Also notice that
the flight and thrust phases have similar structure for the ∆x component, but have oppo-
site signs. This can be interpreted as having the foot being behind the body right before
liftoff, but ahead of the body before touchdown, as one may expect of a typical running or
pronking gait. The flight phase ends with the touchdown event, returning the system back
to the stance phase. One complete jump cycle of the robot jumping to the right can be seen
in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: One jump cycle of the multi-leg Raibert controller on NABi-2.
5.5 Discussion
Locomotion on NABi-2 was more challenging to implement than on NABi-1 due to the
relatively limited prior literature on bipedal locomotion using proprioceptive actuators. It
was further hindered by the fact that the body of NABi-2 has relatively low inertia compared
to the legs, which cause many of the assumptions associated with proprioceptive legged
robots to be broken.
These results suggest certain improvements to the design of the NABi-2 system. For one,
the inclusion of a torso would be useful in that an upper body would increase the inertia
of the body as a whole, reducing the impact of leg motions on the body. On NABi-1, the
cardboard box ‘head’ adds a significant amount of inertia to the body structure, and has
a large impact on enabling the walking motion. It is likely that adding an upper body
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to the current iteration of NABi-2 would help with the pitching problem that plagued the
development of walking, but would also likely require more torque than the current actuators
can supply. Already, during VCOS walking, the knee actuator of the leg in stance is near
saturation. This could be solved with a more energy efficient controller that makes use of
optimization, but would also likely be less robust to disturbances. A true redesign of NABi-2
would require some level of co-optimzation of the design and the controller.
In spite of the difficulties with walking, two legged directional jumping (pronking) works
quite well when the body is lowered towards the ground. This approach to locomotion is
surprisingly efficient due to the fact that the proprioceptive BEAR modules regenerate some
energy during landing (in a similar fashion to regenerative braking). However, the main
disadvantage of this sort of locomotion is its highly dynamic nature, meaning crashes are
more catastrophic.
5.6 Conclusion
The proprioceptive NABi-2 platform is leaps and bounds ahead of its predecessor, NABi-1,
in terms of dynamic capacity thanks to its proprioceptive actuation. However, There are
many challenges introduced when developing a proprioceptive biped, meaning the original
algorithms utilized for NABi-1 were not directly transferable to NABi-2. This resulted in
the development of new approaches to locomotion on NABi-2: one for walking, and one
for pronking. NABi-2 is able to walk using an operational space approach which constrains
certain degrees of freedom using task space dynamics, but is able to react to events that
occur along the way. Pronking is achieved using a Raibert style controller that controls
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jump height, body pitch, and foot placement, but only works when the body is lowered to
the ground to reduce the effects of the leg dynamics of the body. Potential future work on
NABi-2 would likely involve a co-optimization of the design and control in order to allow
the passive dynamics of the system to be better utilized in the locomotion.
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CHAPTER 6
Energetic Efficiency of Jumping
Abstract
Embedding the dynamics of the Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) and applying a
compositional controller around it can simplify dynamic legged robot locomotion control,
but what is the energetic cost of this convenience? This paper measures the magnitude of
this effect in such a way that the results are applicable to a wide class of jumping robots.
A three-link monoped model with revolute joints is used to compare the energetic costs
of locomotion using two different control approaches: 1) SLIP-embedding with a Raibert-
style controller optimized for energetic efficiency, and 2) a trajectory optimized only for
energetic efficiency. By performing this comparison in simulation for a large number of
different monopeds randomly sampled from a space of realistic robot designs, it is found that
the SLIP-Raibert approach requires, on average, almost twice the energy of the trajectory-
optimized controller to traverse a given distance. Furthermore, the increase in energetic cost
does not depend much on the particulars of the robot design, as the SLIP-Raibert approach
requires at least 50% more energy for approximately 88% of realistic robot designs.
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6.1 Introduction
Jumping monopeds have been a staple of legged robotics for several decades thanks to the use
of high power density series elastic actuators and intuitive heuristic controllers. The original
Raibert Hopper instituted this paradigm with a prismatic pneumatic actuator that acted
like a linear spring and could be pressurized during the stance phase to create a thrusting
effect [97]. Many systems have since been implemented that follow an approach similar to
Raibert, and the premise has been expanded to incorporate not only monopeds, but also
bipeds and quadrupeds as well [109, 27, 58, 51].
Much of the success of these systems can been attributed to their mimicking of the Spring
Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP) model. This model has been shown to describe the center
of mass (CoM) dynamics of various animals performing high speed locomotion with flight
phases (i.e. running) with surprising accuracy [12]. Furthermore, a large body of work
has been developed regarding the SLIP model, showing its application in both running and
walking as well as its ability to be generalized to three dimensions [110]. Because of this,
legged robotic systems designed to perform hopping, running, trotting, and bounding gaits
are often designed with the SLIP dynamics in mind by adding series elastic elements to the
physical realization or implementing the SLIP dynamics through control design.
Until recently, the most successful implementations of these SLIP-like systems were
achieved through mechanical springs or pneumatic/hydraulic actuators. This is due to the
fact that running and jumping requires high torques, and electric motor actuators tradition-
ally achieve this through high gear ratio gearboxes that are likely to be damaged when faced
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with the large impulses experienced during the ground impact following an aerial phase.
These systems with added compliance often have complex dynamics, making them difficult
to control at best and restricted in their behavior at worse. However, recent advances in
electric motors have shown that electric actuators can be made to provide sufficient power
and torque for dynamic running motions without the need for high gearing that can be dam-
aged during landing [115, 33, 71]. This technology enables mechanical designs with electric
motors but no springs that can be accurately modeled with torque inputs at each joint and
can be controlled to follow certain dynamics with potential impact events.
To this end, several approaches to reproduce SLIP-like dynamics on articulated legged
systems with revolute, torque-actuated joints without series elastic elements have been in-
troduced. Poulakakis and Grizzle utilized geometric nonlinear control design to embed an
extension of the general SLIP model on their hopping monoped system in [92]. Hutter et
al. took an operational space approach to impose the SLIP dynamics on their simulated leg
while also modeling the energy dissipation of ground impact to regulate hopping height and
running speed in [60]. Wensing and Orin were able to embed the full 3D-SLIP dynamics into
the legs of a simulated humanoid model that was able not only to run but also to maintain
the configuration of its body through the use of operational space control and conic opti-
mization in [131]. Park et al. utilized SLIP-like dynamics when implementing their Impulse
Planning approach to quadruped bounding on the MIT Cheetah 2 with high torque density
actuators in [86]. These approaches show the utility of the SLIP dynamics, and how they can
be effectively applied to a legged system to achieve dynamic running and bounding motions.
Though the SLIP dynamics have been shown to be an effective foundation on which to
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build a dynamic running controller, the energetic effects of embedding it in physical systems
with articulated legs is not often discussed. In this paper, a three-link monoped is intro-
duced and is used as a general robot architecture on which the energy efficiency of different
controllers is examined. Specifically, using a Monte Carlo approach, many different robot
designs with this architecture are randomly sampled, and the optimal energetic efficiency
of an unconstrained controller found through pseudospectral optimal control (trajectory-
optimized) is compared to that of a simple Raibert-style controller with embedded SLIP
dynamics (SLIP-Raibert), in order to infer the average efficiency loss incurred across several
robot designs when implementing the SLIP-Raibert controller on the monoped system. The
main contribution of this work is to show how substantial the energetic costs associated with
implementing a SLIP-Raibert controller on a monoped hopper with revolute joints are in
order to better inform future legged robot design and implementation.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 6.2 poses the questions to
be answered through the Monte Carlo experiment and details the approach for conduct-
ing the tests. Section 6.3 presents the modeling and dynamics of the three-link monoped
through a single step and introduces the design space from which specific robot designs will
be sampled. Sections 6.4 and 6.5 present the two control approaches: SLIP-Raibert and
trajectory-optimized. Section 6.6 presents the results of the experiment and Section 6.7 rea-
sons about the meaning of these outcomes and identifies topics of future study. Section 6.8
ends the paper with conclusions.
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6.2 Experiment Methods and Design
6.2.1 Questions
The methodology utilized in this paper is the same as that of [48], in which certain biomimetic
design principles can be extracted through in silico testing. The experiment designed in this
work is designed to answer the following two questions: 1) Is there typically a significant
increase in energy use when embedding SLIP dynamics? 2) How large is this change, on
average? These questions can be asked more specifically as follows:
1. For what fraction of the space of realistic three-link monoped designs do locally opti-
mal SLIP-Raibert controllers have at least a fifty percent greater mechanical cost of
transport than a locally optimal trajectory-optimized controller?
2. Across the space of realistic three-link monoped designs, what is the average increase in
the mechanical cost of transport from using a locally optimal SLIP-Raibert controller
over a locally optimal trajectory-optimized controller?
Here, the mechanical cost of transport (CoT) [24] is being used as a measure of the overall
energetic efficiency of the system through a step. It is defined as the energy consumed by
the actuators normalized by the robot’s weight and distance traveled. The energy consumed
is assumed to be the integral of the absolute mechanical power of the actuators, as
JCoT =
∫ tstep
0
|τ · θ˙|
Mgxstep
dt (6.1)
where tstep is the time it takes for a step to be taken, xstep is the distance traveled in one
step, τ is the vector of actuator torques, θ˙ is the vector of angular rates of the joints, M is
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the total system mass, and g is gravity. Here, a step is defined to begin at the apex of the
flight phase and end at the apex of the next flight phase.
Questions 1 and 2 can be answered using Monte Carlo methods which are used to help
understand the relationship κ between a controller η and the CoT JCoT = κ(η). This
is achieved through taking random robot samples Pi from a design space P , finding the
CoT of an optimal SLIP-Raibert controller, ηSR, and comparing the results to the CoT
of a trajectory-optimized controller, ηTO, to make an inference about the entire population.
These methods are common in biology [80] and are first used to analyze robot design features
in [48].
Specifically, question 1 can be answered by using N random samples from the population
to approximate the true percentage, g(ηSR), with the observed percentage:
g˜(ηSR) =
∑N
i=1 H(κ(ηSR, Pi)−K%κ(ηTO, Pi))
N
(6.2)
where H is the Heaviside step function, g˜(ηSR) is a random variable, and K% = 1.5 is a
scaling factor based on the percent difference in question 1. Then, g˜(ηSR)N follows the
binomial distribution of N experiments and unknown proportion of success q = g(ηSR),
i.e. g˜(ηSR)N ∼ B(N, g(ηSR)). This information is used to test the null hypothesis — the
likelihood of the observed g˜(ηSR) being produced with an assumed q0. A binomial proportion
confidence interval can then be generated on this estimate.
Question 2 is answered by using N random samples to approximate the true mean,
h(ηSR), as the sample mean:
h˜(ηSR) =
∑N
i=1 κ(ηSR, Pi)− κ(ηTO, Pi)
N
(6.3)
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Where h˜(ηSR) is again a random variable of unknown distribution. However, an estimate of
confidence interval for the true mean can be estimated with a reference distribution using
methods such as bootstrapping [19]. In bootstrapping, the reference distribution is generated
by randomly selecting a number of resamples with replacement from sample differences,
κ(ηSR, Pi) − κ(ηTO, Pi), equal to the number of robot designs tested, taking the mean of
these resamples, and repeating this process 10000 times.
6.2.2 Experiment Procedure
The process in which data was collected for this experiment is summarized in Algorithm
1. A total of 100 three-link monoped designs (Pi) are randomly sampled from the design
space (P ) detailed in Section 6.3. For each design, 50 attempts are made to find the most
efficient locally optimal trajectory-optimized controller (ηTO) and 50 attempts are made to
find the most efficient locally optimal SLIP-Raibert controller (ηSR). These many attempts
at optimization are made for each approach to try and find local optima as close to the global
optimum as possible. The CoT J∗CoT yielded from controllers ηTO and ηSR are then compared
for all robot designs using (6.2) and (6.3). This data only represent a sparse sample of a
relatively large space, but the statistical methods used here still allow us to answer questions
1 and 2 with some confidence interval.
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Algorithm 1 Data Collection
1: for N = 100 (Robot designs) do
2: Randomly sample a robot design Pi
3: for Control approach j = {SR, TO} do
4: Initialize most efficient CoT, J∗CoT,j =∞
5: for n = 50 (Optimization trials) do
6: Find a locally optimal controller ηj from a random initial guess
7: if Optimization succeeds then
8: Calculate the CoT, JCoT,j = κ(ηj, Pi)
9: if JCoT,j < J
∗
CoT,j then
10: J∗CoT,j = JCoT,j
11: end if
12: else
13: Discard the result of this optimization trial
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: end for
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Figure 6.1: Three-link monoped model.
Parameter Min Max Unit
m0 1 10 kg
L0 0.5 1.5 m
L1
L1+L2
33.3 66.6 %
L1+L2
L1+L2+L0
33.3 50.0 %
m1
m1+m2
33.3 80.0 %
m1+m2
m1+m2+m0
10.0 25.0 %√
I0
m0L20
33.3 66.6 %√
I1
m1L21
20.0 66.6 %√
I2
m2L22
20.0 66.6 %
c1
L1
25.0 75.0 %
c2
L2
25.0 75.0 %
Fr 1 2 -
Table 6.1: Model Dimensionless Parameters
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6.3 Three-Link Monoped Model
Three-Link Monoped
The overall structure of the monoped model used for this experiment is shown in Fig. 6.1.
It is comprised of a single body link that is attached at the hip to a single leg with an upper
and lower link joined at the knee. This model is reminiscent of Raibert’s original hopper
design, with the prismatic shank replaced with a revolute knee. Each link on the robot is
characterized by its mass, length, CoM location, and moment of inertia about the CoM. A
single robot design is defined by a choice of these physical parameters.
Reasonable bounds on the ranges of physical parameters are imposed in order to limit
the possible three-link monoped designs to those that would be physically realizable and
applicable to robot designers. The limits, shown in Table 6.1, were chosen to be similar
to those in [49], which were selected based on systems seen in nature and in previously
designed legged robots. Some limits are more restrictive due to the fact that the system only
has one leg and to avoid numerical difficulties in the optimization process. These limits are
introduced by bounding the upper and lower values of dimensionless parameters that relate
the various physical parameters, with the exception of the body mass and length. Note that
by the Buckingham pi theorem [19], this dimensionless re-parameterization makes the results
applicable to robots of any scale. Body mass and length values are only given to perform
the numerical calculations and provide physical interpretation. Now, a robot design can be
uniquely defined by sampling from a uniform distribution on the interval between the lower
and upper value of each dimensionless parameter. Some sample robot designs are shown in
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Fig. 6.2.
Figure 6.2: Six randomly sampled robot designs from the experiment. Link lengths and
masses are represented by the length and thickness of each link. The center of each circle is
the center of mass of the link, and the radius is the link radius of gyration. This variety of
robot designs allows us to make inferences about the total design space.
Model Dynamics
The running motion examined in this experiment has two phases subject to gravity: a flight
phase in which the robot is in the air, and a stance phase during which the foot is joined with
the ground with a pin joint. In the flight phase, the system has five degrees of freedom: one
angle for each link’s orientation, and two Cartesian coordinates that define the hip’s location
in the inertial frame. In the stance phase, the system can be reduced to three degrees of
freedom because the foot is constrained with respect to the inertial frame. The motion of
the system is influenced by gravitational forces, ground reaction forces (GRF) in stance, and
torque inputs produced by actuators at the hip and knee joints. The resulting equations of
motion with all degrees of freedom present are described by the familiar form:
H(q)q¨ + C(q, q˙) +G(q) = Js(q)
TFs + S
T
a τ (6.4)
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where H ∈ R5×5, C ∈ R5, and G ∈ R5 are the inertia matrix, velocity products, and
gravitational terms, respectively. Additionally, Fs ∈ R2 is a vector of external forces, which
are the (GRF) in stance and zero in flight, and Js ∈ R5×2 is the Jacobian that relates end
effector forces to joint torques. The actuator selection matrix Sa = [0
2×3 I2×2] separates the
actuated and unactuated degrees of freedom, and τ ∈ R2 is the vector of input torques.
In the transition from flight to stance (touchdown), the foot impact is modeled as an
impulsive and perfectly inelastic collision, where the position states of the system after the
impact remain the same and the velocity states are adjusted based on angular momentum
conservation. The transition from flight to stance (touchdown) is defined as the point when
the end of the leg (foot) touches the ground. The transition from stance to flight (liftoff) is
defined as the point when the vertical GRF goes to zero; equivalently, when the acceleration
of the CoM equals the gravitational acceleration. The equations of motion and impact
dynamics are derived for each robot design from Lagrangian dynamics using the MATLAB
Symbolic Math Toolbox.
6.4 SLIP Embedded Raibert Controller
2D-SLIP Model
The 2D-SLIP (also known as spring-mass) model is a point mass m at the end of a massless,
springy leg, as shown in Fig. 6.3. The mass follows ballistic dynamics in flight during which
the massless leg can be positioned for the upcoming stance phase. In stance, a linear spring
with constant stiffness k and rest length l0 apply forces to the mass. The flight dynamics are
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Figure 6.3: 2D-SLIP model.
simply mp¨c = mg, where g ∈ R2 is the gravity vector and pc ∈ R2 is the position of the point
mass in inertial coordinates. The foot position in flight, pf ∈ R2, is defined by the angle θ
of the leg. In stance, the dynamics of the SLIP model can be written simply as follows:
mp¨c = k(l0 − ||l||)lˆ +mg (6.5)
where l = pc − pf and lˆ is the direction along the leg.
The switching manifolds of the hybrid SLIP system are defined to occur when the end
of the leg touches the ground from flight for touchdown and when the leg returns to its rest
length from stance for liftoff. The switching surfaces used on the SLIP-embedded three-link
monoped are the same for touchdown, but are modified for liftoff to ensure there is never a
case in which the vertical GRF is negative, as this would imply that the foot is able to pull
the system towards the ground. The phase switches on the three-link monoped when the
state intersects the following manifolds:
S ∗TD =
{
(pc, p˙c) | eTz pc = l−0 cos(θ), eTz p˙c ≤ 0
}
(6.6)
S ∗LO =
{
(pc, p˙c, p¨c) | eTz p¨c = eTz g, eTz p˙c ≥ 0
}
(6.7)
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where l−0 is the length of the ‘virtual’ leg from the CoM to the foot of the monoped before
touchdown.
Embedding Dynamics
To enforce the dynamics of (6.5) onto (6.4), operational space methods are used [29]. The
approach used here is similar to that used by [60], which itself is an extension of [87]. This
approach utilizes two sets of operational space coordinates: one for the foot (support space)
and one for the whole body CoM (task space). First, the support space coordinate is used
to constrain the equations of motion. Afterwards, the task space coordinate can be defined
and controlled for desired behaviors.
The operational space equations of motion for the support space are obtained by left
multiplying (6.4) by JsH
−1 and incorporating the time derivative of the support Jacobian,
Js, as defined by x˙s = Jsq˙:
x¨s − J˙sq˙ + JsH−1(C +G) = Λ−1s Fs + JsH−1STa τ (6.8)
where Λs = (JsH
−1JTs )
−1. Left multiplication of (6.8) by Λs recovers the familiar form:
Λsx¨s + µs + ρs = Fs + J¯
T
s S
T
a τ (6.9)
where µs, ρs, and J¯s follow from the left multiplication. Assuming that in stance the position
of the foot is stationary, x˙s = x¨s = 0, and Fs can be solved for in (6.9) and input to (6.4) to
generate the constrained equations of motion:
Hq¨ +NTs (C +G) + J
T
s ΛsJ˙sq˙ = N
T
s S
T
a τ (6.10)
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where
NTs = I− JTs ΛsJsH−1 (6.11)
is the dynamically consistent nullspace projector for support.
Next, the desired task space coordinate xt is defined along with its associated Jacobian,
Jt, as defined by x˙t = Jtq˙. The operational space dynamics for this coordinate can now
be obtained with respect to the support constrained dynamics by left multiplying (6.10) by
JtH
−1 and then by Λt = (JtH−1NTs J
T
t )
−1. The SLIP dynamics can now be embedded as
the task space dynamics, i.e. x¨t = p¨c:
Λtp¨c + µt + ρt = Ft (6.12)
where p¨c is obtained by solving for it in (6.5), and µt, ρt, and Ft follow from the left multi-
plication.
The control torques necessary to generate the operational space forces Ft are found using
the support reduced Jacobian, J¯Tt = ΛtJtH
−1Ns:
τ = (J¯Tt S
T
a )
−1Ft (6.13)
These torques are now essentially enforcing SLIP dynamics onto a subset of the original
system’s configuration space that is consistent with the support constraints, achieving the
SLIP embedding.
Raibert Controller
The classical Raibert Controller is an empirical controller that originated from Marc Raib-
ert’s seminal work on hopping robots. The controller consisted of three control ‘modules’
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Variable Min Max Unit
∆l 0.01(L1 + L2) 0.5(L1 + L2) m
x˙d 0.5vx,avg 2.0vx,avg m/s
θ∗ -pi
3
pi
3
rad
z0 L1 + L2 1.2(L1 + L2) m
l0 0.6(L1 + L2) 0.8(L1 + L2) m
Table 6.2: SLIP-Raibert optimization variable bounds.
that independently regulated certain aspects of Raibert’s hopping robots: the vertical jump-
ing height, the horizontal velocity of the locomotion using foot placement, and the pitch of
the body. This sort of controller has been formalized as the composition of several templates
in [27], which also discusses the assumptions necessary for stability.
The controller used on the SLIP embedded three-link monoped is similar to the Raibert
controller in that it utilizes separate modules to control thrust delivered by the leg (6.14),
the orientation of the body (6.15), and the positioning of the leg in flight to control running
speed (6.16). A thrust is introduced by increasing the nominal spring rest length l−0 after
touchdown by ∆l, effectively increasing the potential energy of the leg spring. The pitch
control used is the same as that used in the classical Raibert controller: a proportional-
derivative (PD) controller about a desired pitch using the hip actuator during stance. The
stepping controller is also similar, with the leg being commanded at a joint level PD scheme
through flight in order to achieve the desired touchdown angle for the upcoming stance phase.
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The different controllers can be described as:
l+0 = ∆l + l
−
0 (6.14)
τφ = −Kφp (φ− φd)−Kφd (φ˙− φ˙d) (6.15)
θTD = θ
∗(x˙) +Kθp(x˙− x˙d) (6.16)
where l+0 is the new spring rest length after a thrust of ∆l is applied, τ
φ is a torque applied
at the hip joint to track a desired pitch and pitch rate, (φd, φ˙d), and θTD is the touchdown
angle to track some desired velocity, x˙d, given a neutral touchdown angle θ
∗(x˙) [27].
The controller parameters were generated through varying means. The PD gains, such
as those that control the leg and body pitch, were empirically tuned and then scaled by
mass and inertia to generalize them to the randomly generated systems. Spring parameters
such as the spring constant were chosen based on previous work done with SLIP models,
notably [116], and scaled by mass. The apex height of the CoM is taken from the solution
to the trajectory-optimized controller, and the spring rest length was based on the initial
configuration of the leg in the trajectory-optimized controller. If there was no trajectory-
optimized controller found, the apex z0 and leg length l0 are chosen by sampling from uniform
distributions on the interval between the upper and lower bounds of each parameter from
Table 6.2. The remaining controller parameters are found through optimization to minimize
the CoT.
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SLIP-Raibert Optimization
The leg thrust ∆l, horizontal velocity x˙d, and neutral touchdown angle at that velocity θ
∗(x˙d)
are chosen by MATLAB’s fmincon function to minimize the mechanical cost of transport
using a ‘shooting’ approach [5], with ode45 used for forward dynamics simulation. For this
experiment:
• The average velocity across a single step vx,avg is constrained based on the sampled
Froude number.
• A periodicity constraint is imposed on the CoM at apex.
• Actuators saturate at torque limits set in Table 6.3.
The initial guess provided to fmincon is chosen by sampling from uniform distributions on
the interval between the upper and lower bounds of each decision variable, also in Table 6.2.
6.5 Trajectory Optimized Controller
Trajectory optimization is the formulation of an optimal control problem in which the control
inputs propagate a system along a trajectory in the state space of the system while respecting
the system dynamics and other nonlinear constraints to satisfy some optimality condition.
These problems can be formulated as nonlinear programming (NLP) problems, often with
sparse gradients, that can be solved using nonlinear program solvers such as IPOPT [7],
SNOPT [44], fmincon, etc. There are many different methods to formulate these problems,
but direct collocation approaches are common today [54, 53, 5]. The trajectory-optimized
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Variable Min Max Unit
∆t 0.025 0.25 s
x 0 vx,avg(3∆tmax) m
x˙ 0 2vx,avg m/s
z 0.1(L1 + L2) 2(L1 + L2) m
z˙ −g∆tmax 2vx,avg m/s
θ0 −pi/12 pi/12 rad
θ1 0 pi/2 rad
θ2 −pi/2 0 rad
θ˙i − θi,max−θi,min∆tmin
θi,max−θi,min
∆tmin
rad/s
τi −Γ Γ Nm
Table 6.3: Trajectory-optimized decision variable bounds.
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controller utilized for the three-link monoped in this experiment was found using GPOPS
[89], which implements a direct collocation approach using a pseudospectral integral approx-
imation [89, 40].
Pseudospectral Integral Approximation
System dynamics such as 6.4 with n states and m controls can be put into the form
x˙(t) = f(t, x(t), u(t)) (6.17)
where t is time, x ∈ Rn is the state, u ∈ Rm is the control input, and f is a function
describing the system dynamics. The process of the pseudospectral integral approximation
begins by selecting N discrete collocation points, ti, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N} in time at which the
solution needs to exactly satisfy the dynamics of the system. A Lagrange polynomial Li of
order N − 1 is then constructed corresponding with each ti such that
Li(tj) = δij =

1, i = j
0, i 6= j
(6.18)
where the Lagrange polynomial is of the form
Li(t) =
N∏
j=1,h6=i
t− tj
ti − tj (6.19)
These polynomials can now be used to approximate the trajectory of the state derivatives,
ie. the dynamics, over the time interval using
x˙N(t) =
N∑
i=1
Li(t)fi (6.20)
where fi = f(ti, x(ti), u(ti)). Now, by design, the dynamics are exactly satisfied at the
collocation points, x˙N(ti), and are approximated by x˙N(t) elsewhere. Now, the solution to
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the differential equation defined by (6.17) is approximated by
xN(t) = x(t0) +
∫ t
t0
N∑
i=1
Li(τ)fidτ (6.21)
By noticing that the sum can be taken out of the integral, we can define
Aji =
∫ tj
t0
Li(τ)dτ (6.22)
yielding, for each collocation point tj, the following relationship:
xN(tj) = x(t0) +
N∑
i=1
Ajifi (6.23)
These relationships for each tj can now be concatenated into a single matrix equation
XN = X0 + AF (XN) (6.24)
where the jth row of XN is xN(tj)
T , every row of X0 is x(t0)
T , A is the integration approxi-
mation matrix defined in (6.22), and the ith row of F (XN) is f
T
i . Solving this system yields
the approximate solution to (6.17), which can then be utilized by the NLP solver to solve
the NLP given by:
argmin
Np∑
i=1
JCoT (6.25)
subject to the system dynamics (6.4), defect constraints, boundary conditions, and other
path constraints, where Np = 3 is the number of hybrid phases. For this experiment
• Boundary conditions are a periodicity constraint on all robot states.
• Path constraints ensure the feet don’t pass below the ground and the foot doesn’t exert
negative vertical GRF.
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• The same average horizontal velocity constraint as in Section 6.4 is used.
The NLP solver is initialized with a random guess sampled from intervals shown in Table
6.3, where ∆t is the time of a single hybrid phase, (x, z) and (x˙, z˙) are the position and
velocity of the hip, θi and θ˙i are the absolute angle and rate of each link, and Γ = g(L1 +
L2)(m0 + m1 + m2) is the torque required to hold the entire weight of the system at full
leg extension. These limits were chosen by considering the physical parameters and average
velocity of the system, and are sufficiently generous such that they were not observed to be
active in any of trajectory-optimized solutions checked. Further discussion on the different
optimization approaches for each controller and their effects are further discussed in Section
6.7.
6.6 Experiment Results
Optimizations successfully converged to feasible solutions for 3738/5000 trajectory-optimized
trials and for 4329/5000 SLIP-Raibert trials. Fig. 6.6 shows a trajectory-optimized solution
and an apex-to-apex simulation of the system with the optimized SLIP-Raibert controller.
When optimization failed for the trajectory-optimized controller, it was usually due to nu-
merical problems or locally infeasible solutions; for the SLIP-Raibert controller, it was due to
the leg reaching a singular configuration or the actuators not being able to provide sufficient
torque.
The mechanical cost of transport of the successful optimizations are represented in Fig.
6.4. The most efficient (i.e. lowest cost of transport) controller for both control approaches
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Figure 6.4: Results of the experiment showing for each robot design approximately how
much greater the cost of transport is for the SLIP-Raibert controller (red X’s) as compared
to the trajectory optimized controller (blue O’s). The data show that for all robot designs,
the most efficient trajectory-optimized controller has a lower cost of transport than the
most efficient SLIP-Raibert controller, and clustering suggests the global optimum of the
trajectory optimized controller to be lower than that of the SLIP-Raibert controller.
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and for all 100 robot designs are input to (6.2) and (6.3) to answer questions 1 and 2.
1. For the space of three-linked monopeds, the most efficient SLIP-Raibert optimized
controller had at least a fifty percent greater mechanical cost of transport than the most
efficient trajectory-optimized controller 88.0% of the time, with the 95% confidence
interval for the true percentage of this result being 79.6% and 93.9%.
2. For the space of three-linked monopeds, the most efficient SLIP-Raibert optimized
controller on average had 91.0% greater mechanical cost of transport than the most
efficient trajectory optimized controller, with the 95% confidence interval for the true
average increase being 83.1% and 99.2%.
Fig. 6.4 demonstrates for each robot design approximately how much larger the cost of
transport is for the SLIP-Raibert controller (red X’s) as compared to the trajectory optimized
controller (blue O’s). One might be surprised that any SLIP-Raibert controller is more
energy efficient than a trajectory-optimized controller, but this is due to the fact that the
data only show local optima. In these instances, the locally optimal solution can have the
robot performing unnatural motions, such as oscillating the leg unnecessarily.
Importantly, the data show that with all robot designs, the most efficient trajectory-
optimized controller has a lower cost of transport than the most efficient SLIP-Raibert
controller. The clustering of data points can also hint at the optimality of the found con-
trollers, because if many randomly seeded local optimizations result in similar local optima,
it suggests that the global optima lies near the cluster. Observing the clustering of the CoT
data does suggest the global optimum of the trajectory-optimized controller to be lower than
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Figure 6.5: Examples of gaits using the trajectory-optimized controller.
Figure 6.6: Examples of gaits using the SLIP-Raibert controller.
that of the SLIP-Raibert controller. This result, along with the fact that the SLIP-Raibert
approach nearly doubled the cost of transport of the trajectory-optimized one, show how
much more efficient the unconstrained trajectory-optimized controller is.
6.7 Discussion
Optimization Methodology
It is worth noting that the different controllers did not often converge to steps of similar
length, as can be seen by the fact that the distance traveled by the monoped in Fig. 6.5
is much shorter than that in Fig. 6.6. This is likely due to the approach taken in the
SLIP-Raibert controller optimization, with certain initial conditions being constrained. The
choice to constrain the SLIP-Raibert initial conditions and use a shooting approach was
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made to improve the convergence of the NLP solver, and to reduce the occurrence of poorly
performing controllers that would place the leg in singular configurations or reach apex before
liftoff. This approach could be improved upon by allowing the SLIP-Raibert optimization to
find its own initial condition, potentially yielding lower CoT. In spite of these aspects of the
SLIP-Raibert controller optimization, the results still hold for this formulation of the SLIP-
Raibert controller under the assumption that the initial apex height and leg configuration
are set through randomly seeded trajectory-optimized controllers.
Reasons for Energetic Losses
While the experiment methodology used here is not designed to explain the complex coupling
interactions between the type of controller used and the resulting CoT, it is compelling to
consider why, aside from the effects of the optimization methodology, the SLIP-Raibert
controller has such a large cost of transport compared to a trajectory-optimized controller.
One possible reason could be the use of position based feedback control to command the
leg configuration in flight and body orientation in stance. While this may be a simple and
effective way to handle the positioning and stabilization of certain states, it should be no
surprise that this stiff control requires a significant amount of energy.
Another possibility would be that the trajectory-optimized controller attempts to perform
a form of swing leg retraction, thus minimizing the foot tangential speed at ground contact,
reducing the energy loss at touchdown [50]. The SLIP-Raibert controller simply holds the
position of the leg until touchdown, and thus does not attempt to minimize the foot tangential
speed. This trend can be observed in Fig. 6.6, where the trajectory-optimized controller will
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tend to retract the leg before touchdown.
Future Work
Topics of future work include improving the fidelity of the SLIP-Raibert approach to yield
a better approximation of the global minimum that is not as sensitive to constraints and
initial conditions. This could be done by formulating an unconstrained problem like the one
used to find the trajectory-optimized controller, and then adding in constraints that enforce
SLIP dynamics. Additionally, further investigation as to why the SLIP-Raibert approach
is so much less energy efficient than the optimal approach could provide key insights as to
how robot design can be improved to yield a more energy efficient design while maintaining
the strong foundations supplied by the SLIP model and compositional controllers. Another
topic would be to investigate means of stabilizing the trajectory-optimized controller over
obstacles and rough terrain, and what effects that has on its efficiency. Implementation of
these different control approaches on a physical robot to observe the energetic effects also is
a compelling follow-up experiment.
6.8 Conclusion
The SLIP model is a very useful template that has a long history of utility in legged robots,
and has been paired with the Raibert controller to achieve stable dynamic running and
jumping motions. However, when the physical realization of the robotic system does not
match the SLIP paradigm, energetic efficiency can be affected substantially. This work in-
vestigates a design space of three-linked monopeds and shows that using a classical Raibert
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style controller with the SLIP dynamics embedded into the CoM dynamics has on average a
91% larger mechanical cost of transport compared to that of than an trajectory-optimized
controller, and requires at least 50% more energy for approximately 88% of realistic robot
designs. This result is subject to the qualification that the SLIP-Raibert controller opti-
mization was somewhat restricted in its initial conditions. Interestingly, the fact that the
controller was able to find solutions with these varying initial conditions shows the robustness
of this SLIP-Raibert approach, despite its high energetic costs. As such, the SLIP-Raibert
approach can be used as a simple means of producing a stable running controller, but may
want to be avoided in applications where energy efficiency is desired.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusion
7.1 Summary
Bipedal locomotion is a challenging task that requires the careful coordination of limbs
and body in order to be accomplished. This work attempts to rethink the paradigm of
bipedal locomotion by developing a novel non-anthropomorphic platform that is able to
walk effectively using compliant actuation.
The original NABiRoS (NABi-1) platform was developed for planar locomotion and re-
sembles the form of a human taking steps sideways, as a fencer or ballerina might. It has a
pair of 2 DoF legs that utilized off-the-shelf position controlled servos. However, the feet were
designed to be compliant in order to offer the benefits of series-elasticity in the leg. NABi-1
was eventually able to walk using a ZMP-based preview control approach, and was able to
perform other gaits as well through empirical tuning. NABi-1 demonstrated an interesting
approach to bipedal locomotion that does not resemble the typical humanoid form, but is
still capable of some dynamic locomotion thanks to the use of compliance.
NABi-2 shares the philosophy of NABi-2 in terms of the non-anthropomorphic bipedal
concept, but improves on much of the original design. NABi-2 is equipped with propriocep-
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tive BEAR modules, actuators which are amenable to force control without the explicit use
of force/torque sensors thanks to their high torque transparency. The proprioceptive actu-
ators provide an adjustable compliance, so the spring elements in the feet can be removed.
Furthermore, an additional DoF was added at the hip, in order for the leg to be able to
achieve full 3D positioning. An in-place jumping or pronking gait was initially developed
for NABi-2 to demonstrate its impact resistance and dynamic capabilities. This gait was
achieved using a Raibert-style controller that is implemented with a Jacobian-based force
controller that only considers the static relationship between the body and the end effector
(foot). The controller is event based, which is facilitated by the use of proprioception at the
actuator level.
To further locomotion development on NABi-2, it was necessary to implement state
estimation in order to provide a global estimate of the state, especially the linear velocity.
To this end, an open-source code for an Extended Kalman Filter was modified for use on
NABi-2. The EKF utilized the IMU measurements for the prediction step and the joint
encoders for the update step. This approach can be viewed as analogous to visual SLAM,
where instead of visual features measured through perspective geometry, the robot has foot
features which are measured with the encoders and kinematics.
The development of directional walking and jumping on NABi-2 was a difficult one as the
approach used originally for achieving in-place jumping was not as effective for directional
locomotion. The proprioceptive leg design of NABi-2 was meant to achieve a low body inertia
to leg inertia ratio, allowing for the assumption of massless legs. However, the fact that there
was a very minimal body on NABi-2 made this assumption less reasonable. A walking gait
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on NABi-2 was eventually implemented by applying a set of virtual constraints achieved
through the use of operational space transformations and tuning of the free parameter,
the horizontal position of the hip. Directional jumping (pronking) was achieved by simply
lowering the body down and spreading the legs apart, minimizing the effects of the leg
dynamics on the body during the flight phase.
Systems like NABi show that event-based compositional controllers with some heuristics
can be effective, but the energy efficiency of these systems are not often examined. In an
attempt to better characterize the efficiency of these types of controllers, a study was done
to compare a classical Raibert Controller to a trajectory optimized for energy efficiency.
The study was performed for many randomly sampled simple three-link monoped designs.
Jumping locomotion was achieved by using the slip-raibert approach of embedding the SLIP
dynamics on the monoped, and a trajectory-optimized approach where pseudospectral col-
location was used to generate an optimal jumping trajectory. The results show that the
slip-raibert approach is much less efficient, but suggest the energetic cost of robustness on a
jumping controller.
7.2 Takeaways
The NABi family of robots offers a unique approach to bipedal locomotion thanks to its novel
leg configuration and compliance achieved through either passive springs or proprioceptive
actuators. These platforms utilize simple template models that are then anchored to the
physical robot platforms using a variety of different approaches to achieve locomotion. This
work details many of the unique facets that arise when implementing these approaches, but
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it is also interesting to examine how the performance of these systems can inform the future
design and implementation of legged robots.
NABi-1 offers a glimpse at how uniquely configured passive springs can be utilized along-
side classical approaches for bipedal locomotion in order to produce robust bipedal walking.
In this case, the design of the physical hardware system itself was what enabled the use of
the simple cart-table model for ZMP preview control based locomotion. The configuration
of the leg joints and passive compliant feet elements on NABi-1, along with the reciprocat-
ing nature of the locomotion, meant that the springy feet would work naturally to stabilize
walking without the need of closed-loop control around the ZMP or body. This is achieved
by coordinating the cart height in the cart-table model and the step timing of the walking
gait to be synchronized with the passive dynamics of the feet springs. This works because
modifying the cart height in the cart-table model dictates the amplitude of the cart motion,
which in turn affects the displacement of the foot spring and the time afforded to take a
step. When attempting to embed the SLIP model, NABi-1 is unable to walk, even though
this template explicitly incorporates passive compliance. This occurs because the direction
of the forces being generated from the foot springs are not directed appropriately (towards
the CoM), and the lack of sensing on NABi-1 limits its ability to control this force direction.
These limitations are what ultimately led to the design of NABi-2, which is able to perform
a form of explicit force control, and thus no longer requires springy feet.
NABi-2 presents a case study of how proprioceptive actuation and design on a biped
can greatly enhance its dynamic capabilities, but also make it less amenable certain classic
models. Directly applying the approach to walking from NABi-1 to NABi-2 was ineffective, as
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NABi-2 lacks the compliant elements that account for the inevitable real-world disturbances
to the desired feet position and forces. To achieve any form of locomotion via template
model on NABi-2, it is necessary to perform explicit force control (using torque feedback
from the proprioceptive actuators) while accounting for the internal dynamics generated
by the accelerating link masses. To achieve directional pronking, the internal dynamics
were reconciled by a simple shift in robot configuration, at which point the robot’s physical
hardware design resembled the SLIP template model (similar to how NABi-1’s hardware
design is amenable to the cart-table). However, walking was only achieved by cancelling the
internal dynamics via projection, suggesting that the physical hardware design of NABi-2 is
not intended for walking, but can be made to walk with judicious control over the the forces
produced at the joints.
The results on the NABi systems convey an emphasis on a particular aspect to consider
when designing a legged robot for locomotion: how the robot generates forces, both internally
and externally, because how well these forces can be affected determines the scope of available
motions. Of course, in the real world, forces cannot be generated from nothing, and there
are always engineering trade-offs that must be considered. External forces on NABi-1 were
facilitated by the use of passive compliant feet elements, and internal forces were able to
be ignored thanks to the choice of actuator, meaning control was simple and with low
resource cost. However, this very specific design severely constrains the motions available
to the system, making it inflexible in actual application. The design of NABi-2 allows it to
explicitly control its internal and external forces, meaning it is more versatile in function,
but now requires additional resources (in terms of added sensors and computation) to be
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controlled effectively.
As an extension, one can examine the approach taken on the types of legged robots
popular today in industry. Modern dynamic quadrupeds that are designed with low-inertia
legs and proprioceptive actuators are essentially attempting to minimize the production of
internal forces to be able to ignore them in control, and simply focus resources on controlling
external forces and performing higher level motion planning. However, this means that
the body needs to have sufficient inertia to allow for this massless leg assumption, which
somewhat constrains the design space of these quadrupeds. Classic humanoid designs barely
consider the internal forces of the robot at all (under the assumption that they can be negated
through control), allowing for a much broader design space, but complicating the control to
the point where robust walking is practically very challenging.
The NABi platforms can also suggest how the design of a system interacts with the use of
simple template models. Designing a system to behave like a simple model as with NABi-1
or the Raibert Hopper often produces simple and robust systems that are not versatile in
application. Designing a general platform and embedding a simple model as with NABi-2 or
a humanoid can produce robust and versatile systems at the cost of complexity. Arguably,
the whole point of using simple models in legged locomotion is to provide a convenient
abstraction to intuitively understand how a system should apply forces over time. By this
interpretation, perhaps these template models are simply an unnecessary middleman when
it comes to locomotion control for these more general systems. However, in reality, it is often
more practical (though inefficient) to make the complex system act like the template which
is known to work rather than design a controller for the complex system from scratch.
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7.3 Future Work
The non-anthropomorphic bipedal concept presents a unique set of challenges that are spe-
cific to the design and implementation of the physical system. Some possible areas of future
work are:
• More dynamic walking could be achieved on NABi-2 through the use of optimization
in the operational space. Rather than virtually constraining the body to follow certain
trajectories, it may be possible to instead formulate a quadratic program that attempts
to take a step while maintaining some other objective with the body, such as minimizing
momentum [130].
• Additional design features could be added to NABi-2 to make it more viable for other
forms of control and locomotion. Increasing the torque output of the actuators could
allow for the use of more dynamic running gaits alternate with a single leg on the
ground at a time.
• The addition of a torso to the body of NABi-2 could help offset the inertia of the
legs, allowing for the massless leg assumption that is used on many proprioceptive
quadrupeds to be viable. This could open the possibility for MPC based approaches
that model the robot as a single rigid body that is moved by forces from the ends of
massless legs.
• The dual-impedance approach to walking may be viable if the operational space is
used and dynamics are accounted for during walking. The operational space objective
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would be a SLIP or spring-mass model for the stance leg, while the swing leg attempts
to take a step. This sort of dual-SLIP type of gait has been explored in the past and
has been shown to exhibit some natural stability properties.
• Turning and out of plane motion has not been explored much with NABi-2. It would
be interesting to see how the hip yaw actuators could be utilized for improved lateral
balancing while performing pronking, or for turning the robot out its original plane of
motion.
More generally, some avenues of further exploration relating to the design of legged
systems as inspired by this work include:
• Designing new leg mechanisms and configurations that can provide a varying degrees
of force control authority based on the type of motion desired (i.e. high-bandwidth,
variable-compliance series elastic actuator).
• Determining (quantifying) when the internal dynamics of a legged system can be ig-
nored (i.e. massless leg assumption) and when they should be accounted for in order
to better inform the hardware and computational resources necessary for a particular
robot design.
• Quantifying or standardizing the approach taken to analyze whether a design is capable
of controlling forces adequately for the purposes of locomotion, manipulation, or other
forms of interaction with an external environment.
• Designing robots that are amenable to end-to-end approaches to locomotion. That
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is, designs that can execute learned or optimized motions robustly through the use of
clever design, perhaps with the addition of some feedback control.
• Analyzing the trade-offs between robustness and energy efficiency on proprioceptive
platforms using simple models for control and comparing them to end-to-end ap-
proaches to inform whether these templates are useful abstractions or unnecessary
intermediaries.
7.4 Closing Remarks
The author believes the NABi systems show that while the commercial legged robot industry
has converged to a fairly specific set of robot designs, there is still significant room for
exploration and experimentation. While the NABi family of robots are just two data points
in the potentially infinite design space of legged robots, the insights on design, proprioceptive
actuation, simple models, and locomotion control from them are still valuable. Legged
robots, as automobiles, airplanes, and drones before them, are on the cusp of becoming a
part of modern society. The author hopes that the work done here can offer some insight
towards the development of these incredible machines.
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